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ALPINESTARS  SUPERTECH M10 ®  Professional Helmet

The S-M10’s design is coherent to Alpinestars 
philosophy and shares distinctive themes 
with other products in the portfolio; a smooth,  
attractive, profile which is streamlined and free 
of any external channels and features that might 
act as a load point in an impact, or compromise 
the overall integrity of the construction. The 
surface curvature promotes reduced friction 
on impact, allowing deflection and the most 
efficient transfer of energy to protect the rider’s 
head from direct force to the skull and referred 
to the neck and spinal column. The aperture 
is designed to accommodate a wide variety 
of goggles and the air vents in the shell are 
located to maximize ventilation efficiency.

THe S-M10 shell has been profiled with 
performance as a priority and with a design 
style that identifies the profile of the helmet and 
its sculpted surface as uniquely ‘Alpinestars’. 

Another key feature is the S-M10 shell 
sizeng solution; each helmet fit size has 

its own appropriate shell size to deliver 
the most anatomical solution for the 
wide variety of fit needs worldwide.

The helmet’s shell construction utilizes a 
highly advanced molding technology with a 
multi-composite combination: - 3K Carbon, high 
density carbon outer layer that improves strength 
and efficiency of energy dissipation over the shell.

Uni-directional carbon composite layer that 
gives significantly greater radial strength 
around the shell, preventing compression but 
allowing controlled deflection for reducing 
transmitted impact energy. Aramid fiber layer 
which provides critical penetration protection.

This combination of layers is given even 
greater performance with an epoxy resin 
bonding that offers the best possible strength 
and energy management; limited outer shell 
deflection means the energy spreads wider 
and is better absorbed by the EPS liner. 

The result of the unique shell lay-up process 
employed in the S-M10 construction results 
in extremely effective impact protection. With 
a fully equipped helmet testing facility, within 
Alpinestars Racing Development Center, an 
exhaustive impact research program has resulted 
in the Supertech M10 returning linear and oblique 
impact performance which far improves upon 
current helmet regulation standard limits. For 
direct, linear, impact by an average magnitude 
of 41% and for rotational acceleration, oblique, 
impact performance by an average of 48%.
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482-9041XS
482-9041S
482-9041M
482-9041L
482-9041X

482-90412X

BLACK GLOSSY
CARBON

XS
S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

482-9025XS
482-9025S
482-9025M
482-9025L
482-9025X

482-90252X

WHITE GLOSSY

XS
S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

SUPERTECH M10 SOLID HELMET

size
XS - 2XL

price
$649.95

SUPERTECH M10 SOLID HELMET

size
XS - 2XL

price
$649.95
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SUPERTECH S-M10 FAME HELMET

size
XS - 2XL

price
$719.95

482-9026XS
482-9026S
482-9026M
482-9026L
482-9026X

482-90262X

DARK GRAY 
GLOSSY

XS
S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ
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SUPERTECH M10 AMPRESS HELMET

size
XS - 2XL

price
$719.95

482-9043XS
482-9043S
482-9043M
482-9043L
482-9043X

482-90432X

BLACK WHITE 
MATT

XS
S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

SUPERTECH M10 AMPRESS HELMET

size
XS - 2XL

price
$719.95

482-9044XS
482-9044S
482-9044M
482-9044L
482-9044X

482-90442X

BLACK YELLOW 
GLOSSY

XS
S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ
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SUPERTECH S-M10 FLOOD HELMET

size
XS - 2XL

price
$719.95

482-9027XS
482-9027S
482-9027M
482-9027L
482-9027X

482-90272X

BLACK
DARK GRAY

XS
S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

SUPERTECH S-M10 FLOOD HELMET

size
XS - 2XL

price
$719.95

482-9028XS
482-9028S
482-9028M
482-9028L
482-9028X

482-90282X

RED FLUO
RED

XS
S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ
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SUPERTECH S-M10 ERA HELMET

size
XS - 2XL

price
$719.95

482-9029XS
482-9029S
482-9029M
482-9029L
482-9029X

482-90292X

GOLD YELLOW 
RIO RED 
GLOSSY

XS
S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

SUPERTECH S-M10 BALE HELMET

size
XS - 2XL

price
$719.95

482-9030XS
482-9030S
482-9030M
482-9030L
482-9030X

482-90302X

BRIGHT RED
BLUE GLOSSY

XS
S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ
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ALPINESTARS  SUPERTECH M5 ®  Helmet

The all-new SM5 helmet is the result of more than 
five years of intensive study, development and 
testing. We scrutinized every possible aspect to 
engineer a helmet that is safe and thoughtfully 
designed to deliver optimal protection and comfort. 
This lightweight helmet features a thermo-injected 
shell incorporating a special polymer blend 
enhanced by varying degrees of thickness that is 
engineered to deliver the optimal combination of 
impact protection and light weight, while the five 
density EPS liner ensures the correct density in 
the correct area for enhanced impact absorption. 

An engineered raised area with padding effectively 
reduces the forces transmitted to the collarbone 
and a patented visor release system that ensures 

the visor is released with the correct pre-determined 
amount of force, irrespective of the angle of impact.

Lightweight outer shell is constructed 
from a technologically advanced impact 
resistant thermoplastic in two sizes.

The inner and outer surfaces are engineered 
to minimize the effects of oblique impacts.

Multiple density inner liner to ensure 
the correct density in the correct area 
for enhanced impact absorption

Patented visor release system ensures the visor is 
released with the correct pre-determined amount 
of force, irrespective of the angle of impact.

Maximized ventilation and high levels 
of heat transfer exchange thanks to 
multi-air inlets and exhaust ports.

The visor has been designed to direct air 
into the ports for enhanced airflow.
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S-M5 SOLID HELMET

size
XS - 2XL

price
$264.95

482-9222XS
482-9222S
482-9222M
482-9222L
482-9222X

482-92222X

BLACK MATT

XS
S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

S-M5 SOLID HELMET

size
XS - 2XL

price
$264.95

482-9223XS
482-9223S
482-9223M
482-9223L
482-9223X

482-92232X

WHITE GLOSSY

XS
S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ
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S-M5 ACTION 2 HELMET

size
XS - 2XL

price
$299.9

482-9224XS
482-9224S
482-9224M
482-9224L
482-9224X

482-92242X

BLACK
WHITE

BRIGHT RED 
GLOSSY

XS
S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

S-M5 SOLID HELMET

size
XS - 2XL

price
$299.9

482-9225XS
482-9225S
482-9225M
482-9225L
482-9225X

482-92252X

BLACK YELLOW  
FLUO BRIGHT 
RED GLOSSY

XS
S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ
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S-M5 ACTION 2 HELMET

size
XS - 2XL

price
$299.95

482-9226XS
482-9226S
482-9226M
482-9226L
482-9226X

482-92262X

BRIGHT RED
BLUE GLOSSY

XS
S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

S-M5 CORP HELMET

size
XS - 2XL

price
$2299.95

482-9227XS
482-9227S
482-9227M
482-9227L
482-9227X

482-92272X

BLACK
DIVA PINK 
GLOSSY

XS
S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ
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S-M5 CORP HELMET

size
XS - 2XL

price
$299.95

482-9228XS
482-9228S
482-9228M
482-9228L
482-9228X

482-92282X

BRIGHT RED 
GLOSSY

XS
S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

S-M5 CORP HELMET

size
XS - 2XL

price
$299.95

482-9229XS
482-9229S
482-9229M
482-9229L
482-9229X

482-92292X

BLUE GLOSSY

XS
S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ
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S-M5 CORP HELMET

size
XS - 2XL

price
$299.95

482-9230XS
482-9230S
482-9230M
482-9230L
482-9230X

482-92302X

DARK GRAY 
GLOSSY

XS
S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

S-M5 MINERAL HELMET

size
XS - 2XL

price
$299.95

482-9231XS
482-9231S
482-9231M
482-9231L
482-9231X

482-92312X

COOL GRAY
DARK GRAY

XS
S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ
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S-M5 MINERAL HELMET

size
XS - 2XL

price
$299.95

482-9236XS
482-9236S
482-9236M
482-9236L
482-9236X

482-92362X

WARM GRY 
CELADON 

GREEN

XS
S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

S-M5 MINERAL HELMET

size
XS - 2XL

price
$299.95

482-9235XS
482-9235S
482-9235M
482-9235L
482-9235X

482-92352X

DARK BROWN
KANGAROO 

MATTE

XS
S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ
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S-M5 SAIL HELMET

size
XS - 2XL

price
$299.95

482-9233XS
482-9233S
482-9233M
482-9233L
482-9233X

482-92332X

XS
S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

482-9232XS
482-9232S
482-9232M
482-9232L
482-9232X

482-92322X

WHITE DIVA 
PINK ENAMEL 

BLU

XS
S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

S-M5 SAIL HELMET

size
XS - 2XL

price
$299.95

VIOLET
BLACK SILVER 

GLOSSY

20
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S-M5 SAIL HELMET

size
XS - 2XL

price
$299.95

482-9234XS
482-9234S
482-9234M
482-9234L
482-9234X

482-92342X

XS
S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

YELLOW FLUO
ENAMEL BLU

SILVER
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 + Supertech is Alpinestars innovative Pro Level Motocross apparel 
line, designed for superior dirt riding performance. Supertech gear 
offers a Factory Rider design, featuring an extremely lightweight, almost 
compression style fit. When it comes to the jersey and pants, and their 
improved ergonomic cuts designed to enhance body movement on the 
track, the Supertech gear fits like a second skin. With an engineered 
design for an athletic race fit, a chassis consisting entirely of advanced 
stretch mesh and an ultra-lightweight construction, the Supertech Jersey 
is Alpinestars lightest ever MX jersey. Featuring a host of SX and MXGP 
race-proven technologies, the Supertech Jersey delivers optimum levels 
of flexibility, freedom of movement, ventilation, durability, and comfort.

 + 1. Premium athletic performance race fit designed for aggressive 
riding and professional levels of movement, flexibility, and comfort.

 + 2. The MX24 Supertech Jersey includes new stronger 
materials engineered to be ultra-lightweight, stretchable, and 
durable, while also delivering superior airflow thanks to the highly 
breathable Stretchnet zones on the full torso and back.

 + 3. Strategically positioned laser-cut perforations 
throughout the upper and lower arms, sides, and armpit 
area provide additional airflow and ventilation. 

 + The jersey has an ergonomic cut and optimized pattern for 
enhanced freedom of movement and superior mobility. 

 + Innovative Stretchnet construction on the full chest and back provides 
extensive stretch and strength while providing premium ventilation.

 + Flat stretch construction on arms and shoulders for the 
enhanced range of movement and rider comfort.

 + Innovative construction utilizes no side seams, no elbow 
seams, and no underarm seams for maximum rider comfort. 

 + Seamless bonded collar and cuffs for enhanced rider comfort.

 + Extended back panel length for greater coverage on the back.

 + SX and MXGP racing-inspired shoulder de-
tails and new brand application. 

 + Sublimated, dyed, or digital print fade-resistant graphics.

SUPERTECH WARD JERSEY

size
S - 2XL

price
$89.95

482-2444S
482-2444M
482-2444L
482-2444X

482-24442X

BLACK
YELLOW

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ
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 + Supertech is Alpinestars innovative Pro Level Motocross 
apparel line, designed for superior dirt riding performance, 
the Supertech gear fits like a second skin. With an engineered 
design for a premium athletic race fit, the chassis is made 
of advanced stretch and durable stretch ripstop, offering an 
ultra-lightweight construction. The Supertech Pants feature 
a host of SX and MXGP race-proven technologies, includ-
ing stretch Kevlar® to deliver optimum levels of flexibility, 
freedom of movement, ventilation, durability, and comfort.

 + 1. Race-engineered fit and performance shape 
with an updated pattern designed to provide the 
high levels of enhanced body movement, flexibility, 
and comfort required by professional riders.

 + 2. Main chassis constructed from a single-layer advanced 
stretch rip-stop fabric. Alpinestars specifically develop the 
textile fiber composition for optimized mechanical properties 
including strength, elasticity, and abrasion durability. 

 + 3. SX1 auto-lock magnetic buckle for 
a quick and secure closure.

 + 4. Highly breathable Stretchnet zones on the 
full lower leg provide ultra-lightweight, while also 
delivering superior airflow and stretchability.

 + 5. Linerless design for optimized rider comfort and 
effortless on and off with knee braces or knee guards.

 + 6. Strategically positioned perforations for ad-
ditional airflow and optimum ventilation.

 + Performance-engineered single-layer construc-
tion for enhanced wearability, superior comfort and 
lighter weight, and ease of use with knee braces.

 + Durable, full 4-way stretch construction, offer-
ing high levels of ventilation and lightweight.

 + Goat leather and stretch aramidic inner knee 
reinforcements for durability and optimal feel. 

 + Silicon inner waistline to keep the pants in position.

 + Covered zippered fly for durability. 

 + Fade-resistant graphics.

 + Kevlar® is a trademark of affiliates of DuPont de 
Nemours, Inc. used under license by Alpinestars S.p.A.

SUPERTECH WARD PANTS

size
28 - 40

price
$209.95

482-241128
482-241130
482-241132
482-241134
482-241136
482-241138
482-241140

BLACK
YELLOW

28
30
32
34
36
38
40

SZ
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 + Supertech is Alpinestars innovative Pro Level Motocross apparel 
line, designed for superior dirt riding performance. Supertech gear 
offers a Factory Rider design, featuring an extremely lightweight, almost 
compression style fit. When it comes to the jersey and pants, and their 
improved ergonomic cuts designed to enhance body movement on the 
track, the Supertech gear fits like a second skin. With an engineered 
design for an athletic race fit, a chassis consisting entirely of advanced 
stretch mesh and an ultra-lightweight construction, the Supertech Jersey 
is Alpinestars lightest ever MX jersey. Featuring a host of SX and MXGP 
race-proven technologies, the Supertech Jersey delivers optimum levels 
of flexibility, freedom of movement, ventilation, durability, and comfort.

 + 1. Premium athletic performance race fit designed for aggressive 
riding and professional levels of movement, flexibility, and comfort.

 + 2. The MX24 Supertech Jersey includes new stronger 
materials engineered to be ultra-lightweight, stretchable, and 
durable, while also delivering superior airflow thanks to the highly 
breathable Stretchnet zones on the full torso and back.

 + 3. Strategically positioned laser-cut perforations 
throughout the upper and lower arms, sides, and armpit 
area provide additional airflow and ventilation. 

 + The jersey has an ergonomic cut and optimized pattern for 
enhanced freedom of movement and superior mobility. 

 + Innovative Stretchnet construction on the full chest and back provides 
extensive stretch and strength while providing premium ventilation.

 + Flat stretch construction on arms and shoulders for the 
enhanced range of movement and rider comfort.

 + Innovative construction utilizes no side seams, no elbow 
seams, and no underarm seams for maximum rider comfort. 

 + Seamless bonded collar and cuffs for enhanced rider comfort.

 + Extended back panel length for greater coverage on the back.

 + SX and MXGP racing-inspired shoulder de-
tails and new brand application. 

 + Sublimated, dyed, or digital print fade-resistant graphics.

SUPERTECH WARD JERSEY

size
S - 2XL

price
$89.95

482-2443S
482-2443M
482-2443L
482-2443X

482-24432X

BLACK RED 
BERRY

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ
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 + Supertech is Alpinestars innovative Pro Level Motocross 
apparel line, designed for superior dirt riding performance, 
the Supertech gear fits like a second skin. With an engineered 
design for a premium athletic race fit, the chassis is made 
of advanced stretch and durable stretch ripstop, offering an 
ultra-lightweight construction. The Supertech Pants feature 
a host of SX and MXGP race-proven technologies, includ-
ing stretch Kevlar® to deliver optimum levels of flexibility, 
freedom of movement, ventilation, durability, and comfort.

 + 1. Race-engineered fit and performance shape 
with an updated pattern designed to provide the 
high levels of enhanced body movement, flexibility, 
and comfort required by professional riders.

 + 2. Main chassis constructed from a single-layer advanced 
stretch rip-stop fabric. Alpinestars specifically develop the 
textile fiber composition for optimized mechanical properties 
including strength, elasticity, and abrasion durability. 

 + 3. SX1 auto-lock magnetic buckle for 
a quick and secure closure.

 + 4. Highly breathable Stretchnet zones on the 
full lower leg provide ultra-lightweight, while also 
delivering superior airflow and stretchability.

 + 5. Linerless design for optimized rider comfort and 
effortless on and off with knee braces or knee guards.

 + 6. Strategically positioned perforations for ad-
ditional airflow and optimum ventilation.

 + Performance-engineered single-layer construc-
tion for enhanced wearability, superior comfort and 
lighter weight, and ease of use with knee braces.

 + Durable, full 4-way stretch construction, offer-
ing high levels of ventilation and lightweight.

 + Goat leather and stretch aramidic inner knee 
reinforcements for durability and optimal feel. 

 + Silicon inner waistline to keep the pants in position.

 + Covered zippered fly for durability. 

 + Fade-resistant graphics.

 + Kevlar® is a trademark of affiliates of DuPont de 
Nemours, Inc. used under license by Alpinestars S.p.A.

SUPERTECH WARD PANTS

size
28 - 40

price
$209.95

482-241028
482-241030
482-241032
482-241034
482-241036
482-241038
482-241040

BLACK RED 
BERRY

28
30
32
34
36
38
40

SZ
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 + Supertech is Alpinestars innovative Pro Level Motocross apparel 
line, designed for superior dirt riding performance. Supertech gear 
offers a Factory Rider design, featuring an extremely lightweight, 
almost compression style fit. When it comes to the jersey and 
pants, and their improved ergonomic cuts designed to enhance 
body movement on the track, the Supertech gear fits like a second 
skin. With an engineered design for an athletic race fit, a chassis 
consisting entirely of advanced stretch mesh and an ultra-lightweight 
construction, the Supertech Jersey is Alpinestars lightest ever 
MX jersey. Featuring a host of SX and MXGP race-proven tech-
nologies, the Supertech Jersey delivers optimum levels of flexibility, 
freedom of movement, ventilation, durability, and comfort.

 + 1. Premium athletic performance race fit designed for aggressive 
riding and professional levels of movement, flexibility, and comfort.

 + 2. The MX24 Supertech Jersey includes new stronger 
materials engineered to be ultra-lightweight, stretchable, and 
durable, while also delivering superior airflow thanks to the highly 
breathable Stretchnet zones on the full torso and back.

 + 3. Strategically positioned laser-cut perforations 
throughout the upper and lower arms, sides, and armpit 
area provide additional airflow and ventilation. 

 + The jersey has an ergonomic cut and optimized pattern for 
enhanced freedom of movement and superior mobility. 

 + Innovative Stretchnet construction on the full 
chest and back provides extensive stretch and 
strength while providing premium ventilation.

 + Flat stretch construction on arms and shoulders for 
the enhanced range of movement and rider comfort.

 + Innovative construction utilizes no side seams, no elbow 
seams, and no underarm seams for maximum rider comfort. 

 + Seamless bonded collar and cuffs for enhanced rider comfort.

 + Extended back panel length for greater coverage on the back.

 + SX and MXGP racing-inspired shoulder de-
tails and new brand application. 

 + Sublimated, dyed, or digital print fade-resistant graphics.

SUPERTECH DADE JERSEY

size
S - 2XL

price
$89.95

482-2445S
482-2445M
482-2445L
482-2445X

482-24452X

IRON RED 
BERRY

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ
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 + Supertech is Alpinestars innovative Pro Level Motocross 
apparel line, designed for superior dirt riding performance, 
the Supertech gear fits like a second skin. With an engineered 
design for a premium athletic race fit, the chassis is made 
of advanced stretch and durable stretch ripstop, offering an 
ultra-lightweight construction. The Supertech Pants feature 
a host of SX and MXGP race-proven technologies, includ-
ing stretch Kevlar® to deliver optimum levels of flexibility, 
freedom of movement, ventilation, durability, and comfort.

 + 1. Race-engineered fit and performance shape 
with an updated pattern designed to provide the 
high levels of enhanced body movement, flexibility, 
and comfort required by professional riders.

 + 2. Main chassis constructed from a single-layer advanced 
stretch rip-stop fabric. Alpinestars specifically develop the 
textile fiber composition for optimized mechanical properties 
including strength, elasticity, and abrasion durability. 

 + 3. SX1 auto-lock magnetic buckle for 
a quick and secure closure.

 + 4. Highly breathable Stretchnet zones on the 
full lower leg provide ultra-lightweight, while also 
delivering superior airflow and stretchability.

 + 5. Linerless design for optimized rider comfort and 
effortless on and off with knee braces or knee guards.

 + 6. Strategically positioned perforations for ad-
ditional airflow and optimum ventilation.

 + Performance-engineered single-layer construc-
tion for enhanced wearability, superior comfort and 
lighter weight, and ease of use with knee braces.

 + Durable, full 4-way stretch construction, offer-
ing high levels of ventilation and lightweight.

 + Goat leather and stretch aramidic inner knee 
reinforcements for durability and optimal feel. 

 + Silicon inner waistline to keep the pants in position.

 + Covered zippered fly for durability. 

 + Fade-resistant graphics.

 + Kevlar® is a trademark of affiliates of DuPont de 
Nemours, Inc. used under license by Alpinestars S.p.A.

SUPERTECH DADE PANTS

size
28 - 40

price
$209.95

482-241228
482-241230
482-241232
482-241234
482-241236
482-241238
482-241240

IRON RED 
BERRY

28
30
32
34
36
38
40

SZ
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 + Supertech is Alpinestars innovative Pro Level Motocross apparel 
line, designed for superior dirt riding performance. Supertech gear 
offers a Factory Rider design, featuring an extremely lightweight, 
almost compression style fit. When it comes to the jersey and 
pants, and their improved ergonomic cuts designed to enhance 
body movement on the track, the Supertech gear fits like a second 
skin. With an engineered design for an athletic race fit, a chassis 
consisting entirely of advanced stretch mesh and an ultra-lightweight 
construction, the Supertech Jersey is Alpinestars lightest ever 
MX jersey. Featuring a host of SX and MXGP race-proven tech-
nologies, the Supertech Jersey delivers optimum levels of flexibility, 
freedom of movement, ventilation, durability, and comfort.

 + 1. Premium athletic performance race fit designed for aggressive 
riding and professional levels of movement, flexibility, and comfort.

 + 2. The MX24 Supertech Jersey includes new stronger 
materials engineered to be ultra-lightweight, stretchable, and 
durable, while also delivering superior airflow thanks to the highly 
breathable Stretchnet zones on the full torso and back.

 + 3. Strategically positioned laser-cut perforations 
throughout the upper and lower arms, sides, and armpit 
area provide additional airflow and ventilation. 

 + The jersey has an ergonomic cut and optimized pattern for 
enhanced freedom of movement and superior mobility. 

 + Innovative Stretchnet construction on the full 
chest and back provides extensive stretch and 
strength while providing premium ventilation.

 + Flat stretch construction on arms and shoulders for 
the enhanced range of movement and rider comfort.

 + Innovative construction utilizes no side seams, no elbow 
seams, and no underarm seams for maximum rider comfort. 

 + Seamless bonded collar and cuffs for enhanced rider comfort.

 + Extended back panel length for greater coverage on the back.

 + SX and MXGP racing-inspired shoulder de-
tails and new brand application. 

 + Sublimated, dyed, or digital print fade-resistant graphics.

SUPERTECH DADE JERSEY

size
S - 2XL

price
$89.95

482-2446S
482-2446M
482-2446L
482-2446X

482-24462X

LIGHT BLUE

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ
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 + Supertech is Alpinestars innovative Pro Level Motocross 
apparel line, designed for superior dirt riding performance, 
the Supertech gear fits like a second skin. With an engineered 
design for a premium athletic race fit, the chassis is made 
of advanced stretch and durable stretch ripstop, offering an 
ultra-lightweight construction. The Supertech Pants feature 
a host of SX and MXGP race-proven technologies, includ-
ing stretch Kevlar® to deliver optimum levels of flexibility, 
freedom of movement, ventilation, durability, and comfort.

 + 1. Race-engineered fit and performance shape 
with an updated pattern designed to provide the 
high levels of enhanced body movement, flexibility, 
and comfort required by professional riders.

 + 2. Main chassis constructed from a single-layer advanced 
stretch rip-stop fabric. Alpinestars specifically develop the 
textile fiber composition for optimized mechanical properties 
including strength, elasticity, and abrasion durability. 

 + 3. SX1 auto-lock magnetic buckle for 
a quick and secure closure.

 + 4. Highly breathable Stretchnet zones on the 
full lower leg provide ultra-lightweight, while also 
delivering superior airflow and stretchability.

 + 5. Linerless design for optimized rider comfort and 
effortless on and off with knee braces or knee guards.

 + 6. Strategically positioned perforations for ad-
ditional airflow and optimum ventilation.

 + Performance-engineered single-layer construc-
tion for enhanced wearability, superior comfort and 
lighter weight, and ease of use with knee braces.

 + Durable, full 4-way stretch construction, offer-
ing high levels of ventilation and lightweight.

 + Goat leather and stretch aramidic inner knee 
reinforcements for durability and optimal feel. 

 + Silicon inner waistline to keep the pants in position.

 + Covered zippered fly for durability. 

 + Fade-resistant graphics.

 + Kevlar® is a trademark of affiliates of DuPont de 
Nemours, Inc. used under license by Alpinestars S.p.A.

SUPERTECH DADE PANTS

size
28 - 40

price
$209.95

482-241328
482-241330
482-241332
482-241334
482-241336
482-241338
482-241340

LIGHT BLUE

28
30
32
34
36
38
40

SZ
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 + Supertech is Alpinestars innovative Pro Level Motocross apparel 
line, designed for superior dirt riding performance. Supertech gear 
offers a Factory Rider design, featuring an extremely lightweight, 
almost compression style fit. When it comes to the jersey and 
pants, and their improved ergonomic cuts designed to enhance 
body movement on the track, the Supertech gear fits like a second 
skin. With an engineered design for an athletic race fit, a chassis 
consisting entirely of advanced stretch mesh and an ultra-lightweight 
construction, the Supertech Jersey is Alpinestars lightest ever MX 
jersey. Featuring a host of SX and MXGP race-proven technolo-
gies, the Supertech Jersey delivers optimum levels of flexibility, 
freedom of movement, ventilation, durability, and comfort.

 + 1. Premium athletic performance race fit designed for aggressive 
riding and professional levels of movement, flexibility, and comfort.

 + 2. The MX24 Supertech Jersey includes new stronger 
materials engineered to be ultra-lightweight, stretchable, and 
durable, while also delivering superior airflow thanks to the 
highly breathable Stretchnet zones on the full torso and back.

 + 3. Strategically positioned laser-cut perforations 
throughout the upper and lower arms, sides, and armpit 
area provide additional airflow and ventilation. 

 + The jersey has an ergonomic cut and optimized pattern for 
enhanced freedom of movement and superior mobility. 

 + Innovative Stretchnet construction on the full 
chest and back provides extensive stretch and 
strength while providing premium ventilation.

 + Flat stretch construction on arms and shoulders for 
the enhanced range of movement and rider comfort.

 + Innovative construction utilizes no side seams, no elbow 
seams, and no underarm seams for maximum rider comfort. 

 + Seamless bonded collar and cuffs for enhanced rider comfort.

 + Extended back panel length for greater coverage on the back.

 + SX and MXGP racing-inspired shoulder 
details and new brand application. 

 + Sublimated, dyed, or digital print fade-resistant graphics.

SUPERTECH SPEK JERSEY

size
S - 2XL

price
$89.95

482-2447S
482-2447M
482-2447L
482-2447X

482-24472X

WHITE BLACK

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ
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 + Supertech is Alpinestars innovative Pro Level Motocross apparel 
line, designed for superior dirt riding performance, the Supertech 
gear fits like a second skin. With an engineered design for a premium 
athletic race fit, the chassis is made of advanced stretch and 
durable stretch ripstop, offering an ultra-lightweight construction. 
The Supertech Pants feature a host of SX and MXGP race-proven 
technologies, including stretch Kevlar® to deliver optimum levels of 
flexibility, freedom of movement, ventilation, durability, and comfort.

 + 1. Race-engineered fit and performance shape with an updated 
pattern designed to provide the high levels of enhanced body 
movement, flexibility, and comfort required by professional riders.

 + 2. Main chassis constructed from a single-layer advanced 
stretch rip-stop fabric. Alpinestars specifically develop the 
textile fiber composition for optimized mechanical properties 
including strength, elasticity, and abrasion durability. 

 + 3. SX1 auto-lock magnetic buckle for a quick and secure closure.

 + 4. Highly breathable Stretchnet zones on the full 
lower leg provide ultra-lightweight, while also deliver-
ing superior airflow and stretchability.

 + 5. Linerless design for optimized rider comfort and ef-
fortless on and off with knee braces or knee guards.

 + 6. Strategically positioned perforations for ad-
ditional airflow and optimum ventilation.

 + Performance-engineered single-layer construc-
tion for enhanced wearability, superior comfort and 
lighter weight, and ease of use with knee braces.

 + Durable, full 4-way stretch construction, offer-
ing high levels of ventilation and lightweight.

 + Goat leather and stretch aramidic inner knee 
reinforcements for durability and optimal feel. 

 + Silicon inner waistline to keep the pants in position.

 + Covered zippered fly for durability. 

 + Fade-resistant graphics.

 + Kevlar® is a trademark of affiliates of DuPont de 
Nemours, Inc. used under license by Alpinestars S.p.A.

SUPERTECH SPEK PANTS

size
S - 2XL

price
$209.95

482-241428
482-241430
482-241432
482-241434
482-241436
482-241438
482-241440

WHITE BLACK

28
30
32
34
36
38
40

SZ
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 + Supertech is Alpinestars innovative Pro Level Motocross apparel 
line, designed for superior dirt riding performance. Supertech gear 
offers a Factory Rider design, featuring an extremely lightweight, 
almost compression style fit. When it comes to the jersey and 
pants, and their improved ergonomic cuts designed to enhance 
body movement on the track, the Supertech gear fits like a second 
skin. With an engineered design for an athletic race fit, a chassis 
consisting entirely of advanced stretch mesh and an ultra-lightweight 
construction, the Supertech Jersey is Alpinestars lightest ever 
MX jersey. Featuring a host of SX and MXGP race-proven tech-
nologies, the Supertech Jersey delivers optimum levels of flexibility, 
freedom of movement, ventilation, durability, and comfort.

 + 1. Premium athletic performance race fit designed for aggressive 
riding and professional levels of movement, flexibility, and comfort.

 + 2. The MX24 Supertech Jersey includes new stronger 
materials engineered to be ultra-lightweight, stretchable, and 
durable, while also delivering superior airflow thanks to the highly 
breathable Stretchnet zones on the full torso and back.

 + 3. Strategically positioned laser-cut perforations 
throughout the upper and lower arms, sides, and armpit 
area provide additional airflow and ventilation. 

 + The jersey has an ergonomic cut and optimized pattern for 
enhanced freedom of movement and superior mobility. 

 + Innovative Stretchnet construction on the full 
chest and back provides extensive stretch and 
strength while providing premium ventilation.

 + Flat stretch construction on arms and shoulders for the 
enhanced range of movement and rider comfort.

 + Innovative construction utilizes no side seams, no elbow 
seams, and no underarm seams for maximum rider comfort. 

 + Seamless bonded collar and cuffs for enhanced rider comfort.

 + Extended back panel length for greater coverage on the back.

 + SX and MXGP racing-inspired shoulder de-
tails and new brand application. 

 + Sublimated, dyed, or digital print fade-resistant graphics.

TECHSTAR RANTERA JERSEY

size
S - 2XL

price
$69.95

482-2449S
482-2449M
482-2449L
482-2449X

482-24492X

HAZE GRAY 
CAMO

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ
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 + The Techstar line offers a racing-inspired cut for durable 
advanced-level competition, incorporating new mesh materials 
for improved stretch and breathability as well as a revised shape 
for excellent freedom of movement. With an optimum blend of 
performance and durability, the race fit Techstar Pants incorporate 
innovative features such as the new SX2 magnetic closure 
buckle and an updated 3D Babel knee construction to significantly 
ramp up ventilation, flexibility, and freedom of movement. 

 + 1. The Techstar Pants have a new materials construc-
tion and updated pattern delivering a second skin feel and 
providing premium freedom of movement to the rider.

 + 2. The main chassis is constructed from an advanced 
blend of stretch rip-stop fabric and 600D poly-fabric for 
enhanced stretchability and durability, with durable 4-way 
stretch on the yoke, thighs, and upper knees.

 + 3. Main material is engineered to be ultra-lightweight, stretch-
able, and durable, while also delivering superior airflow thanks to 
the highly breathable Stretchnet zones and laser perforations.

 + 4. Revised Babel knee gusset for flexibility and ventilation. 

 + 5. The performance-engineered single-layer construction 
and linerless design offer enhanced wearability, supe-
rior comfort, and lighter weight, providing an effortless on and 
off, even when worn with knee braces or knee guards.

 + 6. Secure and quick new SX2 auto-lock mag-
netic buckle for optimum waist closure.

 + Stretch mesh materials make the pants more flex-
ible and breathable, and reinforced materials have been 
used on the seat and knees for enhanced durability.

 + Stretchnet material has been utilized on the backs of 
the legs bringing airflow comfort and lightweight as well as 
providing excellent comfort, stretch, and breathability. 

 + Goat leather inner knees for premium feel and durability. 

 + Elasticated waist with silicon inner waist-
line to keep the pants in position.

 + Covered zippered fly for durability. 

 + Fade-resistant graphics.

TECHSTAR RANTERA PANTS

size
28 - 40

price
$194.95

482-241628
482-241630
482-241632
482-241634
482-241636
482-241638
482-241640

HAZE GRAY 
CAMO

28
30
32
34
36
38
40

SZ
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 + Supertech is Alpinestars innovative Pro Level Motocross apparel 
line, designed for superior dirt riding performance. Supertech gear of-
fers a Factory Rider design, featuring an extremely lightweight, almost 
compression style fit. When it comes to the jersey and pants, and their 
improved ergonomic cuts designed to enhance body movement on the 
track, the Supertech gear fits like a second skin. With an engineered 
design for an athletic race fit, a chassis consisting entirely of advanced 
stretch mesh and an ultra-lightweight construction, the Supertech Jersey 
is Alpinestars lightest ever MX jersey. Featuring a host of SX and MXGP 
race-proven technologies, the Supertech Jersey delivers optimum levels 
of flexibility, freedom of movement, ventilation, durability, and comfort.

 + 1. Premium athletic performance race fit designed for aggressive 
riding and professional levels of movement, flexibility, and comfort.

 + 2. The MX24 Supertech Jersey includes new stronger 
materials engineered to be ultra-lightweight, stretchable, and 
durable, while also delivering superior airflow thanks to the highly 
breathable Stretchnet zones on the full torso and back.

 + 3. Strategically positioned laser-cut perforations 
throughout the upper and lower arms, sides, and armpit 
area provide additional airflow and ventilation. 

 + The jersey has an ergonomic cut and optimized pattern for 
enhanced freedom of movement and superior mobility. 

 + Innovative Stretchnet construction on the full chest and back provides 
extensive stretch and strength while providing premium ventilation.

 + Flat stretch construction on arms and shoulders for the 
enhanced range of movement and rider comfort.

 + Innovative construction utilizes no side seams, no elbow 
seams, and no underarm seams for maximum rider comfort. 

 + Seamless bonded collar and cuffs for enhanced rider comfort.

 + Extended back panel length for greater coverage on the back.

 + SX and MXGP racing-inspired shoulder de-
tails and new brand application. 

 + Sublimated, dyed, or digital print fade-resistant graphics.

TECHSTAR PNEUMA JERSEY

size
S - 2XL

price
$69.95

482-2451S
482-2451M
482-2451L
482-2451X

482-24512X

DARK SAND 
IRON  DUST 

GRAY

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ
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482-241828
482-241830
482-241832
482-241834
482-241836
482-241838
482-241840

DARK SAND 
IRON  DUST 

GRAY

28
30
32
34
36
38
40

SZ

 + The Techstar line offers a racing-inspired cut for durable advanced-
level competition, incorporating new mesh materials for improved stretch 
and breathability as well as a revised shape for excellent freedom of 
movement. With an optimum blend of performance and durability, the 
race fit Techstar Pants incorporate innovative features such as the new 
SX2 magnetic closure buckle and an updated 3D Babel knee construction 
to significantly ramp up ventilation, flexibility, and freedom of movement. 

 + 1. The Techstar Pants have a new materials construc-
tion and updated pattern delivering a second skin feel and 
providing premium freedom of movement to the rider.

 + 2. The main chassis is constructed from an advanced blend of stretch 
rip-stop fabric and 600D poly-fabric for enhanced stretchability and du-
rability, with durable 4-way stretch on the yoke, thighs, and upper knees.

 + 3. Main material is engineered to be ultra-lightweight, stretch-
able, and durable, while also delivering superior airflow thanks to 
the highly breathable Stretchnet zones and laser perforations.

 + 4. Revised Babel knee gusset for flexibility and ventilation. 

 + 5. The performance-engineered single-layer construction 
and linerless design offer enhanced wearability, supe-
rior comfort, and lighter weight, providing an effortless on and 
off, even when worn with knee braces or knee guards.

 + 6. Secure and quick new SX2 auto-lock mag-
netic buckle for optimum waist closure.

 + Stretch mesh materials make the pants more flex-
ible and breathable, and reinforced materials have been 
used on the seat and knees for enhanced durability.

 + Stretchnet material has been utilized on the backs of 
the legs bringing airflow comfort and lightweight as well as 
providing excellent comfort, stretch, and breathability. 

 + Goat leather inner knees for premium feel and durability. 

 + Elasticated waist with silicon inner waist-
line to keep the pants in position.

 + Covered zippered fly for durability. 

 + Fade-resistant graphics.

TECHSTAR PNEUMA PANTS

size
28 - 40

price
$194.95
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482-2450S
482-2450M
482-2450L
482-2450X

482-24502X

DARK NAVY  
LIGHT BLUE

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

 + Supertech is Alpinestars innovative Pro Level Motocross apparel 
line, designed for superior dirt riding performance. Supertech gear of-
fers a Factory Rider design, featuring an extremely lightweight, almost 
compression style fit. When it comes to the jersey and pants, and their 
improved ergonomic cuts designed to enhance body movement on the 
track, the Supertech gear fits like a second skin. With an engineered 
design for an athletic race fit, a chassis consisting entirely of advanced 
stretch mesh and an ultra-lightweight construction, the Supertech Jersey 
is Alpinestars lightest ever MX jersey. Featuring a host of SX and MXGP 
race-proven technologies, the Supertech Jersey delivers optimum levels 
of flexibility, freedom of movement, ventilation, durability, and comfort.

 + 1. Premium athletic performance race fit designed for aggressive 
riding and professional levels of movement, flexibility, and comfort.

 + 2. The MX24 Supertech Jersey includes new stronger 
materials engineered to be ultra-lightweight, stretchable, and 
durable, while also delivering superior airflow thanks to the highly 
breathable Stretchnet zones on the full torso and back.

 + 3. Strategically positioned laser-cut perforations 
throughout the upper and lower arms, sides, and armpit 
area provide additional airflow and ventilation. 

 + The jersey has an ergonomic cut and optimized pattern for 
enhanced freedom of movement and superior mobility. 

 + Innovative Stretchnet construction on the full chest and back provides 
extensive stretch and strength while providing premium ventilation.

 + Flat stretch construction on arms and shoulders for the 
enhanced range of movement and rider comfort.

 + Innovative construction utilizes no side seams, no elbow 
seams, and no underarm seams for maximum rider comfort. 

 + Seamless bonded collar and cuffs for enhanced rider comfort.

 + Extended back panel length for greater coverage on the back.

 + SX and MXGP racing-inspired shoulder de-
tails and new brand application. 

 + Sublimated, dyed, or digital print fade-resistant graphics.

TECHSTAR PNEUMA JERSEY

size
S - 2XL

price
$69.95
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 + The Techstar line offers a racing-inspired cut for durable advanced-
level competition, incorporating new mesh materials for improved stretch 
and breathability as well as a revised shape for excellent freedom of 
movement. With an optimum blend of performance and durability, the 
race fit Techstar Pants incorporate innovative features such as the new 
SX2 magnetic closure buckle and an updated 3D Babel knee construction 
to significantly ramp up ventilation, flexibility, and freedom of movement. 

 + 1. The Techstar Pants have a new materials construc-
tion and updated pattern delivering a second skin feel and 
providing premium freedom of movement to the rider.

 + 2. The main chassis is constructed from an advanced blend of stretch 
rip-stop fabric and 600D poly-fabric for enhanced stretchability and du-
rability, with durable 4-way stretch on the yoke, thighs, and upper knees.

 + 3. Main material is engineered to be ultra-lightweight, stretch-
able, and durable, while also delivering superior airflow thanks to 
the highly breathable Stretchnet zones and laser perforations.

 + 4. Revised Babel knee gusset for flexibility and ventilation. 

 + 5. The performance-engineered single-layer construction 
and linerless design offer enhanced wearability, supe-
rior comfort, and lighter weight, providing an effortless on and 
off, even when worn with knee braces or knee guards.

 + 6. Secure and quick new SX2 auto-lock mag-
netic buckle for optimum waist closure.

 + Stretch mesh materials make the pants more flex-
ible and breathable, and reinforced materials have been 
used on the seat and knees for enhanced durability.

 + Stretchnet material has been utilized on the backs of 
the legs bringing airflow comfort and lightweight as well as 
providing excellent comfort, stretch, and breathability. 

 + Goat leather inner knees for premium feel and durability. 

 + Elasticated waist with silicon inner waist-
line to keep the pants in position.

 + Covered zippered fly for durability. 

 + Fade-resistant graphics.

TECHSTAR PNEUMA PANTS

size
28 - 40

price
$194.95

482-241728
482-241730
482-241732
482-241734
482-241736
482-241738
482-241740

DARK NAVY  
LIGHT BLUE

28
30
32
34
36
38
40

SZ
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 + The Techstar line offers a racing-inspired cut for durable 
advanced-level competition, incorporating new mesh 
materials for improved stretch and breathability as well as a 
revised shape for excellent freedom of movement. With an 
athletic race fit, the lightweight Techstar Jersey features an 
updated multi-material construction with a poly-fabric stretch 
main chassis with ergonomic stretch inserts for enhanced 
freedom of movement. The jersey’s strategically positioned 
mesh inserts provide enhanced airflow and ventilation 
and no seams on the side, under the arms, or on the collar 
for optimized rider comfort. The MX24 Techstar Jersey 
provides excellent performance and increased durability.

 + 1. Featuring all-new materials that provide high 
levels of stretch, breathability, and durability, the 
Techstar Jersey incorporate laser-cut perforations 
on the chest and arms for added ventilation. 

 + 2. Main chassis is constructed from a lightweight, 
highly durable, moisture-wicking knitted poly-
fabric for superior comfort and performance.

 + 3. Ergonomically-engineered cut and optimized pattern 
for enhanced freedom of movement and superior mobility. 

 + 4. Strategically-positioned stretch inserts 
for superior freedom of movement.

 + Flat stretch construction on arms and shoulders for 
enhanced range of movement and rider comfort.

 + Innovative construction utilizes no side seams and 
no underarm seams for maximum rider comfort. 

 + Strategically positioned laser perforations for 
additional airflow and optimum ventilation.

 + Seamless bonded neck opening for ease of use and 
enhanced rider comfort and seamless bonded cuffs.

 + Extended rear for greater coverage in the riding posi-
tion and compatibility with Alpinestars’ MX pants.

 + Fade-resistant graphics.

TECHSTAR OCURI JERSEY

size
S - 2XL

price
$69.95

482-2452S
482-2452M
482-2452L
482-2452X

482-24522X

MARS RED
WHITE
BLACK

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ
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 + The Techstar line offers a racing-inspired cut for durable 
advanced-level competition, incorporating new mesh materials 
for improved stretch and breathability as well as a revised shape 
for excellent freedom of movement. With an optimum blend of 
performance and durability, the race fit Techstar Pants incorporate 
innovative features such as the new SX2 magnetic closure 
buckle and an updated 3D Babel knee construction to significantly 
ramp up ventilation, flexibility, and freedom of movement. 

 + 1. The Techstar Pants have a new materials construc-
tion and updated pattern delivering a second skin feel and 
providing premium freedom of movement to the rider.

 + 2. The main chassis is constructed from an advanced 
blend of stretch rip-stop fabric and 600D poly-fabric for 
enhanced stretchability and durability, with durable 4-way 
stretch on the yoke, thighs, and upper knees.

 + 3. Main material is engineered to be ultra-lightweight, stretch-
able, and durable, while also delivering superior airflow thanks to 
the highly breathable Stretchnet zones and laser perforations.

 + 4. Revised Babel knee gusset for flexibility and ventilation. 

 + 5. The performance-engineered single-layer construction 
and linerless design offer enhanced wearability, superior 
comfort, and lighter weight, providing an effortless on and off, 
even when worn with knee braces or knee guards.

 + 6. Secure and quick new SX2 auto-lock mag-
netic buckle for optimum waist closure.

 + Stretch mesh materials make the pants more flex-
ible and breathable, and reinforced materials have been 
used on the seat and knees for enhanced durability.

 + Stretchnet material has been utilized on the backs of 
the legs bringing airflow comfort and lightweight as well as 
providing excellent comfort, stretch, and breathability. 

 + Goat leather inner knees for premium feel and durability. 

 + Elasticated waist with silicon inner waist-
line to keep the pants in position.

 + Covered zippered fly for durability. 

 + Fade-resistant graphics.

TECHSTAR OCURI PANTS

size
28 - 40

price
$194.95

482-241928
482-241930
482-241932
482-241934
482-241936
482-241938
482-241940

MARS RED
WHITE
BLACK

28
30
32
34
36
38
40

SZ
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482-2453S
482-2453M
482-2453L
482-2453X

482-24532X

HOT ORANGE
PURPLE BLACK

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

 + The Techstar line offers a racing-inspired cut for durable 
advanced-level competition, incorporating new mesh 
materials for improved stretch and breathability as well as a 
revised shape for excellent freedom of movement. With an 
athletic race fit, the lightweight Techstar Jersey features an 
updated multi-material construction with a poly-fabric stretch 
main chassis with ergonomic stretch inserts for enhanced 
freedom of movement. The jersey’s strategically positioned 
mesh inserts provide enhanced airflow and ventilation 
and no seams on the side, under the arms, or on the collar 
for optimized rider comfort. The MX24 Techstar Jersey 
provides excellent performance and increased durability.

 + 1. Featuring all-new materials that provide high 
levels of stretch, breathability, and durability, the 
Techstar Jersey incorporate laser-cut perforations 
on the chest and arms for added ventilation. 

 + 2. Main chassis is constructed from a lightweight, 
highly durable, moisture-wicking knitted poly-
fabric for superior comfort and performance.

 + 3. Ergonomically-engineered cut and optimized pattern 
for enhanced freedom of movement and superior mobility. 

 + 4. Strategically-positioned stretch inserts 
for superior freedom of movement.

 + Flat stretch construction on arms and shoulders for 
enhanced range of movement and rider comfort.

 + Innovative construction utilizes no side seams and 
no underarm seams for maximum rider comfort. 

 + Strategically positioned laser perforations for 
additional airflow and optimum ventilation.

 + Seamless bonded neck opening for ease of use and 
enhanced rider comfort and seamless bonded cuffs.

 + Extended rear for greater coverage in the riding posi-
tion and compatibility with Alpinestars’ MX pants.

 + Fade-resistant graphics.

TECHSTAR OCURI JERSEY

size
S - 2XL

price
$69.95
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 + The Techstar line offers a racing-inspired cut for durable 
advanced-level competition, incorporating new mesh materials 
for improved stretch and breathability as well as a revised shape 
for excellent freedom of movement. With an optimum blend of 
performance and durability, the race fit Techstar Pants incorporate 
innovative features such as the new SX2 magnetic closure 
buckle and an updated 3D Babel knee construction to significantly 
ramp up ventilation, flexibility, and freedom of movement. 

 + 1. The Techstar Pants have a new materials construc-
tion and updated pattern delivering a second skin feel and 
providing premium freedom of movement to the rider.

 + 2. The main chassis is constructed from an advanced 
blend of stretch rip-stop fabric and 600D poly-fabric for 
enhanced stretchability and durability, with durable 4-way 
stretch on the yoke, thighs, and upper knees.

 + 3. Main material is engineered to be ultra-lightweight, stretch-
able, and durable, while also delivering superior airflow thanks to 
the highly breathable Stretchnet zones and laser perforations.

 + 4. Revised Babel knee gusset for flexibility and ventilation. 

 + 5. The performance-engineered single-layer construction 
and linerless design offer enhanced wearability, superior 
comfort, and lighter weight, providing an effortless on and off, 
even when worn with knee braces or knee guards.

 + 6. Secure and quick new SX2 auto-lock mag-
netic buckle for optimum waist closure.

 + Stretch mesh materials make the pants more flex-
ible and breathable, and reinforced materials have been 
used on the seat and knees for enhanced durability.

 + Stretchnet material has been utilized on the backs of 
the legs bringing airflow comfort and lightweight as well as 
providing excellent comfort, stretch, and breathability. 

 + Goat leather inner knees for premium feel and durability. 

 + Elasticated waist with silicon inner waist-
line to keep the pants in position.

 + Covered zippered fly for durability. 

 + Fade-resistant graphics.

TECHSTAR OCURI PANTS

size
28 - 40

price
$194.95

482-242028
482-242030
482-242032
482-242034
482-242036
482-242038
482-242040

HOT ORANGE
PURPLE BLACK

28
30
32
34
36
38
40

SZ
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 + The Techstar line offers a racing-inspired cut for durable 
advanced-level competition, incorporating new mesh 
materials for improved stretch and breathability as well as a 
revised shape for excellent freedom of movement. With an 
athletic race fit, the lightweight Techstar Jersey features an 
updated multi-material construction with a poly-fabric stretch 
main chassis with ergonomic stretch inserts for enhanced 
freedom of movement. The jersey’s strategically positioned 
mesh inserts provide enhanced airflow and ventilation 
and no seams on the side, under the arms, or on the collar 
for optimized rider comfort. The MX24 Techstar Jersey 
provides excellent performance and increased durability.

 + 1. Featuring all-new materials that provide high 
levels of stretch, breathability, and durability, the 
Techstar Jersey incorporate laser-cut perforations 
on the chest and arms for added ventilation. 

 + 2. Main chassis is constructed from a lightweight, 
highly durable, moisture-wicking knitted poly-
fabric for superior comfort and performance.

 + 3. Ergonomically-engineered cut and optimized pattern 
for enhanced freedom of movement and superior mobility. 

 + 4. Strategically-positioned stretch inserts 
for superior freedom of movement.

 + Flat stretch construction on arms and shoulders for 
enhanced range of movement and rider comfort.

 + Innovative construction utilizes no side seams and 
no underarm seams for maximum rider comfort. 

 + Strategically positioned laser perforations for 
additional airflow and optimum ventilation.

 + Seamless bonded neck opening for ease of use and 
enhanced rider comfort and seamless bonded cuffs.

 + Extended rear for greater coverage in the riding posi-
tion and compatibility with Alpinestars’ MX pants.

 + Fade-resistant graphics.

TECHSTAR OCURI JERSEY

size
S - 2XL

482-2454S
482-2454M
482-2454L
482-2454X

482-24542X

LIGHT BLUE 
YELLOW  FLUO 

RED BERRY

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

price
$69.95
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 + The Techstar line offers a racing-inspired cut for durable 
advanced-level competition, incorporating new mesh materials 
for improved stretch and breathability as well as a revised shape 
for excellent freedom of movement. With an optimum blend of 
performance and durability, the race fit Techstar Pants incorporate 
innovative features such as the new SX2 magnetic closure 
buckle and an updated 3D Babel knee construction to significantly 
ramp up ventilation, flexibility, and freedom of movement. 

 + 1. The Techstar Pants have a new materials construc-
tion and updated pattern delivering a second skin feel and 
providing premium freedom of movement to the rider.

 + 2. The main chassis is constructed from an advanced 
blend of stretch rip-stop fabric and 600D poly-fabric for 
enhanced stretchability and durability, with durable 4-way 
stretch on the yoke, thighs, and upper knees.

 + 3. Main material is engineered to be ultra-lightweight, stretch-
able, and durable, while also delivering superior airflow thanks to 
the highly breathable Stretchnet zones and laser perforations.

 + 4. Revised Babel knee gusset for flexibility and ventilation. 

 + 5. The performance-engineered single-layer construction 
and linerless design offer enhanced wearability, superior 
comfort, and lighter weight, providing an effortless on and off, 
even when worn with knee braces or knee guards.

 + 6. Secure and quick new SX2 auto-lock mag-
netic buckle for optimum waist closure.

 + Stretch mesh materials make the pants more flex-
ible and breathable, and reinforced materials have been 
used on the seat and knees for enhanced durability.

 + Stretchnet material has been utilized on the backs of 
the legs bringing airflow comfort and lightweight as well as 
providing excellent comfort, stretch, and breathability. 

 + Goat leather inner knees for premium feel and durability. 

 + Elasticated waist with silicon inner waist-
line to keep the pants in position.

 + Covered zippered fly for durability. 

 + Fade-resistant graphics.

TECHSTAR OCURI PANTS

size
28 - 40

price
$194.95

482-242128
482-242130
482-242132
482-242134
482-242136
482-242138
482-242140

LIGHT BLUE 
YELLOW  FLUO 

RED BERRY

28
30
32
34
36
38
40

SZ
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 + Developed and tested on some of the toughest terrains 
around the globe, the Racer gear is ideal for many forms of 
off-road riding thanks to the ergonomic patterns pre-curved 
sleeves and leg construction, and the new moisture-wicking, 
lightweight, and durable technical materials. Featuring an 
extremely lightweight and durable main chassis, the sport 
cut Racer Jersey features a multi-material construction 
with breathable mesh inserts for enhanced airflow and an 
ergonomic cut to provide enhanced body movement. 

 + 1. Advanced stretch poly-fabric construction is 
lightweight, and made of anti-microbial, moisture-
wicking and stretch material in key areas. 

 + 2. Ergonomically engineered sport fit and pattern for 
enhanced freedom of movement and superior mobility.

 + 3. Strategically positioned stretch inserts for an 
enhanced fit and superior freedom of movement.

 + Poly-fabric construction for durability, with 
mechanical stretch for rider comfort.

 + Breathable stretch and mesh inserts on side and 
under the arms for enhanced breathability and airflow.

 + Featuring a more open, relaxed fit collar.

 + Cut longer in the rear for greater coverage when riding.

 + Fade resistant graphics.

RACER TACTICAL JERSEY

size
S - 2XL

price
$49.95

482-2433S
482-2433M
482-2433L
482-2433X

482-24332X

CAST GRAY 
CAMO MAGNET

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ
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 + Developed and tested on some of the toughest terrains 
around the globe, the Racer gear is ideal for many forms of 
off-road riding thanks to the ergonomic patterns pre-curved 
sleeves and leg construction, and the new moisture-wicking, 
lightweight, and durable technical materials. The sport 
cut Racer Pants offer optimized levels of comfort and 
performance in the riding position, thanks to their lightweight 
chassis, extensive stretch panels and pre-curved leg design. 

 + 1. Main chassis constructed from an advanced blend of 
stretch rip-stop fabric and 600D poly-fabric with reinforce-
ment coating for enhanced stretchability and durability.

 + 2. Main material is engineered to be lightweight, 
stretchable, and durable, while also delivering superior 
airflow thanks to the highly breathable Stretchnet zones.

 + 3. New ergonomic construction with sport 
cut for a more precise performance fit.

 + Highly breathable Stretchnet zones on the full 
back of the lower legs deliver superior airflow, 
comfort, stretchability, and ultra-light weight.

 + Goat leather inner knees for premium feel and durability, 
as well as for enhanced heat resistance, grip, and comfort.

 + Ratchet closure with waist adjustment 
straps for a secure, personalized fit. 

 + Silicon internal waistline to keep the pants in position. 

 + Zippered fly for ease of use.

 + Fade resistant graphics. 

RACER TACTICAL PANTS

size
28 - 40

price
$144.95

482-240028
482-240030
482-240032
482-240034
482-240036
482-240038
482-240040

CAST GRAY 
CAMO MAGNET

28
30
32
34
36
38
40

SZ
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 + Developed and tested on some of the toughest terrains 
around the globe, the Racer gear is ideal for many forms of 
off-road riding thanks to the ergonomic patterns pre-curved 
sleeves and leg construction, and the new moisture-wick-
ing, lightweight, and durable technical materials. Featuring 
an extremely lightweight and durable main chassis, the 
sport cut Racer Jersey features a multi-material construc-
tion with breathable mesh inserts for enhanced airflow and 
an ergonomic cut to provide enhanced body movement. 

 + 1. Advanced stretch poly-fabric construction is 
lightweight, and made of anti-microbial, moisture-
wicking and stretch material in key areas. 

 + 2. Ergonomically engineered sport fit and pattern for 
enhanced freedom of movement and superior mobility.

 + 3. Strategically positioned stretch inserts for an 
enhanced fit and superior freedom of movement.

 + Poly-fabric construction for durability, with 
mechanical stretch for rider comfort.

 + Breathable stretch and mesh inserts on side and 
under the arms for enhanced breathability and airflow.

 + Featuring a more open, relaxed fit collar.

 + Cut longer in the rear for greater coverage when riding.

 + Fade resistant graphics.

RACER HOEN JERSEY

size
S - 2XL

price
$49.95

482-2435S
482-2435M
482-2435L
482-2435X

482-24352X

MARS RED
BURGUNDY

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ
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 + Developed and tested on some of the toughest 
terrains around the globe, the Racer gear is ideal for 
many forms of off-road riding thanks to the ergonomic 
patterns pre-curved sleeves and leg construction, and 
the new moisture-wicking, lightweight, and durable 
technical materials. The sport cut Racer Pants offer 
optimized levels of comfort and performance in the 
riding position, thanks to their lightweight chassis, 
extensive stretch panels and pre-curved leg design. 

 + 1. Main chassis constructed from an ad-
vanced blend of stretch rip-stop fabric and 
600D poly-fabric with reinforcement coating 
for enhanced stretchability and durability.

 + 2. Main material is engineered to be lightweight, 
stretchable, and durable, while also delivering superior 
airflow thanks to the highly breathable Stretchnet zones.

 + 3. New ergonomic construction with sport 
cut for a more precise performance fit.

 + Highly breathable Stretchnet zones on the full 
back of the lower legs deliver superior airflow, 
comfort, stretchability, and ultra-light weight.

 + Goat leather inner knees for premium feel 
and durability, as well as for enhanced heat 
resistance, grip, and comfort.

 + Ratchet closure with waist adjustment 
straps for a secure, personalized fit. 

 + Silicon internal waistline to keep the pants in position. 

 + Zippered fly for ease of use.

 + Fade resistant graphics. 

RACER HOEN PANTS

size
28 - 40

price
$144.95

482-240228
482-240230
482-240232
482-240234
482-240236
482-240238
482-240240

MARS RED
BURGUNDY

28
30
32
34
36
38
40

SZ
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 + Developed and tested on some of the toughest terrains 
around the globe, the Racer gear is ideal for many forms of 
off-road riding thanks to the ergonomic patterns pre-curved 
sleeves and leg construction, and the new moisture-wick-
ing, lightweight, and durable technical materials. Featuring 
an extremely lightweight and durable main chassis, the 
sport cut Racer Jersey features a multi-material construc-
tion with breathable mesh inserts for enhanced airflow and 
an ergonomic cut to provide enhanced body movement. 

 + 1. Advanced stretch poly-fabric construction is 
lightweight, and made of anti-microbial, moisture-
wicking and stretch material in key areas. 

 + 2. Ergonomically engineered sport fit and pattern for 
enhanced freedom of movement and superior mobility.

 + 3. Strategically positioned stretch inserts for an 
enhanced fit and superior freedom of movement.

 + Poly-fabric construction for durability, with 
mechanical stretch for rider comfort.

 + Breathable stretch and mesh inserts on side and 
under the arms for enhanced breathability and airflow.

 + Featuring a more open, relaxed fit collar.

 + Cut longer in the rear for greater coverage when riding.

 + Fade resistant graphics.

RACER HOEN JERSEY

size
S - 2XL

price
$49.95

482-2436S
482-2436M
482-2436L
482-2436X

482-24362X

YELLOW FLUO 
BLUE NIGHT 

NAVY

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ
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 + Developed and tested on some of the toughest 
terrains around the globe, the Racer gear is ideal for 
many forms of off-road riding thanks to the ergonomic 
patterns pre-curved sleeves and leg construction, and 
the new moisture-wicking, lightweight, and durable 
technical materials. The sport cut Racer Pants offer 
optimized levels of comfort and performance in the 
riding position, thanks to their lightweight chassis, 
extensive stretch panels and pre-curved leg design. 

 + 1. Main chassis constructed from an ad-
vanced blend of stretch rip-stop fabric and 
600D poly-fabric with reinforcement coating 
for enhanced stretchability and durability.

 + 2. Main material is engineered to be lightweight, 
stretchable, and durable, while also delivering superior 
airflow thanks to the highly breathable Stretchnet zones.

 + 3. New ergonomic construction with sport 
cut for a more precise performance fit.

 + Highly breathable Stretchnet zones on the full 
back of the lower legs deliver superior airflow, 
comfort, stretchability, and ultra-light weight.

 + Goat leather inner knees for premium feel 
and durability, as well as for enhanced heat 
resistance, grip, and comfort.

 + Ratchet closure with waist adjustment 
straps for a secure, personalized fit. 

 + Silicon internal waistline to keep the pants in position. 

 + Zippered fly for ease of use.

 + Fade resistant graphics. 

RACER HOEN PANTS

size
28 - 40

price
$144.95

482-240328
482-240330
482-240332
482-240334
482-240336
482-240338
482-240340

YELLOW FLUO 
BLUE NIGHT 

NAVY

28
30
32
34
36
38
40

SZ
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 + Developed and tested on some of the toughest terrains 
around the globe, the Racer gear is ideal for many forms of 
off-road riding thanks to the ergonomic patterns pre-curved 
sleeves and leg construction, and the new moisture-wick-
ing, lightweight, and durable technical materials. Featuring 
an extremely lightweight and durable main chassis, the 
sport cut Racer Jersey features a multi-material construc-
tion with breathable mesh inserts for enhanced airflow and 
an ergonomic cut to provide enhanced body movement. 

 + 1. Advanced stretch poly-fabric construction is 
lightweight, and made of anti-microbial, moisture-
wicking and stretch material in key areas. 

 + 2. Ergonomically engineered sport fit and pattern for 
enhanced freedom of movement and superior mobility.

 + 3. Strategically positioned stretch inserts for an 
enhanced fit and superior freedom of movement.

 + Poly-fabric construction for durability, with 
mechanical stretch for rider comfort.

 + Breathable stretch and mesh inserts on side and 
under the arms for enhanced breathability and airflow.

 + Featuring a more open, relaxed fit collar.

 + Cut longer in the rear for greater coverage when riding.

 + Fade resistant graphics.

RACER HOEN JERSEY

size
S - 2XL

price
$49.95

482-2437S
482-2437M
482-2437L
482-2437X

482-24372X

LIGHT GRAY 
HOT ORANGE 

BLACK

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ
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 + Developed and tested on some of the toughest 
terrains around the globe, the Racer gear is ideal for 
many forms of off-road riding thanks to the ergonomic 
patterns pre-curved sleeves and leg construction, and 
the new moisture-wicking, lightweight, and durable 
technical materials. The sport cut Racer Pants offer 
optimized levels of comfort and performance in the 
riding position, thanks to their lightweight chassis, 
extensive stretch panels and pre-curved leg design. 

 + 1. Main chassis constructed from an ad-
vanced blend of stretch rip-stop fabric and 
600D poly-fabric with reinforcement coating 
for enhanced stretchability and durability.

 + 2. Main material is engineered to be lightweight, 
stretchable, and durable, while also delivering superior 
airflow thanks to the highly breathable Stretchnet zones.

 + 3. New ergonomic construction with sport 
cut for a more precise performance fit.

 + Highly breathable Stretchnet zones on the full 
back of the lower legs deliver superior airflow, 
comfort, stretchability, and ultra-light weight.

 + Goat leather inner knees for premium feel 
and durability, as well as for enhanced heat 
resistance, grip, and comfort.

 + Ratchet closure with waist adjustment 
straps for a secure, personalized fit. 

 + Silicon internal waistline to keep the pants in position. 

 + Zippered fly for ease of use.

 + Fade resistant graphics. 

RACER HOEN PANTS

size
28 - 40

price
$144.95

482-240428
482-240430
482-240432
482-240434
482-240436
482-240438
482-240440

LIGHT GRAY 
HOT ORANGE 

BLACK

28
30
32
34
36
38
40

SZ
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 + Developed and tested on some of the toughest terrains 
around the globe, the Racer gear is ideal for many forms of 
off-road riding thanks to the ergonomic patterns pre-curved 
sleeves and leg construction, and the new moisture-wick-
ing, lightweight, and durable technical materials. Featuring 
an extremely lightweight and durable main chassis, the 
sport cut Racer Jersey features a multi-material construc-
tion with breathable mesh inserts for enhanced airflow and 
an ergonomic cut to provide enhanced body movement. 

 + 1. Advanced stretch poly-fabric construction is 
lightweight, and made of anti-microbial, moisture-
wicking and stretch material in key areas. 

 + 2. Ergonomically engineered sport fit and pattern for 
enhanced freedom of movement and superior mobility.

 + 3. Strategically positioned stretch inserts for an 
enhanced fit and superior freedom of movement.

 + Poly-fabric construction for durability, with 
mechanical stretch for rider comfort.

 + Breathable stretch and mesh inserts on side and 
under the arms for enhanced breathability and airflow.

 + Featuring a more open, relaxed fit collar.

 + Cut longer in the rear for greater coverage when riding.

 + Fade resistant graphics.

RACER HOEN JERSEY

size
S - 2XL

price
$49.95

482-2434S
482-2434M
482-2434L
482-2434X

482-24342X

WHITE DARK 
NAVY LIGHT 

BLUE

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ
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 + Developed and tested on some of the toughest 
terrains around the globe, the Racer gear is ideal for 
many forms of off-road riding thanks to the ergonomic 
patterns pre-curved sleeves and leg construction, and 
the new moisture-wicking, lightweight, and durable 
technical materials. The sport cut Racer Pants offer 
optimized levels of comfort and performance in the 
riding position, thanks to their lightweight chassis, 
extensive stretch panels and pre-curved leg design. 

 + 1. Main chassis constructed from an ad-
vanced blend of stretch rip-stop fabric and 
600D poly-fabric with reinforcement coating 
for enhanced stretchability and durability.

 + 2. Main material is engineered to be lightweight, 
stretchable, and durable, while also delivering superior 
airflow thanks to the highly breathable Stretchnet zones.

 + 3. New ergonomic construction with sport 
cut for a more precise performance fit.

 + Highly breathable Stretchnet zones on the full 
back of the lower legs deliver superior airflow, 
comfort, stretchability, and ultra-light weight.

 + Goat leather inner knees for premium feel 
and durability, as well as for enhanced heat 
resistance, grip, and comfort.

 + Ratchet closure with waist adjustment 
straps for a secure, personalized fit. 

 + Silicon internal waistline to keep the pants in position. 

 + Zippered fly for ease of use.

 + Fade resistant graphics. 

RACER HOEN PANTS

size
28 - 40

price
$144.95

482-240128
482-240130
482-240132
482-240134
482-240136
482-240138
482-240140

WHITE DARK 
NAVY LIGHT 

BLUE

28
30
32
34
36
38
40

SZ
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 + Developed and tested on some of the toughest 
terrains around the globe, the Racer gear is ideal for 
many forms of off-road riding thanks to the ergonomic 
patterns pre-curved sleeves and leg construction, 
and the new moisture-wicking, lightweight, and 
durable technical materials. Featuring an extremely 
lightweight and durable main chassis, the sport cut 
Racer Jersey features a multi-material construction with 
breathable mesh inserts for enhanced airflow and an 
ergonomic cut to provide enhanced body movement. 

 + 1. Advanced stretch poly-fabric construction is 
lightweight, and made of anti-microbial, moisture-
wicking and stretch material in key areas. 

 + 2. Ergonomically engineered sport fit and pattern for 
enhanced freedom of movement and superior mobility.

 + 3. Strategically positioned stretch inserts for an 
enhanced fit and superior freedom of movement.

 + Poly-fabric construction for durability, with 
mechanical stretch for rider comfort.

 + Breathable stretch and mesh inserts on side and 
under the arms for enhanced breathability and airflow.

 + Featuring a more open, relaxed fit collar.

 + Cut longer in the rear for greater 
coverage when riding.

 + Fade resistant graphics.

RACER HANA JERSEY

size
S - 2XL

price
$49.95

482-2456S
482-2456M
482-2456L
482-2456X

482-24562X

WHITE
MULTICOLOR

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ
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 + Developed and tested on some of the toughest terrains 
around the globe, the Racer gear is ideal for many forms of 
off-road riding thanks to the ergonomic patterns pre-curved 
sleeves and leg construction, and the new moisture-wicking, 
lightweight, and durable technical materials. The sport 
cut Racer Pants offer optimized levels of comfort and 
performance in the riding position, thanks to their lightweight 
chassis, extensive stretch panels and pre-curved leg design. 

 + 1. Main chassis constructed from an advanced blend of 
stretch rip-stop fabric and 600D poly-fabric with reinforce-
ment coating for enhanced stretchability and durability.

 + 2. Main material is engineered to be lightweight, 
stretchable, and durable, while also delivering superior 
airflow thanks to the highly breathable Stretchnet zones.

 + 3. New ergonomic construction with sport 
cut for a more precise performance fit.

 + Highly breathable Stretchnet zones on the full 
back of the lower legs deliver superior airflow, 
comfort, stretchability, and ultra-light weight.

 + Goat leather inner knees for premium feel and durability, 
as well as for enhanced heat resistance, grip, and comfort.

 + Ratchet closure with waist adjustment 
straps for a secure, personalized fit. 

 + Silicon internal waistline to keep the pants in position. 

 + Zippered fly for ease of use.

 + Fade resistant graphics. 

RACER HANA PANTS

size
28 - 40

price
$144.95

482-242228
482-242230
482-242232
482-242234
482-242236
482-242238
482-242240

WHITE
MULTICOLOR

28
30
32
34
36
38
40

SZ
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 + Developed and tested on some of the toughest 
terrains around the globe, the Racer gear is ideal for 
many forms of off-road riding thanks to the ergonomic 
patterns pre-curved sleeves and leg construction, 
and the new moisture-wicking, lightweight, and 
durable technical materials. Featuring an extremely 
lightweight and durable main chassis, the sport cut 
Racer Jersey features a multi-material construction with 
breathable mesh inserts for enhanced airflow and an 
ergonomic cut to provide enhanced body movement. 

 + 1. Advanced stretch poly-fabric construction is 
lightweight, and made of anti-microbial, moisture-
wicking and stretch material in key areas. 

 + 2. Ergonomically engineered sport fit and pattern for 
enhanced freedom of movement and superior mobility.

 + 3. Strategically positioned stretch inserts for an 
enhanced fit and superior freedom of movement.

 + Poly-fabric construction for durability, with 
mechanical stretch for rider comfort.

 + Breathable stretch and mesh inserts on side and 
under the arms for enhanced breathability and airflow.

 + Featuring a more open, relaxed fit collar.

 + Cut longer in the rear for greater 
coverage when riding.

 + Fade resistant graphics.

RACER HANA JERSEY

size
S - 2XL

price
$49.95

482-2455S
482-2455M
482-2455L
482-2455X

482-24552X

BLACK
WHITE

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ



M
X

2
4

59
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 + Developed and tested on some of the toughest terrains 
around the globe, the Racer gear is ideal for many forms of 
off-road riding thanks to the ergonomic patterns pre-curved 
sleeves and leg construction, and the new moisture-wicking, 
lightweight, and durable technical materials. Featuring an 
extremely lightweight and durable main chassis, the sport 
cut Racer Jersey features a multi-material construction 
with breathable mesh inserts for enhanced airflow and an 
ergonomic cut to provide enhanced body movement. 

 + 1. Advanced stretch poly-fabric construction is 
lightweight, and made of anti-microbial, moisture-
wicking and stretch material in key areas. 

 + 2. Ergonomically engineered sport fit and pattern for 
enhanced freedom of movement and superior mobility.

 + 3. Strategically positioned stretch inserts for an 
enhanced fit and superior freedom of movement.

 + Poly-fabric construction for durability, with 
mechanical stretch for rider comfort.

 + Breathable stretch and mesh inserts on side and 
under the arms for enhanced breathability and airflow.

 + Featuring a more open, relaxed fit collar.

 + Cut longer in the rear for greater coverage when riding.

 + Fade resistant graphics.

RACER GRAPHITE JERSEY

size
S - 2XL

price
$49.95

482-2442S
482-2442M
482-2442L
482-2442X

482-24422X

BLACK

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ
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 + Developed and tested on some of the toughest terrains 
around the globe, the Racer gear is ideal for many forms of 
off-road riding thanks to the ergonomic patterns pre-curved 
sleeves and leg construction, and the new moisture-wicking, 
lightweight, and durable technical materials. The sport 
cut Racer Pants offer optimized levels of comfort and 
performance in the riding position, thanks to their lightweight 
chassis, extensive stretch panels and pre-curved leg design. 

 + 1. Main chassis constructed from an advanced blend of 
stretch rip-stop fabric and 600D poly-fabric with reinforce-
ment coating for enhanced stretchability and durability.

 + 2. Main material is engineered to be lightweight, 
stretchable, and durable, while also delivering superior 
airflow thanks to the highly breathable Stretchnet zones.

 + 3. New ergonomic construction with sport 
cut for a more precise performance fit.

 + Highly breathable Stretchnet zones on the full 
back of the lower legs deliver superior airflow, 
comfort, stretchability, and ultra-light weight.

 + Goat leather inner knees for premium feel and durability, 
as well as for enhanced heat resistance, grip, and comfort.

 + Ratchet closure with waist adjustment 
straps for a secure, personalized fit. 

 + Silicon internal waistline to keep the pants in position. 

 + Zippered fly for ease of use.

 + Fade resistant graphics. 

RACER GRAPHITE PANTS

size
28 - 40

price
$144.95

482-240928
482-240930
482-240932
482-240934
482-240936
482-240938
482-240940
482-240942
482-240944

BLACK

28
30
32
34
36
38
40
42
44

SZ
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482-7511S
482-7511M
482-7511L
482-7511X

482-75112X

WHITE BRIGHT 
BLUE BRIGHT 

RED

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

 + The Fluid line offers new and recreational MX riders gear with 
optimal MX technology that leverages key construction features of 
the Supertech, Techstar, and Racer lines for a total performance 
look and feel. With its advanced lightweight, breathable, and 
durable poly-fabric main chassis, the athletic sport fit Fluid Jersey 
is engineered for optimized comfort and riding functionality. 

 + 1. Advanced poly-fabric construction is lightweight, anti-
bacterial, moisture-wicking, and breathable, with mechanical 
stretch for durability and enhanced rider comfort.

 + 2. Ergonomic cut and pattern for enhanced 
freedom of movement and superior mobility. 

 + 3. Lightweight and breathable poly-
fabric construction for durability.

 + Cut longer in the rear for greater coverage when riding.

 + Sport collar neck construction for superior rider comfort. 

 + Fade resistant sublimated graphics.

HONDA RACER ICONIC JERSEY

size
S - 2XL

price
$59.95
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 + The Fluid line offers new and recreational MX riders gear 
with optimal MX technology that leverages key construction 
features of the Supertech, Techstar, and Racer lines for a total 
performance look and feel. The athletic sport fit Fluid Pants offer 
optimized levels of performance, comfort, and freedom of move-
ment in the riding position, thanks to their poly-fabric lightweight 
chassis, stretch corduroy panels and pre-curved leg design. De-
veloped and tested on some of the toughest terrains around the 
globe, the Fluid Pants are ideal for many forms of off-road riding.

 + 1. 600D poly-fabric main chassis con-
struction for enhanced durability.

 + 2. Extended stretch corduroy fabric panels on crotch, 
knees, back yoke, and inside leg for superior freedom of 
movement, optimized fit, and enhanced rider comfort.

 + 3. High-performance synthetic leather, reinforced 
inner knees provide high levels of heat resistance, soft 
grip contact with the bike, durability, and comfort. 

 + Ergonomic cut and 3D pattern construction 
for enhanced rider comfort, unparalleled free-
dom of movement, and superior mobility.

 + Ratchet closure for a secure, personalized fit. 

 + Mesh lining for enhanced rider comfort.

 + Zippered fly for ease of use.

HONDA RACER ICONIC PANTS

size
28 - 40

price
$149.95

482-750828
482-750830
482-750832
482-750834
482-750836
482-750838
482-750840

WHITE BRIGHT 
BLUE BRIGHT 

RED

28
30
32
34
36
38
40

SZ
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HONDA RACER
ICONIC JERSEY

size
S - 2XL

price
$59.95

size
S - 2XL

HONDA RACER
ICONIC PANTS

size
28 - 40

price
$149.95

482-750728
482-750730
482-750732
482-750734
482-750736
482-750738
482-750740

BLACK RED

28
30
32
34
36
38
40

SZ

482-7510S
482-7510M
482-7510L
482-7510X

482-75102X

BLACK RED

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ
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HONDA RACER
ICONIC JERSEY

size
S - 2XL

price
$59.95

size
S - 2XL

HONDA RACER
ICONIC PANTS

size
28 - 40

price
$149.95

482-7512S
482-7512M
482-7512L
482-7512X

482-75122X

BRIGHT RED 
BLACK WHITE 

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

482-750928
482-750930
482-750932
482-750934
482-750936
482-750938
482-750940

BRIGHT RED 
BLACK WHITE 

28
30
32
34
36
38
40

SZ
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 + The Fluid line offers new and recreational MX riders 
gear with optimal MX technology that leverages key con-
struction features of the Supertech, Techstar, and Racer 
lines for a total performance look and feel. With its ad-
vanced lightweight, breathable, and durable poly-fabric 
main chassis, the athletic sport fit Fluid Jersey is engi-
neered for optimized comfort and riding functionality. 

 + 1. Advanced poly-fabric construction is 
lightweight, anti-bacterial, moisture-wicking, 
and breathable, with mechanical stretch for 
durability and enhanced rider comfort.

 + 2. Ergonomic cut and pattern for enhanced 
freedom of movement and superior mobility. 

 + 3. Lightweight and breathable poly-
fabric construction for durability.

 + Cut longer in the rear for greater 
coverage when riding.

 + Sport collar neck construc-
tion for superior rider comfort. 

 + Fade resistant sublimated graphics.

FLUID LURV JERSEY

size
S - 2XL

price
$36.95

482-2439S
482-2439M
482-2439L
482-2439X

482-24392X

HOT ORANGE
BLACK

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ
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 + The Fluid line offers new and recreational MX riders gear 
with optimal MX technology that leverages key construction 
features of the Supertech, Techstar, and Racer lines for a 
total performance look and feel. The athletic sport fit Fluid 
Pants offer optimized levels of performance, comfort, 
and freedom of movement in the riding position, thanks 
to their poly-fabric lightweight chassis, stretch corduroy 
panels and pre-curved leg design. Developed and tested 
on some of the toughest terrains around the globe, the 
Fluid Pants are ideal for many forms of off-road riding.

 + 1. 600D poly-fabric main chassis con-
struction for enhanced durability.

 + 2. Extended stretch corduroy fabric panels on crotch, 
knees, back yoke, and inside leg for superior freedom of 
movement, optimized fit, and enhanced rider comfort.

 + 3. High-performance synthetic leather, reinforced 
inner knees provide high levels of heat resistance, soft 
grip contact with the bike, durability, and comfort. 

 + Ergonomic cut and 3D pattern construc-
tion for enhanced rider comfort, unparalleled 
freedom of movement, and superior mobility.

 + Ratchet closure for a secure, personalized fit. 

 + Mesh lining for enhanced rider comfort.

 + Zippered fly for ease of use.

FLUID LURV PANTS

size
28 - 40

price
$109.95

482-2439S
482-2439M
482-2439L
482-2439X

482-24392X

HOT ORANGE
BLACK

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ
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 + The Fluid line offers new and recreational MX riders 
gear with optimal MX technology that leverages key con-
struction features of the Supertech, Techstar, and Racer 
lines for a total performance look and feel. With its ad-
vanced lightweight, breathable, and durable poly-fabric 
main chassis, the athletic sport fit Fluid Jersey is engi-
neered for optimized comfort and riding functionality. 

 + 1. Advanced poly-fabric construction is 
lightweight, anti-bacterial, moisture-wicking, 
and breathable, with mechanical stretch for 
durability and enhanced rider comfort.

 + 2. Ergonomic cut and pattern for enhanced 
freedom of movement and superior mobility. 

 + 3. Lightweight and breathable poly-
fabric construction for durability.

 + Cut longer in the rear for greater 
coverage when riding.

 + Sport collar neck construc-
tion for superior rider comfort. 

 + Fade resistant sublimated graphics.

FLUID LURV JERSEY

size
S - 2XL

price
$36.95

482-2441S
482-2441M
482-2441L
482-2441X

482-24412X

MUD BLACK

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ
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 + The Fluid line offers new and recreational MX riders gear 
with optimal MX technology that leverages key construction 
features of the Supertech, Techstar, and Racer lines for a 
total performance look and feel. The athletic sport fit Fluid 
Pants offer optimized levels of performance, comfort, 
and freedom of movement in the riding position, thanks 
to their poly-fabric lightweight chassis, stretch corduroy 
panels and pre-curved leg design. Developed and tested 
on some of the toughest terrains around the globe, the 
Fluid Pants are ideal for many forms of off-road riding.

 + 1. 600D poly-fabric main chassis con-
struction for enhanced durability.

 + 2. Extended stretch corduroy fabric panels on crotch, 
knees, back yoke, and inside leg for superior freedom of 
movement, optimized fit, and enhanced rider comfort.

 + 3. High-performance synthetic leather, reinforced 
inner knees provide high levels of heat resistance, soft 
grip contact with the bike, durability, and comfort. 

 + Ergonomic cut and 3D pattern construc-
tion for enhanced rider comfort, unparalleled 
freedom of movement, and superior mobility.

 + Ratchet closure for a secure, personalized fit. 

 + Mesh lining for enhanced rider comfort.

 + Zippered fly for ease of use.

FLUID LURV PANTS

size
28 - 40

price
$109.95

482-240828
482-240830
482-240832
482-240834
482-240836
482-240838
482-240840

MUD BLACK

28
30
32
34
36
38
40

SZ
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 + The Fluid line offers new and recreational MX riders 
gear with optimal MX technology that leverages key con-
struction features of the Supertech, Techstar, and Racer 
lines for a total performance look and feel. With its ad-
vanced lightweight, breathable, and durable poly-fabric 
main chassis, the athletic sport fit Fluid Jersey is engi-
neered for optimized comfort and riding functionality. 

 + 1. Advanced poly-fabric construction is 
lightweight, anti-bacterial, moisture-wicking, 
and breathable, with mechanical stretch for 
durability and enhanced rider comfort.

 + 2. Ergonomic cut and pattern for enhanced 
freedom of movement and superior mobility. 

 + 3. Lightweight and breathable poly-
fabric construction for durability.

 + Cut longer in the rear for greater 
coverage when riding.

 + Sport collar neck construc-
tion for superior rider comfort. 

 + Fade resistant sublimated graphics.

FLUID LURV JERSEY

size
S - 2XL

price
$36.95

482-2438S
482-2438M
482-2438L
482-2438X

482-24382X

MARS RED 
WHITE

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ
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 + The Fluid line offers new and recreational MX riders gear 
with optimal MX technology that leverages key construction 
features of the Supertech, Techstar, and Racer lines for a 
total performance look and feel. The athletic sport fit Fluid 
Pants offer optimized levels of performance, comfort, 
and freedom of movement in the riding position, thanks 
to their poly-fabric lightweight chassis, stretch corduroy 
panels and pre-curved leg design. Developed and tested 
on some of the toughest terrains around the globe, the 
Fluid Pants are ideal for many forms of off-road riding.

 + 1. 600D poly-fabric main chassis con-
struction for enhanced durability.

 + 2. Extended stretch corduroy fabric panels on crotch, 
knees, back yoke, and inside leg for superior freedom of 
movement, optimized fit, and enhanced rider comfort.

 + 3. High-performance synthetic leather, reinforced 
inner knees provide high levels of heat resistance, soft 
grip contact with the bike, durability, and comfort. 

 + Ergonomic cut and 3D pattern construc-
tion for enhanced rider comfort, unparalleled 
freedom of movement, and superior mobility.

 + Ratchet closure for a secure, personalized fit. 

 + Mesh lining for enhanced rider comfort.

 + Zippered fly for ease of use.

FLUID LURV PANTS

size
28 - 40

price
$109.95

482-240528
482-240530
482-240532
482-240534
482-240536
482-240538
482-240540

MARS RED 
WHITE

28
30
32
34
36
38
40

SZ
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 + The Fluid line offers new and recreational MX riders 
gear with optimal MX technology that leverages key con-
struction features of the Supertech, Techstar, and Racer 
lines for a total performance look and feel. With its ad-
vanced lightweight, breathable, and durable poly-fabric 
main chassis, the athletic sport fit Fluid Jersey is engi-
neered for optimized comfort and riding functionality. 

 + 1. Advanced poly-fabric construction is 
lightweight, anti-bacterial, moisture-wicking, 
and breathable, with mechanical stretch for 
durability and enhanced rider comfort.

 + 2. Ergonomic cut and pattern for enhanced 
freedom of movement and superior mobility. 

 + 3. Lightweight and breathable poly-
fabric construction for durability.

 + Cut longer in the rear for greater 
coverage when riding.

 + Sport collar neck construc-
tion for superior rider comfort. 

 + Fade resistant sublimated graphics.

FLUID LURV JERSEY

size
S - 2XL

price
$36.95

482-2440S
482-2440M
482-2440L
482-2440X

482-24402X

LIGHT BLUE
BLACK

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ
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 + The Fluid line offers new and recreational MX riders gear 
with optimal MX technology that leverages key construction 
features of the Supertech, Techstar, and Racer lines for a 
total performance look and feel. The athletic sport fit Fluid 
Pants offer optimized levels of performance, comfort, 
and freedom of movement in the riding position, thanks 
to their poly-fabric lightweight chassis, stretch corduroy 
panels and pre-curved leg design. Developed and tested 
on some of the toughest terrains around the globe, the 
Fluid Pants are ideal for many forms of off-road riding.

 + 1. 600D poly-fabric main chassis con-
struction for enhanced durability.

 + 2. Extended stretch corduroy fabric panels on crotch, 
knees, back yoke, and inside leg for superior freedom of 
movement, optimized fit, and enhanced rider comfort.

 + 3. High-performance synthetic leather, reinforced 
inner knees provide high levels of heat resistance, soft 
grip contact with the bike, durability, and comfort. 

 + Ergonomic cut and 3D pattern construc-
tion for enhanced rider comfort, unparalleled 
freedom of movement, and superior mobility.

 + Ratchet closure for a secure, personalized fit. 

 + Mesh lining for enhanced rider comfort.

 + Zippered fly for ease of use.

FLUID LURV PANTS

size
28 - 40

price
$109.95

482-240728
482-240730
482-240732
482-240734
482-240736
482-240738
482-240740

size
28 - 40

28
30
32
34
36
38
40

SZ
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 + The Fluid line offers new and recreational MX 
riders gear with optimal MX technology that lever-
ages key construction features of the Supertech, 
Techstar, and Racer lines for a total performance 
look and feel. With its advanced lightweight, 
breathable, and durable poly-fabric main chassis, 
the athletic sport fit Fluid Jersey is engineered 
for optimized comfort and riding functionality. 

 + 1. Advanced poly-fabric construction is 
lightweight, anti-bacterial, moisture-wicking, 
and breathable, with mechanical stretch for 
durability and enhanced rider comfort.

 + 2. Ergonomic cut and pattern for enhanced 
freedom of movement and superior mobility. 

 + 3. Lightweight and breathable poly-
fabric construction for durability.

 + Cut longer in the rear for greater 
coverage when riding.

 + Sport collar neck construc-
tion for superior rider comfort. 

 + Fade resistant sublimated graphics.

FLUID LUCENT JERSEY

size
S - 2XL

price
$36.95

482-2448S
482-2448M
482-2448L
482-2448X

482-24482X

WHITE NEON 
RED YELLOW 

FLUO

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ
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 + The Fluid line offers new and recreational MX riders 
gear with optimal MX technology that leverages key 
construction features of the Supertech, Techstar, and 
Racer lines for a total performance look and feel. The 
athletic sport fit Fluid Pants offer optimized levels of 
performance, comfort, and freedom of movement 
in the riding position, thanks to their poly-fabric 
lightweight chassis, stretch corduroy panels and pre-
curved leg design. Developed and tested on some 
of the toughest terrains around the globe, the Fluid 
Pants are ideal for many forms of off-road riding.

 + 1. 600D poly-fabric main chassis con-
struction for enhanced durability.

 + 2. Extended stretch corduroy fabric panels on crotch, 
knees, back yoke, and inside leg for superior freedom of 
movement, optimized fit, and enhanced rider comfort.

 + 3. High-performance synthetic leather, reinforced 
inner knees provide high levels of heat resistance, soft 
grip contact with the bike, durability, and comfort. 

 + Ergonomic cut and 3D pattern construc-
tion for enhanced rider comfort, unparalleled 
freedom of movement, and superior mobility.

 + Ratchet closure for a secure, personalized fit. 

 + Mesh lining for enhanced rider comfort.

 + Zippered fly for ease of use.

FLUID LUCENT PANTS

size
28 - 40

price
$109.95

482-241528
482-241530
482-241532
482-241534
482-241536
482-241538
482-241540

WHITE NEON 
RED YELLOW 

FLUO

28
30
32
34
36
38
40

SZ
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 + The Fluid line offers new and recreational MX riders 
gear with optimal MX technology that leverages key 
construction features of the Supertech, Techstar, and 
Racer lines for a total performance look and feel. With 
its advanced lightweight, breathable, and durable poly-
fabric main chassis, the athletic sport fit Fluid Jersey is 
engineered for optimized comfort and riding functionality. 

 + 1. Advanced poly-fabric construction is lightweight, 
anti-bacterial, moisture-wicking, and breathable, with me-
chanical stretch for durability and enhanced rider comfort.

 + 2. Ergonomic cut and pattern for enhanced 
freedom of movement and superior mobility. 

 + 3. Lightweight and breathable poly-
fabric construction for durability.

 + Cut longer in the rear for greater coverage when riding.

 + Sport collar neck construction for superior rider comfort. 

 + Fade resistant sublimated graphics.

FLUID GRAPHITE JERSEY

size
S - 2XL

price
$36.95

482-9741S
482-9741M
482-9741L
482-9741X

482-97412X
482-97413X

BLACK DARK 
GRAY

S
M
L

XL
2XL
3XL

SZ
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 + The Fluid line offers new and recreational MX riders 
gear with optimal MX technology that leverages key con-
struction features of the Supertech, Techstar, and Racer 
lines for a total performance look and feel. The athletic 
sport fit Fluid Pants offer optimized levels of performance, 
comfort, and freedom of movement in the riding position, 
thanks to their poly-fabric lightweight chassis, stretch cor-
duroy panels and pre-curved leg design. Developed and 
tested on some of the toughest terrains around the globe, 
the Fluid Pants are ideal for many forms of off-road riding.

 + 1. 600D poly-fabric main chassis con-
struction for enhanced durability.

 + 2. Extended stretch corduroy fabric panels on crotch, 
knees, back yoke, and inside leg for superior freedom of 
movement, optimized fit, and enhanced rider comfort.

 + 3. High-performance synthetic leather, reinforced 
inner knees provide high levels of heat resistance, soft 
grip contact with the bike, durability, and comfort. 

 + Ergonomic cut and 3D pattern construc-
tion for enhanced rider comfort, unparalleled 
freedom of movement, and superior mobility.

 + Ratchet closure for a secure, personalized fit. 

 + Mesh lining for enhanced rider comfort.

 + Zippered fly for ease of use.

FLUID GRAPHITE PANTS

size
28 - 40

price
$109.95

482-971628
482-971630
482-971632
482-971634
482-971636
482-971638
482-971640
482-971642
482-971644

BLACBLACK 
DARK GRAY 

SILVER

28
30
32
34
36
38
40
42
44

SZ
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 + The Techstar line offers a racing-inspired cut for durable 
advanced-level competition, incorporating new mesh materials for 
improved stretch and breathability as well as a revised shape for 
excellent freedom of movement. Featuring a dedicated women’s 
fit, the Stella Techstar Jersey has been specifically adapted to the 
female figure for optimal riding comfort.  With an athletic race fit, the 
lightweight Stella Techstar Jersey features an updated multi-material 
construction with a poly-fabric stretch main chassis with ergonomic 
stretch inserts for enhanced freedom of movement. The jersey’s 
strategically positioned mesh inserts provide enhanced airflow 
and ventilation and no seams on the side, under the arms, or on 
the collar for optimized rider comfort. The MX24 Stella Techstar 
Jersey provides excellent performance and increased durability.

 + 1. Featuring all-new materials that provide high levels of stretch, 
breathability, and durability, the Stella Techstar Jersey incorporate 
laser-cut perforations on the chest and arms for added ventilation. 

 + 2. Main chassis is constructed from a lightweight, 
highly durable, moisture-wicking knitted poly-fabric 
for superior comfort and performance.

 + 3. Ergonomically engineered cut and optimized pattern for 
enhanced freedom of movement and superior mobility. 

 + 4. Strategically positioned stretch inserts 
for superior freedom of movement.

 + Anatomically engineered for an optimized women’s fit. 

 + Flat stretch construction on arms and shoulders for 
enhanced range of movement and rider comfort.

 + Innovative construction utilizes no side seams and 
no underarm seams for maximum rider comfort. 

 + Strategically positioned laser perforations for ad-
ditional airflow and optimum ventilation.

 + Seamless bonded neck opening for ease of use and 
enhanced rider comfort and seamless bonded cuffs.

 + Extended rear for greater coverage in the riding posi-
tion and compatibility with Alpinestars’ MX pants.

 + Fade-resistant graphics.

STELLA TECHSTAR JERSEY

size
XS - XL

price
$69.95

482-2464XS
482-2464S
482-2464M
482-2464L
482-2464X

BLACK 
MULTICOLOR

XS
S
M
L

XL

SZ
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 + The Techstar line offers a racing-inspired cut for durable advanced-
level competition, incorporating new mesh materials for improved 
stretch and breathability as well as a revised shape for excellent 
freedom of movement. Featuring a dedicated women’s fit specifically 
adapted to the female figure for optimal riding comfort, the race fit 
Stella Techstar pants provide an optimum blend of performance and 
durability, as well as incorporate innovative features such as the new SX2 
magnetic closure buckle and an updated 3D Babel knee construction to 
significantly ramp up ventilation, flexibility, and freedom of movement. 

 + 1. The Stella Techstar Pants have a new materials construc-
tion and updated pattern delivering a second skin feel and 
providing premium freedom of movement to the rider.

 + 2. The main chassis is constructed from an advanced blend of stretch 
rip-stop fabric and 600D poly-fabric for enhanced stretchability and du-
rability, with durable 4-way stretch on the yoke, thighs, and upper knees.

 + 3. Main material is engineered to be ultra-lightweight, stretch-
able, and durable, while also delivering superior airflow thanks to 
the highly breathable Stretchnet zones and laser perforations.

 + 4. Revised Babel knee gusset for flexibility and ventilation. 

 + 5. The performance-engineered single-layer construction 
and linerless design offer enhanced wearability, supe-
rior comfort, and lighter weight, providing an effortless on and 
off, even when worn with knee braces or knee guards.

 + 6. Secure and quick new SX2 auto-lock mag-
netic buckle for optimum waist closure.

 + Anatomically engineered for an optimized women’s fit. 

 + Stretch mesh materials make the pants more flex-
ible and breathable, and reinforced materials have been 
used on the seat and knees for enhanced durability.

 + Stretchnet material has been utilized on the backs of 
the legs bringing airflow comfort and lightweight as well as 
providing excellent comfort, stretch, and breathability. 

 + Goat leather inner knees for premium feel and durability. 

 + Elasticated waist with silicon inner waist-
line to keep the pants in position.

 + Covered zippered fly for durability. 

 + Fade-resistant graphics.

STELLA TECHSTAR PANTS

size
26 - 34

price
$194.95

482-243226
482-243228
482-243230
482-243232
482-243234

BLACK 
MULTICOLOR

26
28
30
32
34

SZ
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 + The Fluid line offers new and recreational MX riders gear with 
optimal MX technology that leverages key construction features of 
the Supertech, Techstar, and Racer lines for a total performance 
look and feel. Featuring a dedicated women’s fit specifically 
adapted to the female figure for optimal riding comfort, the Stella 
Fluid Jersey has an advanced moisture-wicking, lightweight and 
durable main chassis for high levels of performance. Developed 
and tested on some of the toughest terrains around the globe, 
the sport fit Stella Fluid Jersey is ideal for many forms of off-road 
riding. The Stella Fluid Jersey comes in a range of distinctive 
and aggressive color combinations and is designed to match 
the Stella Fluid Pants for a total performance look and feel.

 + 1. Advanced poly-fabric construction is lightweight, 
anti-bacterial, moisture-wicking, and breathable, with mechani-
cal stretch for durability and enhanced rider comfort.

 + 2. Ergonomic cut and pattern for enhanced free-
dom of movement and superior mobility.

 + 3. Lightweight and breathable poly-fabric construction for durability.

 + Anatomically engineered for an optimized women’s fit. 

 + Cut longer in the rear for greater coverage when riding.

 + Sport collar neck construction for superior rider comfort. 

 + Fade resistant sublimated graphics.

STELLA FLUID JERSEY

size
XS - XL

price
$ 36.95

482-2463XS
482-2463S
482-2463M
482-2463L
482-2463X

WHITE
TURQUOISE

XS
S
M
L

XL

SZ

 + The Fluid line offers new and recreational MX riders gear with 
optimal MX technology that leverages key construction features of 
the Supertech, Techstar, and Racer lines for a total performance look 
and feel. Featuring a dedicated women’s fit specifically adapted to the 
female figure for optimal riding comfort, the Stella Fluid Pants offer 
optimized levels of performance, comfort, and freedom of movement 
in the riding position thanks to their poly-fabric lightweight chassis, 
stretch corduroy panels, and pre-curved leg design. Developed and 
tested on some of the toughest terrains around the globe, the sport 
fit Stella Fluid Pants are ideal for many forms of off-road riding.

 + 1. 600D poly-fabric main chassis construc-
tion for enhanced durability. 

 + 2. Extended stretch corduroy fabric panels on crotch, 
knees, back yoke, and inside leg for superior freedom of 
movement, optimized fit, and enhanced rider comfort.

 + 3. High performance synthetic leather, reinforced in-
ner knees high levels of heat resistance, soft grip 
contact with the bike, durability, and comfort. 

 + Anatomically engineered for an optimized women’s fit. 

 + Ergonomic cut and 3D pattern construction for enhanced rider 
comfort, unparalleled freedom of movement, and superior mobility.

 + Ratchet closure for a secure, personalized fit.

 + Mesh lining for enhanced rider comfort.

 + Zippered fly for ease of use.

STELLA FLUID PANTS

size
26 - 34

price
$109.95

482-243126
482-243128
482-243130
482-243132
482-243134

WHITE
TURQUOISE

26
28
30
32
34

SZ
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 + Featuring a dedicated women’s fit specifically adapted for women’s 
body contours for optimal riding comfort, the Stella Fluid Jersey has an 
advanced moisture-wicking, lightweight and durable main chassis for 
high levels of performance. The Stella Fluid Jersey comes in a range 
of distinctive and aggressive color combinations and is designed to 
match the Stella Fluid Pants for a total performance look and feel.

 + Advanced poly-fabric construction is lightweight, moisture-wicking 
and durable, with mechanical stretch for enhanced rider comfort.

 + Cut longer in the rear for greater coverage when riding.

 + Sport collar neck construction for superior rider comfort. 

 + Anatomically engineered for an optimized women’s fit. 

 + Advanced poly-fabric construction is lightweight, moisture-wicking 
and breathable, with mechanical stretch for enhanced rider comfort.

 + Ergonomic cut and pattern for enhanced free-
dom of movement and superior mobility. 

 + Poly-fabric construction for durability.

 + Cut longer in the rear for greater coverage when riding.

 + Sport collar neck construction for superior rider comfort. 

 + Fade resistant graphics. 

STELLA FLUID JERSEY

size
XS - XL

price
$ 36.95

 + Featuring a dedicated women’s fit specifically adapted for women’s 
body contours for optimal riding comfort, the Stella Fluid Pants offer 
optimized levels of performance in the riding position, thanks to their 
lightweight chassis, lower waist stretch panels and pre-curved leg de-
sign. Developed and tested on some of the toughest terrains around the 
globe, the sport fit Fluid Pants are ideal for many forms of off-road riding.

 + 3D pattern construction for enhanced rider com-
fort and unparalleled freedom of movement.

 + High performance synthetic leather on knees for 
high levels of heat resistance, grip and comfort. 

 + Ratchet closure for a secure, personalized fit. 

 + 600D poly-fabric main chassis construction. 

 + Stretch fabric panels on crotch, knees and 
rear waist for enhanced rider comfort.

 + Mesh lining for enhanced rider comfort.

STELLA FLUID PANTS

size
26 - 34

price
$109.95

482-9746XS
482-9746S
482-9746M
482-9746L
482-9746X

BLACK PINK 
FLUO

XS
S
M
L

XL

SZ

482-976126
482-976128
482-976130
482-976132
482-976134

BLACK PINK 
FLUO

26
28
30
32
34

SZ
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 + Featuring a moisture-wicking, extremely 
lightweight ,and durable main chassis, the 
Youth Racer Jersey comes in a range of 
distinctive and aggressive color combinations 
and is designed to match the Racer Pants and 
Gloves for a total performance look and feel.

 + 1. Advanced poly-fabric construc-
tion is lightweight, moisture-wicking, 
and durable, with mechanical stretch 
for enhanced rider comfort.

 + 2. Overlock stitching throughout 
for additional durability.

 + 3. Stretch collar neck construction for 
an optimized fit and enhanced comfort. 

 + Cut longer in the rear for greater 
coverage when riding.

 + Fade resistant sublimated graphics. 

 + Fitted wrist cuffs for an optimized fit.

size
S - XL

price
$34.95

YOUTH RACER
LUCENT JERSEY

 + The Youth Racer Pants offer optimized levels 
of comfort and performance in the riding position, 
thanks to their lightweight chassis, lower waist 
stretch panels, and pre-curved leg design. 
Developed and tested on some of the toughest 
terrains around the globe, the sport fit Racer Pants 
are ideal for many forms of off-road riding.

 + 1. Advanced, highly resistant 600D poly-
fabric main chassis construction is PU coated 
for strength with a technical yarn for durability. 

 + 2. Stretch fabric panels on crotch, knees, 
and rear waist for enhanced rider comfort.

 + 3. 3D pattern and pre-curved ergonomic 
construction for additional rider comfort and 
superior freedom of movement.

 + Large rear stretch panel insert provides increased 
comfort and flexibility to the waist and lower back. 

 + Lightweight with extensive ventilated mesh 
with stretch panel inserts for an optimized fit. 

 + Mesh lining for superior comfort.

 + Leather reinforced inner knee panels for 
enhanced heat resistance, grip, and comfort. 

 + Ratchet closure with waist adjustment 
straps for a secure, personalized fit. 

 + Gripper internal elastic waist band 
helps keep garment in position. 

 + Convenient interior hip pocket 
for key/coin storage. 

size
22 - 28

price
$99.95

YOUTH RACER
LUCENT PANTS

482-2457YS
482-2457YM
482-2457YL
482-2457YX

WHITE
NEON RED

YELLOW FLUO

S
M
L

XL

SZ

482-242522
482-242524
482-242526
482-242528

WHITE
NEON RED

YELLOW FLUO

22
24
26
28

SZ
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LURV PANTS

 + Featuring a moisture-wicking, extremely 
lightweight ,and durable main chassis, the 
Youth Racer Jersey comes in a range of 
distinctive and aggressive color combinations 
and is designed to match the Racer Pants and 
Gloves for a total performance look and feel.

 + 1. Advanced poly-fabric construction is 
lightweight, moisture-wicking, and durable, with 
mechanical stretch for enhanced rider comfort.

 + 2. Overlock stitching through-
out for additional durability.

 + 3. Stretch collar neck construction for 
an optimized fit and enhanced comfort. 

 + Cut longer in the rear for greater 
coverage when riding.

 + Fade resistant sublimated graphics. 

 + Fitted wrist cuffs for an optimized fit.

YOUTH RACER

size
S - XL

price
$34.95

LURV JERSEY

 + The Youth Racer Pants offer optimized levels 
of comfort and performance in the riding posi-
tion, thanks to their lightweight chassis, lower 
waist stretch panels, and pre-curved leg design. 
Developed and tested on some of the toughest 
terrains around the globe, the sport fit Racer 
Pants are ideal for many forms of off-road riding.

 + 1. Advanced, highly resistant 600D poly-fabric 
main chassis construction is PU coated for 
strength with a technical yarn for durability. 

 + 2. Stretch fabric panels on crotch, knees, 
and rear waist for enhanced rider comfort.

 + 3. 3D pattern and pre-curved ergonomic 
construction for additional rider comfort and 
superior freedom of movement.

 + Large rear stretch panel insert 
provides increased comfort and flex-
ibility to the waist and lower back. 

 + Lightweight with extensive ventilated mesh 
with stretch panel inserts for an optimized fit. 

 + Mesh lining for superior comfort.

 + Leather reinforced inner knee panels for 
enhanced heat resistance, grip, and comfort. 

 + Ratchet closure with waist adjustment 
straps for a secure, personalized fit. 

 + Gripper internal elastic waist band 
helps keep garment in position. 

 + Convenient interior hip pocket 
for key/coin storage. 

size
22 - 28

price
$99.95

482-2458YS
482-2458YM
482-2458YL
482-2458YX

MARS RED 
WHITE

S
M
L

XL

SZ

482-242622
482-242624
482-242626
482-242628

MARS RED 
WHITE

22
24
26
28

SZ
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 + Featuring a moisture-wicking, extremely 
lightweight ,and durable main chassis, the 
Youth Racer Jersey comes in a range of 
distinctive and aggressive color combinations 
and is designed to match the Racer Pants and 
Gloves for a total performance look and feel.

 + 1. Advanced poly-fabric construc-
tion is lightweight, moisture-wicking, 
and durable, with mechanical stretch 
for enhanced rider comfort.

 + 2. Overlock stitching throughout 
for additional durability.

 + 3. Stretch collar neck construction for 
an optimized fit and enhanced comfort. 

 + Cut longer in the rear for greater 
coverage when riding.

 + Fade resistant sublimated graphics. 

 + Fitted wrist cuffs for an optimized fit.

PNEUMA JERSEY

size
S - XL

price
$34.95

YOUTH RACER

 + The Youth Racer Pants offer optimized levels 
of comfort and performance in the riding posi-
tion, thanks to their lightweight chassis, lower 
waist stretch panels, and pre-curved leg design. 
Developed and tested on some of the toughest 
terrains around the globe, the sport fit Racer 
Pants are ideal for many forms of off-road riding.

 + 1. Advanced, highly resistant 600D poly-
fabric main chassis construction is PU coated 
for strength with a technical yarn for durability. 

 + 2. Stretch fabric panels on crotch, knees, 
and rear waist for enhanced rider comfort.

 + 3. 3D pattern and pre-curved ergonomic 
construction for additional rider comfort and 
superior freedom of movement.

 + Large rear stretch panel insert 
provides increased comfort and flex-
ibility to the waist and lower back. 

 + Lightweight with extensive ventilated mesh 
with stretch panel inserts for an optimized fit. 

 + Mesh lining for superior comfort.

 + Leather reinforced inner knee panels for 
enhanced heat resistance, grip, and comfort. 

 + Ratchet closure with waist adjustment 
straps for a secure, personalized fit. 

 + Gripper internal elastic waist band 
helps keep garment in position. 

 + Convenient interior hip pocket 
for key/coin storage. 

PNEUMA PANTS

size
22 - 28

price
$99.95

YOUTH RACER

482-2459YS
482-2459YM
482-2459YL
482-2459YX

BLUE MARS 
RED WHITE

S
M
L

XL

SZ

482-242722
482-242724
482-242726
482-242728

BLUE MARS 
RED WHITE

22
24
26
28

SZ
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YOUTH RACER

 + Featuring a moisture-wicking, extremely 
lightweight ,and durable main chassis, the 
Youth Racer Jersey comes in a range of 
distinctive and aggressive color combinations 
and is designed to match the Racer Pants and 
Gloves for a total performance look and feel.

 + 1. Advanced poly-fabric construction is 
lightweight, moisture-wicking, and durable, with 
mechanical stretch for enhanced rider comfort.

 + 2. Overlock stitching through-
out for additional durability.

 + 3. Stretch collar neck construction for 
an optimized fit and enhanced comfort. 

 + Cut longer in the rear for greater 
coverage when riding.

 + Fade resistant sublimated graphics. 

 + Fitted wrist cuffs for an optimized fit.

HOEN JERSEY
size

S - XL
price

$34.95

 + The Youth Racer Pants offer optimized levels 
of comfort and performance in the riding posi-
tion, thanks to their lightweight chassis, lower 
waist stretch panels, and pre-curved leg design. 
Developed and tested on some of the toughest 
terrains around the globe, the sport fit Racer 
Pants are ideal for many forms of off-road riding.

 + 1. Advanced, highly resistant 600D poly-fabric 
main chassis construction is PU coated for 
strength with a technical yarn for durability. 

 + 2. Stretch fabric panels on crotch, knees, 
and rear waist for enhanced rider comfort.

 + 3. 3D pattern and pre-curved ergonomic 
construction for additional rider comfort and 
superior freedom of movement.

 + Large rear stretch panel insert 
provides increased comfort and flex-
ibility to the waist and lower back. 

 + Lightweight with extensive ventilated mesh 
with stretch panel inserts for an optimized fit. 

 + Mesh lining for superior comfort.

 + Leather reinforced inner knee panels for 
enhanced heat resistance, grip, and comfort. 

 + Ratchet closure with waist adjustment 
straps for a secure, personalized fit. 

 + Gripper internal elastic waist band 
helps keep garment in position. 

 + Convenient interior hip pocket 
for key/coin storage. 

HOEN PANTS

size
22 - 28

price
$99.95

YOUTH RACER

482-2460YS
482-2460YM
482-2460YL
482-2460YX

LIGHT GRAY 
HOT ORANGE 

BLACK

S
M
L

XL

SZ

482-242822
482-242824
482-242826
482-242828

LIGHT GRAY 
HOT ORANGE 

BLACK

22
24
26
28

SZ
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 + Featuring a moisture-wicking, extremely 
lightweight ,and durable main chassis, the 
Youth Racer Jersey comes in a range of 
distinctive and aggressive color combinations 
and is designed to match the Racer Pants and 
Gloves for a total performance look and feel.

 + 1. Advanced poly-fabric construction is 
lightweight, moisture-wicking, and durable, with 
mechanical stretch for enhanced rider comfort.

 + 2. Overlock stitching through-
out for additional durability.

 + 3. Stretch collar neck construction for 
an optimized fit and enhanced comfort. 

 + Cut longer in the rear for greater 
coverage when riding.

 + Fade resistant sublimated graphics. 

 + Fitted wrist cuffs for an optimized fit.

HANA JERSEY

size
S - XL

price
$34.95

YOUTH RACER

 + The Youth Racer Pants offer optimized levels 
of comfort and performance in the riding posi-
tion, thanks to their lightweight chassis, lower 
waist stretch panels, and pre-curved leg design. 
Developed and tested on some of the toughest 
terrains around the globe, the sport fit Racer 
Pants are ideal for many forms of off-road riding.

 + 1. Advanced, highly resistant 600D poly-
fabric main chassis construction is PU coated 
for strength with a technical yarn for durability. 

 + 2. Stretch fabric panels on crotch, knees, 
and rear waist for enhanced rider comfort.

 + 3. 3D pattern and pre-curved ergonomic 
construction for additional rider comfort and 
superior freedom of movement.

 + Large rear stretch panel insert 
provides increased comfort and flex-
ibility to the waist and lower back. 

 + Lightweight with extensive ventilated mesh 
with stretch panel inserts for an optimized fit. 

 + Mesh lining for superior comfort.

 + Leather reinforced inner knee panels for 
enhanced heat resistance, grip, and comfort. 

 + Ratchet closure with waist adjustment 
straps for a secure, personalized fit. 

 + Gripper internal elastic waist band 
helps keep garment in position. 

 + Convenient interior hip pocket 
for key/coin storage. 

HANA PANTS

size
22 - 28

price
$99.95

YOUTH RACER

482-2461YS
482-2461YM
482-2461YL
482-2461YX

BLACK WHITE

S
M
L

XL

SZ

482-242922
482-242924
482-242926
482-242928

BLACK WHITE

22
24
26
28

SZ
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YOUTH RACER
HANA JERSEY

size
S - XL

price
$34.95

YOUTH RACER
HANA PANTS

size
22 - 28

price
$99.95

482-243022
482-243024
482-243026
482-243028

WHITE
MULTICOLOR

22
24
26
28

SZ

482-243022
482-243024
482-243026
482-243028

WHITE
MULTICOLOR

22
24
26
28

SZ
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482-242722
482-242724
482-242726
482-242728

BLUE MARS 
RED WHITE

22
24
26
28

SZ

 + The Kids Racer Jersey comes in two dis-
tinctive and aggressive color combinations for 
Kids Racer Hoen and Kids Racer Found styles 
and is designed to match the Kids Racer 
Pants for a total performance look and feel.

 + 1. Advanced poly-fabric con-
struction is lightweight, moisture-wicking, 
and durable, with mechanical stretch 
for enhanced rider comfort.

 + 2. Cut longer in the rear 
for greater coverage when riding.

 + 3. Sport collar neck construc-
tion for superior rider comfort.

HOEN JERSEY
size

S - XL
price

$34.95

KIDS RACER

482-24232XS
482-2423XS

YELLOW FLUO  
BLUE NIGHT 

NAVY

2XS
XS

SZ
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482-983518
482-983520

BLACK

18
20

SZ

 + The Kids Racer Pants offer optimized levels 
of performance in the riding position, thanks 
to their lightweight chassis, lower waist stretch 
panels, and pre-curved leg design. Developed 
and tested on some of the toughest terrains 
around the globe, the sport fit Fluid Pants 
are ideal for many forms of off-road riding.

 + 1. 3D pattern construction for enhanced rider 
comfort and unparalleled freedom of movement.

 + 2. High performance synthetic 
leather on knees for high levels of heat 
resistance, grip, and comfort. 

 + 3. Ratchet closure for a se-
cure, personalized fit. 

 + 600D poly-fabric main chassis construction. 

 + Stretch fabric panels on crotch, knees, 
and rear waist for enhanced rider comfort.

 + Mesh lining for enhanced rider comfort.

FOUND PANTS
size

22 - 28
price

$99.95

KIDS RACER
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TECHSTAR GLOVE

size
s - 2Xl

price
$ 44.95

 + Designed specifically for professional racing. 

 + Ergonomic palm and thumb reinforcements 
on the grip contact area with hyper flexible, 
perforated suede for enhanced durability.

 + Flexible and ultra-fitted construction for enhanced control 
with finger gusset for optmized freedom of movement.

 + Multi-material chassis constructed from stretch and syn-
thetic suede for a performance fit and enhanced durability. 

 + Airprene insert on the knuckle area for 
enhanced comfort and protection.

 + Ergonomic stretch insert on palm for an optimized fit.

 + Conductive palm.

 + New seamless closure strap with Velcro fastener 
on the inside for a safe and secure closure. 

 + Padded landing zone for increased comfort.

 + Stretch fourchettes for increased flexibility.

482-2474S
482-2474M
482-2474L
482-2474X

482-24742X

BLACK

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

482-2475S
482-2475M
482-2475L
482-2475X

482-24752X

MARS RED
BLACK

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

482-2476S
482-2476M
482-2476L
482-2476X

482-24762X

PURPLE BLACK

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

482-2477S
482-2477M
482-2477L
482-2477X

482-24772X

BLUE RAM
BLACK
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 + Performance construction with a single layer palm and 
stretchable single layer backhand for optimized fit and feel.

 + Rolling palm fingertips on external 
fingers for additional durability.

 + Localized palm perforations palm 

for enhanced breathability.

 + Synthetic suede palm for high levels of durability.

 + Conductive palm and fingers for use with 
smartphones and touchscreen devices.

 + Thumb patch reinforcement for enhanced durability.

 + Puller for quick and easy entry into the glove.

 + Seamless closure strap for security.

 + Stretch fourchettes for increased flexibility.

 + Sublimated graphic on backhand.

RADAR GLOVES

size
s - 2Xl

price
$ 29.95

482-2487S
482-2487M
482-2487L
482-2487X

482-24872X

HAZE GRAY
BLACK

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

482-2484S
482-2484M
482-2484L
482-2484X

482-24842X

NIGHT NAVY
WHITE

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

482-2485S
482-2485M
482-2485L
482-2485X

482-24852X

MAGNET 
SILVER

482-2483S
482-2483M
482-2483L
482-2483X

482-24832X

LIGHT BLUE 
BLACK

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

482-2481S
482-2481M
482-2481L
482-2481X

482-24812X

HOT ORANGE 
BLACK

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

482-2480S
482-2480M
482-2480L
482-2480X

482-24802X

MARS RED
SILVER

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

482-2479S
482-2479M
482-2479L
482-2479X

482-24792X

BLACK
WHITE

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

482-2478S
482-2478M
482-2478L
482-2478X

482-24782X

BLACK

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

482-2486S
482-2486M
482-2486L
482-2486X

482-24862X

CAMO

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

482-2482S
482-2482M
482-2482L
482-2482X

482-24822X

YELLOW FLUO
BLACK

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ
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482-7401S
482-7401M
482-7401L
482-7401X

482-74012X
482-74013X
482-74014X

BLACK

S
M
L

XL
2XL
3XL
4XL

SZ

FULL BORE GLOVE

size
S - 2XL

price
$ 29.95

 +  Ergonomic padded palm for optimal comfort on 
the handlebar/grips for long riding sessions. 

 + Neoprene and TPR on the knuckle area offers 
enhanced protection against impacts and pos-
sible branches/rock strikes when trail riding while 
also being supremely flexible for comfort.

 + Ergonomic wrist adjustment provides a secure, custom-

ized fit while delivering optimal feel with the bike’s controls. 

 + Upper constructed from a breathable stretch fabric 
for high levels of rider comfort and an optimized fit. 

 + Synthetic suede palm for high levels of durability and grip. 

 + Silicon print on fingertips for opti-
mized grip with the bike’s controls. 

 + Stretch fourchettes for optimal lev-
els of comfort and flexibility. 

 + Reinforced thumb patches for enhanced 
durability and abrasion resistance. 

 + Stretch cuff for an optimized fit with 
a strap closure for security. 

482-7400S
482-7400M
482-7400L
482-7400X

482-74002X
482-74003X
482-74004X

BLACK
BLACK

482-9767S
482-9767M
482-9767L
482-9767X

482-97672X

BLUE BLACK

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

482-9764S
482-9764M
482-9764L
482-9764X

482-97642X

BRIGHT RED 
BLACK

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

482-9766S
482-9766M
482-9766L
482-9766X

482-97662X

YELLOW FLUO 
BLACK

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

S
M
L

XL
2XL
3XL
4XL

SZ

482-9765S
482-9765M
482-9765L
482-9765X

482-97652X

ORANGE 
BLACK

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ
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 + Ergonomic padded palm for optimal comfort on 
the handlebar/grips for long riding sessions. 

 + Neoprene and TPR on the knuckle area offers 
enhanced protection against impacts and possible 
branches/rock strikes when trail riding while also be-
ing supremely flexible for enhanced comfort.

 + Ergonomic wrist adjustment provides a secure, custom-

ized fit while delivering optimal feel with the bike’s controls. 

 + Upper constructed from a breathable stretch fabric 
for high levels of rider comfort and an optimized fit. 

 + Synthetic suede palm for high levels of durability and grip. 

 + Silicon print on fingertips for opti-
mized grip with the bike’s controls. 

 + Stretch fourchettes for optimal lev-
els of comfort and flexibility. 

 + Reinforced thumb patches for enhanced 
durability and abrasion resistance. 

 + Stretch cuff for an optimized fit with 
a strap closure for security.

STELLA FULL BORE GLOVE

size
S - XL

price
$ 29.95

482-9773S
482-9773M
482-9773L
482-9773X

BLACK PINK 
FLUO

482-9772S
482-9772M
482-9772L
482-9772X

BLACK

S
M
L

XL

SZ

S
M
L

XL

SZ
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FULL BORE XT GLOVE

size
S - 2XL

price
$ 42.95

 + Engineered specifically to handle the rigors of Enduro 
riding and featuring a design optimized for the perfect 
blend of performance, protection and airflow, the Fullbore 
XT Glove is constructed from an advanced, breathable 
stretch fabric for rider comfort and an optimal fit. 

 + Ergonomic palm for optimal comfort on the 
handlebar/grips for long riding sessions. 

 + Neoprene and TPR on knuckle area offers enhanced 
protection for impact and possible branches/rock hit 
in trail riding while also being supremely flexible.

 + Ergonomic wrist adjustment provides a secure, customized 
fit while delivering optimal feel and control with the bike. 

 + Upper constructed from breathable stretch 
fabric for rider comfort and optimal fit. 

 + Synthetic suede palm for high levels of durability and grip. 

 + Silicon print on fingertips for optimized grip. 

 + Stretch fourchettes for optimal lev-
els of comfort and flexibility. 

 + Reinforced thumb patches for enhanced 
durability and abrasion resistance. 

 + Stretch cuff for an optimized fit with 
a strap closure for security. 

 + Conductive palm for use with smartphones.

 + According to European statutory law the CE 
mark is a conformity requirement for the marketing 
of this product. The following standards apply: Fully 
CE certified motorcycling product: CE Level 

482-9892X
482-98922X
482-9892L
482-9892M
482-9892S

BLACK BRIGHT 
RED BLUE

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

482-9891X
482-98912X
482-9891L
482-9891M
482-9891S

BLACK

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ
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 + Performance construction with a single layer palm and 
stretchable single layer backhand for optimized fit and feel.

 + Rolling palm fingertips on external 
fingers for additional durability.

 + Localized palm perforations palm 

for enhanced breathability.

 + Synthetic suede palm for high levels of durability.

 + Conductive palm and fingers for use with 
smartphones and touchscreen devices.

 + Thumb patch reinforcement for enhanced durability.

 + Puller for quick and easy entry into the glove.

 + Seamless closure strap for security.

 + Stretch fourchettes for increased flexibility.

 + Sublimated graphic on backhand.

HONDA FULL BORE XT GLOVE

size
s - 2Xl

price
$ 32.95

482-7505S
482-7505M
482-7505L
482-7505X

482-75053X
482-75054X
482-75052X

BLACK BRIGHT 
RED

482-7506S
482-7506M
482-7506L
482-7506X

482-75063X
482-75064X
482-75062X

BRIGHT RED 
BLACK

S
M
L

XL
3XL
4XL
2XL

SZ

S
M
L

XL
3XL
4XL
2XL

SZ
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size
S - 2XL

price
$ 46.95

 + Off-road glove with a synthetic suede palm for durability.

 + Embossed and padded side reinforce-
ment patch for additional durability.

 + TPR protection on fingers for en-
hanced levels of protection.

 + GRIP laser lamination on flap for enhanced levels of grip.

 + Short stretch cuff for a streamlined design.

 + Extended ergonomic stretch insert 
on palm for enhanced flexibility,

 + Thumb and palm reinforcement patches for durability.

 + Rolling palm on index finger.

 + Viscoelastic protective knuckle for 
protection against impacts.

 + According to European statutory law the CE mark 
is a conformity requirement for the marketing of this 
product. The following standards apply to this product:

 + EN 13594 2015, Level 1 KP.

482-9770S
482-9770M
482-9770L
482-9770X

482-97702X

GRAY CAMO 
RED FLUO

482-9768S
482-9768M
482-9768L
482-9768X

482-97682X

BLACK 
ANTHRACITE

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

482-9771S
482-9771M
482-9771L
482-9771X

482-97712X

BLACK CAMO 
SAND

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

482-9769S
482-9769M
482-9769L
482-9769X

482-97692X

BLACK
BLACK

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

SMX-E GLOVE
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 + Ergonomic reinforced, padded palm for optimal 
comfort on the handlebar/grips for long riding sessions. 

 + TPR insert offers enhanced protection for impact and 
possible branches/rocks hits commonly experienced 
in trail riding, while also being supremely flexible.

 + Soft Nucleon viscoelastic knuckle protector for comfort 
and effective protection against repeated impacts and 
abrasion. Guard is reinforced on the interior side with foam 
for improved levels of fit, comfort and shock absorption.

 + Upper constructed from breathable stretch 
fabric for rider comfort and optimal fit. 

 + Synthetic suede palm for high levels of durability and grip. 

 + Silicon print on index fingers for optimized grip. 

 + Stretch insert on fingers offers an improved range of hand 
movement and greater sensitivity while operating the bike 
controls, as well as optimal levels of comfort and flexibility. 

 + Reinforced thumb patches for enhanced 
durability and abrasion resistance. 

 + Side hand impact reinforcements

 + Hook and loop on cuff for an opti-
mized fit and a secure closure. 

 + Full conductive palm construction for use with smartphones.

 + According to European statutory law the CE 
mark is a conformity requirement for the marketing 
of this product. The following standards apply: 

 + Fully CE certified motorcycling product: CE Level 1 KP.

TECHDURA GLOVE

size
s - 2Xl

price
$ 99.95

482-7505S
482-7505M
482-7505L
482-7505X

482-75053X
482-75054X
482-75052X

BLACK

482-7506S
482-7506M
482-7506L
482-7506X

482-75063X
482-75064X
482-75062X

FALCON 
BROWN

S
M
L

XL
3XL
4XL
2XL

SZ

482-7506S
482-7506M
482-7506L
482-7506X

482-75063X
482-75064X
482-75062X

FIRE RED
BLACK

S
M
L

XL
3XL
4XL
2XL

SZ

S
M
L

XL
3XL
4XL
2XL

SZ
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size
S - 2XL

price
$ 24.95

 + Lightweight and with excellent comfort features, 
Alpinestars’ Youth and Kids Radar Glove incorporates 
a single-piece stretch fabric upper and synthetic 
suede palm reinforcements for high levels of comfort 
and improved feeling with the bike’s controls.

 + Performance construction with a single layer palm and 
stretchable single layer top for optimized fit and feel.

 + Rolling backhand and index finger for ad-
ditional protection in key areas.

 + Localized palm perforations palm 
for enhanced breathability.

 + Strap closure for security.

 + Synthetic suede palm for high levels of durability.

 + Thumb patch reinforcement for enhanced durability.

 + Puller for quick and easy entry into the glove.

 + Stretch fourchettes for increased flexibility.

 + Sublimated graphic on backhand.

482-24723XS
482-24722XS
482-2472XS
482-2472S
482-2472M
482-2472L

CAMO

3XS
2XS
XS
S
M
L

SZ

482-24663XS
482-24662XS
482-2466XS
482-2466S
482-2466M
482-2466L

BLACK

3XS
2XS
XS
S
M
L

SZ

482-24683XS
482-24682XS
482-2468XS
482-2468S
482-2468M
482-2468L

HOT ORANGE 
BLACK

3XS
2XS
XS
S
M
L

SZ

482-24693XS
482-24692XS
482-2469XS
482-2469S
482-2469M
482-2469L

YELLOW FLUO
BLACK

3XS
2XS
XS
S
M
L

SZ

482-24703XS
482-24702XS
482-2470XS
482-2470S
482-2470M
482-2470L

LIGHT BLUE 
BLACK

3XS
2XS
XS
S
M
L

SZ

482-24713XS
482-24712XS
482-2471XS
482-2471S
482-2471M
482-2471L

MAGNET
SILVER

3XS
2XS
XS
S
M
L

SZ

482-24733XS
482-24732XS
482-2473XS
482-2473S
482-2473M
482-2473L

HAZE GRAY
BLACK MD

3XS
2XS
XS
S
M
L

SZ

482-24673XS
482-24672XS
482-2467XS
482-2467S
482-2467M
482-2467L

MARS RED 
SILVER

3XS
2XS
XS
S
M
L

SZ

YOUTH RADAR GLOVE
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482-74043XS
482-7404XS
482-7404S
482-7404M
482-7404L

482-74042XS

BLACK 
WHITEW

3XS
2XS
XS
S
M
L

SZ

482-24923XS
482-24922XS
482-2492XS
482-2492S
482-2492M
482-2492L

LIGHT BLUE 
RED BERRY 

BLACK

3XS
2XS
XS
S
M
L

SZ

size
3XS - L

price
$ 27.95

 + Ergonomic padded palm for optimal comfort on 
the handlebar/grips for long riding sessions. 

 + Neoprene and TPR on the knuckle area offers 
enhanced protection against impacts and possible 
branches/rock strikes when trail riding while also be-
ing supremely flexible for enhanced comfort.

 + Ergonomic wrist adjustment provides a secure, custom-

ized fit while delivering optimal feel with the bike’s controls. 

 + Upper constructed from a breathable stretch fabric 
for high levels of rider comfort and an optimized fit. 

 + Synthetic suede palm for high levels of durability and grip. 

 + Silicon print on fingertips for opti-
mized grip with the bike’s controls. 

 + Stretch fourchettes for optimal lev-
els of comfort and flexibility. 

 + Reinforced thumb patches for enhanced 
durability and abrasion resistance. 

 + Stretch cuff for an optimized fit with 
a strap closure for security. 

482-97743XS
482-97742XS
482-9774XS
482-9774S
482-9774M
482-9774L

BRIGHT RED
BLACK

3XS
2XS
XS
S
M
L

SZ

482-9776XS
482-97762XS
482-9776XS
482-9776S
482-9776M
482-9776L

BLUE
BLACK

3XS
2XS
XS
S
M
L

SZ

482-97753XS
482-97752XS
482-9775XS
482-9775S
482-9775M
482-9775L

ORANGE 
BLACK

3XS
2XS
XS
S
M
L

SZ

YOUTH AND KIDS FULL BORE XT GLOVE
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 + Lightweight and durable main shell 
with a water-resistant treatment for 
effective wet weather performance.

 + Large opening vents on sleeves, 
and back and front Hyper flow 
panels for enhanced airflow.

 + Nucleon Flex Plus armor delivers 
optimal protection against impacts.

 + Soft collar construction for 

enhanced rider comfort.

 + Lower pocket, ergonomic crossed 
hand side pockets and waterproof 
pocket for real-world practicality.

 + Ready to be upgraded with 
Nucleon chest and back inserts.

 + Fully CE-certified rid-
ing garment – AA class. 

VENTURE XT JACKET

size
S - 3XL

price
$ 249.95

482-8017S
482-8017M
482-8017L
482-8017X

482-80172X
482-80173X

CAMEL BLACK

S
M
L

XL
2XL
3XL

SZ
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VENTURE XT JACKET

size
S - 3XL

price
$ 269.95

482-8016S
482-8016M
482-8016L
482-8016X

482-80162X
482-80163X

MOJAVE CAMO 
ORANGE FLUO

S
M
L

XL
2XL
3XL

SZ

 + Lightweight and durable main shell 
with a water-resistant treatment for 
effective wet weather performance.

 + Large opening vents on sleeves, 
and back and front Hyper flow 
panels for enhanced airflow.

 + Nucleon Flex Plus armor delivers 
optimal protection against impacts.

 + Soft collar construction for 

enhanced rider comfort.

 + Lower pocket, ergonomic crossed 
hand side pockets and waterproof 
pocket for real-world practicality.

 + Ready to be upgraded with 
Nucleon chest and back inserts.

 + Fully CE-certified rid-
ing garment – AA class. 

 + Lightweight and durable main shell 
with a water-resistant treatment for 
effective wet weather performance.

 + Large opening vents on sleeves, 
and back and front Hyper flow 
panels for enhanced airflow.

 + Nucleon Flex Plus armor delivers 
optimal protection against impacts.

 + Soft collar construction for 

enhanced rider comfort.

 + Lower pocket, ergonomic crossed 
hand side pockets and waterproof 
pocket for real-world practicality.

 + Ready to be upgraded with 
Nucleon chest and back inserts.

 + Fully CE-certified rid-
ing garment – AA class. 

VENTURE XT JACKET

size
S - 3XL

price
$ 269.95

482-8015S
482-8015M
482-8015L
482-8015X

482-80152X
482-80153X
482-80154X

BLACK BLACK

S
M
L

XL
2XL
3XL
4XL

SZ
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 + Lightweight and durable main shell 
with a water-resistant treatment for 
effective wet weather performance.

 + Techstar MX style thigh 
vents for enhanced airflow.

 + Nucleon Flex Plus armor delivers 
optimal protection against impacts.

 + Technical stretch fabric at the 
crotch, back yoke and knee for 
optimal freedom of movement.

 + Ergonomic cargo pocket for easy 

access even when riding when seated 
or standing up on the footrests.

 + Reinforced seat area for ad-
ditional strength in a key area.

 + Synthetic leather inner knee 
for enhanced durability and 
contact with the bike.

 + Ready to be upgraded 
with Nucleon hip inserts.

 + Fully CE-certified rid-
ing garment – A class. 

VENTURE XT OVER BOOT PANTS

482-8952S
482-8952M
482-8952L
482-8952X

482-89522X
482-89523X

BLACK

S
M
L

XL
2XL
3XL

SZ

size
S - 3XL

price
$ 229.95

 + Lightweight and durable main shell 
with a water-resistant treatment for 
effective wet weather performance.

 + Techstar MX style thigh 
vents for enhanced airflow.

 + Nucleon Flex Pro armor delivers 
optimal protection against impacts.

 + Technical stretch fabric at the 
crotch, back yoke and knee for 
optimal freedom of movement.

 + Ergonomic cargo pocket for easy 

access even when riding when seated 
or standing up on the footrests.

 + Reinforced seat area for ad-
ditional strength in a key area.

 + Synthetic leather inner knee 
for enhanced durability and 
contact with the bike.

 + Ready to be upgraded 
with Nucleon hip inserts.

 + Fully CE-certified rid-
ing garment – A class. 

VENTURE XT IN BOOT PANTS

482-8950S
482-8950M
482-8950L
482-8950X

482-89502X
482-89503X
482-89504X

BLACK BLACK

S
M
L

XL
2XL
3XL
4XL

SZ

size
S - 4XL

price
$ 229.95
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 + Lightweight and durable main shell 
with a water-resistant treatment for 
effective wet weather performance.

 + Techstar MX style thigh 
vents for enhanced airflow.

 + Nucleon Flex Plus armor delivers 
optimal protection against impacts.

 + Technical stretch fabric at the 
crotch, back yoke and knee for 
optimal freedom of movement.

 + Ergonomic cargo pocket for easy 

access even when riding when seated 
or standing up on the footrests.

 + Reinforced seat area for ad-
ditional strength in a key area.

 + Synthetic leather inner knee 
for enhanced durability and 
contact with the bike.

 + Ready to be upgraded 
with Nucleon hip inserts.

 + Fully CE-certified rid-
ing garment – A class. 

VENTURE XT OVER BOOT PANTS

482-8953S
482-8953M
482-8953L
482-8953X

482-89532X
482-89533X

CAMEL

S
M
L

XL
2XL
3XL

SZ

size
S - 3XL

price
$ 229.95

 + Lightweight and durable main shell 
with a water-resistant treatment for 
effective wet weather performance.

 + Techstar MX style thigh 
vents for enhanced airflow.

 + Nucleon Flex Pro armor delivers 
optimal protection against impacts.

 + Technical stretch fabric at the 
crotch, back yoke and knee for 
optimal freedom of movement.

 + Ergonomic cargo pocket for easy 

access even when riding when seated 
or standing up on the footrests.

 + Reinforced seat area for ad-
ditional strength in a key area.

 + Synthetic leather inner knee 
for enhanced durability and 
contact with the bike.

 + Ready to be upgraded 
with Nucleon hip inserts.

 + Fully CE-certified rid-
ing garment – A class. 

VENTURE XT IN BOOT PANTS

482-8951S
482-8951M
482-8951L
482-8951X

482-89512X
482-89513X

CAMEL

S
M
L

XL
2XL
3XL

SZ

size
S - 4XL

price
$ 229.95
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 + The Techdura line has been designed 
for the ultimate in off-road performance. 
Featuring a full gear line including jersey, 
pants, jacket, gloves, and a modular utility 
vest, the Techdura gearset redefines the 
limits and potential in off-road and dual-sport 
apparel performance in terms of materials, 
modularity, and fit. The functionality can 
be attributed to the line’s technical 100% 
durable stretch construction which provide 
a whole new level of freedom of movement, 
as well as premium levels of comfort and 
performance, designed specifically for the 
enduro and off-road trail riding segment.

 + The Techdura Jacket is highly modular 
and features technical aspects unique to 
Alpinestars.  Constructed from a durable and 
rugged stretch polyamide canvas material 
with detachable raglan sleeves and side torso 
vents, the Techdura Jacket can be perfectly 
adapted to the climate, engineered to handle 
the rigors of enduro and off-road riding. 
The Techdura Jacket is water-resistant and 
windproof to protect against the elements 
and has been designed to fit over any 
Alpinestars’ upper body protectors.  The 
jacket also features a built-in pocket to 
seamlessly integrate a water bladder. 

 + Entirely unique to the Techdura Jacket, is 
the detachable utility vest that comes included 
with the jacket.  The vest attaches to the back 
and chest, providing 4 chest pockets with 

an airflow space located centrally on the on 
the front, as well as a back compartment for 
a separate hydration bladder or other gear.

 + The Techdura Jacket’s versatility 
make it the perfect choice for enduro rid-
ers who need to carry different items 
based on the needs of the ride. 

 + Techdura sets a unique new modern 
standard with its rugged yet stretchy 
construction to help enduro and 
off-road riders alike conquer all types 
of terrain in both comfort and style. 

 + 1. Rugged stretch polyamide canvas 
material for enhanced durability. 

 + 2. Water resistant for effective 
wet weather performance.

 + 3. Stretch paneling for an optimized 
fit and superior freedom of movement. 

 + 4. Side torso vents provide 
enhanced airflow and breathability.

 + 5. Detachable utility vest provides 
additional storage, if required.

 + Reinforcements on elbows 
for additional durability.

 + Detachable raglan sleeves.

 + Magnetic auto lock buckle 
for a secure closure. 

 + Hand pockets for real-world practicality.

TECHDURA JACKET

size
S - 3XL

price
$ 319.95

482-9914S
482-9914M
482-9914L
482-9914X

482-99142X
482-99143X

BLACK REFLEX

S
M
L

XL
2XL
3XL

SZ

482-9913S
482-9913M
482-9913L
482-9913X

482-99132X
482-99133X

BLACK FALCON 
BROWN

S
M
L

XL
2XL
3XL

SZ

492-9915S
492-9915M
492-9915L
492-9915X

492-99152X
492-99153X

FALCON 
BROWN LIGHT 

NAVY

S
M
L

XL
2XL
3XL

SZ
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 + The Techdura line has been designed 
for the ultimate in off-road performance. 
Featuring a full gear line including jersey, 
pants, jacket, gloves, and a modular tac-
tical pack, the Techdura gearset rede-
fines the limits and potential in off-road 
and dual-sport apparel performance in 
terms of materials, modularity, and fit. 
The functionality can be attributed to the 
line’s technical 100% durable stretch 
construction which provide a whole new 
level of freedom of movement, as well 
as premium levels of comfort and per-
formance, designed specifically for the 
enduro and off-road trail riding segment.

 + The Techdura pants are constructed 
from an all-new durable and rugged 
stretch polyamide canvas material 
throughout the majority of the chassis 
including the seat, thighs, knees, 
and shins. On the backs of the legs, 
a breathable, stretchy yet strong 
Stretchnet material has been used, 
while on the inner knees, durable goat 
leather has been used to provide a 
positive connection and feel for the 

bike. Techdura sets a unique new 
modern standard with its rugged yet 
stretchy construction to help enduro and 
off-road riders alike conquer all types 
of terrain in both comfort and style. 

 + 1. Rugged stretch polyamide canvas 
material for enhanced durability. 

 + 2. Water resistant for wet 
weather performance.

 + 3. Stretch paneling for an optimized 
fit and superior freedom of movement. 

 + 4. Opening vents on the thighs for 
enhanced airflow and breathability.

 + 5. Designed to fit over 
Alpinestars’ knee protectors.

 + Goat leather reinforcements on 
inside legs for additional durability.

 + Highly adjustable belt 
with an easy and secure SX2 
magnetic auto lock buckle. 

 + Hand pockets for real-
world practicality.

TECHDURA PANTS

size
S - 3XL

price
$ 199.95

482-990628
482-990630
482-990632
482-990634
482-990636
482-990638
482-990640

BLACK

28
30
32
34
36
38
40

SZ
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 + The Techdura line has been designed 
for the ultimate in off-road performance. 
Featuring a full gear line including jersey, 
pants, jacket, gloves, and a modular tac-
tical pack, the Techdura gearset rede-
fines the limits and potential in off-road 
and dual-sport apparel performance in 
terms of materials, modularity, and fit. 
The functionality can be attributed to the 
line’s technical 100% durable stretch 
construction which provide a whole new 
level of freedom of movement, as well 
as premium levels of comfort and per-
formance, designed specifically for the 
enduro and off-road trail riding segment.

 + Engineered specifically to handle the 
rigors of Enduro riding, the Techdura 
Jersey is constructed from a durable 
polyfabric with a cotton feel that is 
treated with Ride Dry™ for enhanced 
moisture wicking performance. With 
reinforced elbows for additional durabil-

ity, the jersey has an elongated rear for 
greater coverage in the riding position. 
The jersey’s graphic and styling also 
conveys a new, more modern look to off-
road riding. Techdura sets a unique new 
modern standard with its rugged yet 
stretchy construction to help enduro and 
off-road riders alike conquer all types 
of terrain in both comfort and style. 

 + Rugged poly-fabric material 
selection for enhanced durability. 

 + Ride DryTM treated for superior 
moisture wicking performance.

 + Super strong stitching for 
additional durability.

 + Reinforcements on elbows 
for additional durability.

 + Elongated rear for greater 
coverage in the riding position. 

TECHDURA JERSEY

size
X - 2XL

price
$69.95

482-9909S
482-9909M
482-9909L
482-9909X

482-99092X

FALCON
BROWN

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

482-99072S
482-99072M
482-99072L
482-99072X

482-990722X

BLACK

4482-9908S
4482-9908M
4482-9908L
4482-9908X

4482-99082X

BRIGHT RED
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 + The Techdura line has been designed 
for the ultimate in off-road performance. 
Featuring a full gear line including jersey, 
pants, jacket, gloves, and a modular tac-
tical pack, the Techdura gearset rede-
fines the limits and potential in off-road 
and dual-sport apparel performance in 
terms of materials, modularity, and fit. 
The functionality can be attributed to the 
line’s technical 100% durable stretch 
construction which provide a whole new 
level of freedom of movement, as well 
as premium levels of comfort and per-
formance, designed specifically for the 
enduro and off-road trail riding segment.

 + The Techdura Tactical Pack provides 
off-road and enduro riders premium 
modularity giving them the ability to 
carry as much or as little along for the 
ride. The Techdura Tactical Pack is 
an overall, low profile pack solution 
to comfortably transport the off-road 
trailside essentials. Constructed from 
heavy duty 1000D polyfabric, 450D 
coated polyfabric, and 3D comfort 
mesh, the ergonomic Techdura Tactical 
Pack provides ample carrying capacity 
thanks to a 5.5-6L fixed main back 
compartment, and lower chest and 
lower lateral side pouches offering .75L 
volume capacity each, for a total of up 
to 9L of overall carrying capacity. The 
front and side pouches are removable 
if desired, allowing the pack to become 
even more low profile allowing the rider 
to carry along only the bare essentials.

 + The Techdura Tactical Pack’s 
design allows the rider to centralize and 
disperse the pack’s weight closer to and 
around the rider’s body for better weight 
distribution and comfort for longer riding 
stamina, less overall muscle fatigue, 

and unobstructed mobility on the bike. 
For further weight distribution and 
management, the ergonomic pack has 
both a large belly buckle and a secure 
and easy to open and close, magnetic 
chest buckle, providing a large range of 
adjustability. The Techdura Tactical Pack 
features Molle webbing for user attach-
ments like radios or other communica-
tion systems and comes included with a 
water bladder which integrates perfectly 
within the main compartment. Internally, 
the pack features multiple compart-
ments specifically designed to organize 
and carry tools, zipties, tire spoons, 
patches, phone, and whatever other ne-
cessities required while out on the trail.

 + 1. Advanced, multi-material main 
shell incorporating heavy-duty poly-fab-
ric and ripstop nylon reinforcements on 
the base for strength and weight-saving, 
as well as improved durability, abrasion 
resistance and water resistance.

 + 2. External, detachable pouches 
on the front and sides for quick and 
easy access to essentials, allowing 
the storage volume to be tailored 
to the rider’s requirements. 

 + Molle webbing; rows of heavy-duty 
nylon stitched onto the vest allow for 
the attachment of various compat-
ible pouches and accessories.

 + Ergonomic shoulder straps with 
perforated foam padding and mesh 
panels for an optimized airflow, adjust-
able and removable chest strap and 
the Alpinestars magnetic chest buckle 
for a fast and secure adjustment.

 + Water bladder included.

TECHDURA TACTICAL PACK

size
S - 3XL

price
$ 169.95

482-9917

WARM
GRAY BLACK

OS

SZ

482-9916

BLACK
WHITE
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BIONIC TECH V3 PROTECTION JACKET

 + The Bionic Tech V3 Protection Jacket features ultra-
lightweight, detachable floating Level 2 CE and UKCA Certified 
Polyhedron Hybrid Technology chest and back protectors 
and Level 2 Nucleon Flex Pro shoulder and elbow protectors 
embedded in a highly breathable, race-proven stretch mesh 
base layer, to offer riders unsurpassed levels of ventilation 
and superior upper body protection against impacts. 

 + Both the dual-zone chest and back protectors have a rigid 
central zone with a flexible soft compound around the perimeter 
and are backed by a soft bio-foam padding. On the chest protec-
tor, the flexible soft surround and the bio-foam padding works as 
an adaptive system that molds to the chest.  The central zone of 
the chest and back protectors directly behind the highly perforated 
impact grid are completely open to allow for maximum ventilation. 

 + The chest and back protectors are securely held in place via 
adjustable shoulder straps. For ease of putting on and off, the 
removable chest protector features a quick release-lock magnetic 
buckle on the left shoulder while the lower securement is actioned 
via the adjustable V-belts which run through the ventilated rib 

guards. The V shape spreads the tightening force over a wider 
area of the back protector, resulting in a more secure and comfort-
able fit. The rib guards offer additional coverage in critical areas.

 + SHOULDER PROTECTORS: EN 1621-1:2012 Level 2

 + ELBOW PROTECTORS: EN 1621-1:2012 Level 2

 + BACK PROTECTOR: EN 1621-2:2014 Level 2

 + CHEST PROTECTOR: EN 1621-3:2018 Level 2

 + Lightest CE Level 2 Chest Protector in its class.

 + 17% of the protector structure consists of ventilation apertures 
aligned through both hybrid layers to ensure maximum ventilation.

 + Super ventilated with channeling of direct 
heat build-up away from the chest.

 + Anatomically profiled back protec-
tor is highly ventilated and flexible.

 + BNS compatible via removable puck 
panel and elasticated BNS pull tabs.

 + Chest and back protectors can be detached from 
the base layer for easy washing of the jacket.

 + Chest can be opened on the left shoulder by a 
convenient quick-release magnetic buckle provid-
ing easy access to the central zipper.

 + V-straps on the lower forearm for ensure a customizable 
fit while keeping the elbow protector securely positioned.

 + V-straps on the back protector make for a more adaptive fit.

 + Strategically placed EVA foam padding on the upper 
arms and chest provide improved roost defense.

 + Race-proven breathable and stretchable tex-
tiles used for the base layer construction.

 + Floating Chest and Back protectors, and rib guards.

 + Waist strap not attached to back protector.

482-6448S
482-6448M
482-6448L
482-6448X

482-64482X

BLACK WHITE 
RED

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

size
S-2XL

price
$ 299.95
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HONDA BIONIC PLUS V2 PROTECTION JACKET

 + The Bionic Plus v2 Protection Jacket: Highly Ventilated 
Protective Armor with Ergonomic and Flexible Cell Technology

 + The ultra-lightweight Honda Bionic Plus v2 Protection Jacket 
offers excellent upper body protection against impacts. This 
protector features the all-new Level 2 CELL Technology chest pro-
tector for ultra-light weight and superior airflow and ventilation. The 
super-ventilated Level 2 Nucleon CELL and Flex Hybrid Technology 
back protector is ergonomically engineered for an enhanced 
adaptive fit. Both the front and rear protectors are mounted on 
breathable foam padding for a secure and comfortable fit.  

 + The open grid structure of the Nucleon CELL and Flex technol-
ogy hybrid back protector is engineered to be both ultra-lightweight 
and ultra-breathable while still guaranteeing optimal protective 
performance. This Hybrid Technology encompasses the layering 
of multiple structures resulting in a protector where the whole is 
greater than the sum of all its parts. The back protector is also 
equipped with a flexion channel for enhanced mobility, and extra 
length padding for lower back to offer comfort and greater cover-

age when riding. The chest and back protectors are held securely 
in position by three strap systems; an adjustable elasticated waist 
band, adjustable elasticated side straps and elasticated shoulder 
straps complete with sturdy quick release buckles which once 
adjusted, locks the protectors securely in position when riding.

 + CELL technology is also applied to the softer formulation 
shoulder protectors which are mounted on a perforated 
lightweight chassis, for additional air-cooling performance. The 
sleeves are constructed with highly abrasion resistant fabric 
housing Nucleon Flex technology elbow protectors for the 
optimum blend of flexibility, comfort, and impact protection.

 + The all-new CELL Technology chest protector features 
a highly perforated shell for high levels of ventilation 
and protection and comes equipped with floating side 
wings and a full-length side zipper for ease of use.

 + The all-new CELL Technology back protector is highly 
perforated for maximum breathability and cooling ventilation 
and has a flexion channel for enhanced mobility.

 + Adjustable chest to shoulder armor connec-
tion straps, with adjustable elastic closure system 
featuring newly designed, quick, and easy-to-use side 
buckles that fit a broad range of rider body sizes.

 + Durable stretch main chassis, constructed with soft stretch 
mesh for breathability, with secure and customizable fit.

 + Padded chassis for optimized levels of 
comfort and a snug, close-to-body fit.

 + Adjustable waist belt. 

 + Bionic Neck Support compatibility 
with elasticated BNS pull tabs.

 + The Honda Bionic Plus v2 Protection 
Jacket is CE and UKCA certified.

 + CE certified Chest and Back Level 2.

 + CE certified Shoulders and Elbows Level 1.

482-6154S
482-6154M
482-6154L
482-6154X

482-61542X

BLACK WHITE 
BLUE BRIGHT 

RED

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

size
S-2XL

price
$ 209.95
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BIONIC PLUS V2 PROTECTION JACKET

An ultra-lightweight CE and UKCA certified protection 
jacket off¬ering excellent upper body protection against 
impacts. This protector features an all-new Level 2 
Cell Technology chest protector for ultra-light weight 
and optimum ventilation. The super-ventilated Level 2 
Nucleon Cell & Flex Hybrid Technology back protector 
is ergonomically engineered for an enhanced adaptive 
fit. Both the front and rear protectors are backed with a 
foam padding for a secure and comfortable snug fit. 

All-new Cell Technology chest protector features a highly 
perforated shell for high levels of ventilation and protection.

Features a new Cell Technology back protector 
with a flexion channel for enhanced mobility.

The protectors are perforated for maximum 
breathability and cooling ventilation.

Elastic closure system features newly designed, quick and 

easy-to-use buckles that fit a broad range of rider body sizes.

Padded chassis for optimized levels of 
comfort and a close-to-body fit.

Adjustable shoulder straps for an optimal fit. 

Bionic Neck Support compatibility with 
elasticated BNS pull tabs.

482-6142S
482-6142M
482-6142L
482-6142X

482-61422X

BLACK 
ANTHRACITE 

RED

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

size
S-2XL

price
$ 209.95
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BIONIC ACTION V2 PROTECTION JACKET

An ultra-lightweight CE and UKCA certified protection 
jacket off¬ering excellent upper body protection against 
impacts. This protector features an all-new Cell Technol-
ogy chest protector for optimum ventilation, while its 
divided construction ensures quick and easy donning. 
The super-ventilated Cell Technology back protector 
is ergonomically engineered for an enhanced adaptive 
fit. Both the front and rear protectors are backed with a 
foam padding for a secure and comfortable snug fit. 

All-new Cell Technology chest protector features a highly 
perforated shell for high levels of ventilation and protection.

Features a new Cell Technology back protector 
with a flexion channel for enhanced mobility.

The protectors are perforated for maximum 
breathability and cooling ventilation.

Elastic closure system features newly designed, quick and 
easy-to-use buckles that fit a broad range of rider body sizes.

Padded chassis for optimized levels of 
comfort and a close-to-body fit.

Shoulder straps feature a specifically designed rotat-
ing buckle where the strap meets the chest protector 
to facilitate enhanced articulation of the arms. 

Bionic Neck Support compatibility with the BNS A or 
X-Strap systems available as an accercory upgrade.

size
S-2XL

price
$ 169.95

482-6144S
482-6144M
482-6144L
482-6144X

482-61442X

SAND BLACK

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

482-6145S
482-6145M
482-6145L
482-6145X

482-61452X

GRAY BLACK

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

482-6143S
482-6143M
482-6143L
482-6143X

482-61432X

BLACK

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ
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STELLA BIONIC ACTION V2 PROTECTION JACKET

An ultra-lightweight CE and UKCA certified protection 
jacket off¬ering excellent upper body protection against 
impacts. This protector features an all-new Cell Technol-
ogy chest protector that is ergonomically engineered for 
an enhanced female performance fit. Ultra-light weight, 
the super-ventilated Cell Technology back protector is 
ergonomically engineered for an enhanced adaptive 
fit. Both the front and rear protectors are backed with a 
foam padding for a secure and comfortable snug fit. 

All-new Cell Technology chest protector features a highly 
perforated shell for high levels of ventilation and protection.

Features a new Cell Technology back protector 
with a flexion channel for enhanced mobility.

Nucleon Flex technology shoulder and elbow protec-
tors for superior protection against impacts

The protectors are perforated for maximum 

breathability and cooling ventilation.

Adjustable elastic waist band

Padded chassis for optimized levels of 
comfort and a close-to-body fit.

Bionic Neck Support compatibility with the BNS A or 
X-Strap systems available as an accercory upgrade.

482-6149S
482-6149M
482-6149L

BLACK CYAN

S
M
L

SZ

size
S-L

price
$ 169.95
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Slim fit stretchable fabric 
for a comfortable fit.

Features a floating, highly ventilated and 
flexible rigid Chest Protector with flexible 
side wings that adapt to the rider’s body.

Central front zipper for a bet-
ter fit and ease of donning.

Additional front padding on 
the arms, sides and chest for 
enhanced roost protection.

High abrasion resistant fabric 
on the arms over the protectors 
for additional protection.

Height adjustable kidney belt 
for optimal levels of fit.

BNS compatible with a removable 
back puck panel and elastic BNS 
cords on the shoulders straps.

New Cell Technology back protec-
tor is highly ventilated and flexible 
for enhanced rider comfort.

Water bladder compatible

According to European statutory law the 
CE mark is a conformity requirement for 
the marketing of this product. The fol-
lowing standards apply to this product: 

Back protector / EN 1621-2:2014 Level 2.

Chest protector / EN 1621-3:2018 Level 2.

Shoulder and elbow protec-
tors / EN 1621-1:2012 Level

A-6 CHEST PROTECTOR

size
XS - 2XL

price
$ 189.95

The A-10 V2 Full Chest Protector 
features Level 2 CE and UKCA Certi-
fied Polyhedron Hybrid Technology 
chest and back protectors and Level 2 
Polyhedron Technology shoulder pro-
tectors offering unsurpassed levels 
of ventilation. This protector is ultra-
lightweight and offers superior upper 
body protection against impacts.

Lightest CE Level 2 Chest Protector

17% of the protector structure consist 
of ventilation apertures and are aligned 
through both layers of the hybrid lay-

ers to ensure maximum ventilation

Super ventilated with ram air 
plenum directing heat build-
up away from the chest

Flexible chest protector molds 
to the chest shape

Anatomically profiled back 
protector is super ventilated

Adjustable and remov-
able shoulder padding

BNS compatible via removable puck 
panel and elasticated BNS pull tabs

A-10 V2 FULL CHEST PROTECTOR

size
S - 2XL

price
$ 259.95

482-62207
482-62208
482-62209

ANTHRACITE 
BLACK RED

XS/S
M/L

XL/2XL

SZ

482-62415S
482-62416L
482-62417X

ANTHRACITE 
BLACK RED

XS/S
M/L

XL/2XL

SZ
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The A-1 Pro Chest Protector features 
a Level 1 CE and UKCA Certified 
Polyhedron Hybrid Technology chest 
and Polyhedron Technology back 
protector that offers unsurpassed 
Levels of ventilation, is super-lightweight 
and delivers excellent upper body 
protection against impacts.

Lightest CE Level 1 Chest Protector 
weighs only 664 grams in size M/L

18% of the chest protector’s structure 
consists of ventilation apertures and 
these are aligned through both layers 
of the hybrid structure to ensure 

maximum ventilation and airflow

Ultra-ventilated with ram air plenum di-
recting heat build-up away from the chest

Flexible chest protector molds to 
the chest shape for an adaptive fit

Anatomically profiled back protector is 
contoured to follow the natural curves 
of the spine for superior comport

Adjustable and removable shoulder 
padding for a customized fit

BNS compatible via elasti-
cated BNS pull tabs

A-1 PRO CHEST PROTECTOR

size
M/L - XL/2XL

price
$ 159.95

Triple layer chest protector fea-
tures a highly perforated impact 
absorption insert for high levels 
of ventilation and protection.

Features a Cell Technol-
ogy back protector.

Removable shoulder pads for 
high levels of customization.

Extended padding to offer more 
protection against tire roost without 
obstructing arm movement.

The protector plastic shells are 
perforated for maximum breath-
ability and cooling ventilation.

Adjustable elastic straps incorporate 
thermoformed perforated rib protec-
tion panels for additional protection 
without compromising movement.

Quick and easy-to-use buckles that 

fit a broad range of rider body SZs.

Thermoformed padded chassis 
for optimized levels of comfort 
and close-to-body fit.

Adjustable shoulder straps for optimal fit. 

Bionic Neck Support compatibility.

Silicon BNS pull tabs for easy and 
safe engagement of the BNS.

Additional thermoformed EVA tail 
extension for extended cover-
age to the lower spine.

According to European statutory law the 
CE mark is a conformity requirement for 
the marketing of this product. The fol-
lowing standards apply to this product: 

Back protector / EN 1621-2:2014 Level  

Chest protector / EN 1621-3:2018.

A-4 MAX CHEST PROTECTOR

size
XS - 2XL

price
$ 179.95

482-62120
482-62121
482-62122

BLACK 
ANTHRACITE 
YELLOW FLUO

XS/S
M/L

XL/2XL

SZ

482-62012
482-62013

482-62010
482-62011

WHITE BLACK 
RED

ANTHRACITE 
BLACK RED

M/L
XL/2XL

M/L
XL/2XL

SZ

SZ
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All-new Cell Technology chest protector 
features a highly perforated shell for 
high levels of ventilation and protection.

The flexible construction of the sides 
adapts to the contours of the body 
for enhanced fit and comfort.

Features a new Cell Technology 
back protector with a flexion chan-
nel for enhanced mobility.

Removable shoulder pads for 
high levels of customization.

Extended padding to offer more 
protection against tire roost without 
obstructing arm movement.

The protectors are perfo-
rated for maximum breathability 
and cooling ventilation.

Elastic closure system features newly 
designed, quick and easy-to-use buckles 
that fit a broad range of rider body SZs.

Thermoformed padded chassis 
for optimized levels of comfort 
and a close-to-body fit.

Adjustable shoulder straps 
for an optimal fit. 

Bionic Neck Support compat-
ibility with the BNS A-Strap, 
available as an optional extra.

According to European statutory law the 
CE mark is a conformity requirement 
for the marketing of the product.

The following standard applies: 
Level 1 EN 1621-3:2018 (Chest) and 
Level 1 EN 1621-2:2014 (Back)

BIONIC ACTION CHEST PROTECTOR

size
M - 2XL

price
$ 109.95

Soft shells are constructed from a high 
performance lightweight thermoformed 
material blend that is soft and flexible 
yet offers the same level of protec-
tion as a hard shell protector.

Shells feature perforation zones 
and air channeling for excellent 
breathability and ventilation. 

Thermoformed textile used for the 
construction are highly abrasion resistant 
and will not easily get scratched.

Constructed with a soft 3D mesh on 
the body side of the protector that 
offers extra comfort and breathability. 

Removable back puck for 
BNS compatibility.

Silicon BNS pull tab for convenient 
and safe engagement of the BNS.

Thermoformed padded chas-
sis for maximum comfort.

According to European statutory law the 
CE mark is a conformity requirement for 
the marketing of this product. The fol-
lowing standards apply to this product: 

Back protector / EN 1621-2:2014 Level  

Stone shield / EN 14021:2003.

SEQUENCE CHEST PROTECTOR

size
XS - 2XL

price
$ 169.95

482-62117
482-62118
482-62119

ANTHRACITE 
RED

XS/S
M/L

XL/2XL

SZ

482-62210
482-62211

BLACK
RED

M/L
XL/2XL

SZ
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BIONIC TECH YOUTH PROTECTION JACKET

 + The feature packed Bionic Tech Youth Protection Jacket offers 
optimum levels of protection and premium rider comfort for young 
riders. The jacket features a Level 2 CE/UKCA certified detachable 
floating Polyhedron Hybrid Technology chest protector, an adaptive 
viscoelastic Level 2 CE/UKCA certified back protector and contoured 
bio-foam rib guards with a race-proven stretchable mesh base layer 
to ensure superb freedom of movement while offering superior upper 
body protection. The easy-on-off design of the detachable chest 
and back protectors, in combination with the base layer’s central 
zip enhances the practicality of this jacket, while ensuring the young 
rider is fully protected. The jacket incorporates Nucleon Flex Plus CE/
UKCA Level 1 certified should and elbow protectors. The sleeves 
are super low profile, compact, and highly vented to maximize 
comfort under the jersey, and feature a cool graphic for those that 
choose to wear it alone in warmer temperatures. The Youth Bionic 
Tech is a super comfortable and highly protective jacket thanks 
to its low profile, ultra-lightweight, and highly ventilated design.

 + The use of Polyhedron Hybrid Technology results in the 
Bionic Tech Youth Protection Jacket being one of the lightest, most 
ventilated, and most protective protection jackets in its class. The 

dual-zone chest protector has a rigid central zone, with a flexible soft 
compound around the perimeter backed by a soft bio-foam padding 
which works as an adaptive system that molds to the chest.  The 
central zone of the chest protector directly behind highly perforated 
impact grid is completely open to allow for maximum ventilation. 

 + The new highly perforated Level 2 CE/UKCA certified back 
protector is constructed from a flexible and adaptive viscoelastic 
material offering superb ventilation and weight-saving properties. 

 + The chest and back protectors are securely held in via place 
adjustable shoulder straps. Lower securement is actioned via the 
easy-connect buckles and V-straps that also secure the rib guards 
in place. The V-straps spreads the tightening force over a wider area 
of the back protector resulting in a more secure and comfortable 
fit. The rib guards offer additional coverage in critical areas. 

 + SHOULDER PROTECTORS: EN 1621-1:2012 Level 1

 + ELBOW PROTECTORS: EN 1621-1:2012 Level 1

 + BACK PROTECTOR: EN 1621-2:2014 Level 2

 + CHEST PROTECTOR: EN 1621-3:2018 Level 2

 + Lightest CE Level 2 Chest Protector in its class.

 + 17% of the protector structure consist of ventilation apertures and 
are aligned through both hybrid layers to ensure maximum ventilation.

 + Super ventilated with channeling of direct 
heat build-up away from the chest.

 + Viscoelastic back protector is highly adap-
tive, ventilated, and flexible.

 + YNS compatible via removable puck panel 
and elasticated YNS pull tabs.

 + Chest and back protectors can be detached from 
the base layer for easy washing of the jacket.

 + V-straps on the back protector make for a more adaptive fit

 + Race-proven breathable and stretchable tex-
tiles used for the base layer construction.

 + Floating Chest and Back protectors, and rib guards

 + Nucleon Flex Plus CE/UKCA Level 1 certi-
fied shoulders and elbow protectors

482-6451S
482-6451L

BLACK WHITE 
RED

S/M
L/XL

SZ

size
S/M-L/XL

price
$ 229.95
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YOUTH BIONIC ACTION V2 PROTECTION JACKET

 + An ultra-lightweight youth-optimized CE and UKCA 
certified protection jacket off¬ering excellent upper body 
protection against impacts. This protector features an 
all-new Cell Technology divided chest protector for 
ultra-light weight and optimum ventilation. The super-
ventilated triple segment Cell Technology back protector 
is ergonomically engineered for an enhanced adaptive 
fit. Both the front and rear protectors are backed with a 

foam padding for a secure and comfortable snug fit. 

 + All-new Cell Technology chest protector features a highly 
perforated shell for high levels of ventilation and protection.

 + Features a triple segment Cell Technol-
ogy back protector for enhanced mobility.

 + The protectors are perforated for maximum 
breathability and cooling ventilation.

 + Adjustable elastic waist band for 
an optimized and secure fit.

 + Padded chassis for optimized levels of 
comfort and a close-to-body fit.

 + Youth Neck Support compatibility with the remov-
able puck panel and elasticated YNS pull tabs.

482-6153S
482-6153L

BLACK

S/M
L/XL

SZ

size
S/M-L/XL

price
$ 149.95
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A-5 S V2 YOUTH CHEST PROTECTOR

 + The new A-5 S V2 Youth Chest Protector is a Level 2 
CE/UKCA certified detachable floating Polyhedron Hybrid 
Technology chest protector. With an adaptive viscoelastic 
Level 2 CE/UKCA certified back protector, Level 1 CE/
UKCA shoulder protectors, and contoured bio-foam rib 
guards, the A-5 s V2 offers superb upper body impact 
protection, freedom of movement and ventilation. 

 + On the inner side of the outer shell, the A-5 s V2 has 
a perforated impact grid which is both the second line of 
protection in the hybrid structure, and which offers enhanced 
airflow to reduce heat buildup under the protector.

 + The dual-zone chest protector, while having a rigid central 
zone, has a flexible soft compound around the perimeter 
backed by a soft bio-foam padding which works as an 
adaptive system that molds to the chest.  The central zone of 
the chest protector directly behind highly perforated impact 
grid is completely open to allow for maximum ventilation. 

 + The new highly perforated Level 2 CE/
UKCA certified back protector is constructed from 

a flexible and adaptive viscoelastic material offering 
superb ventilation and weight-saving properties. 

 + The chest and back protectors are securely held in 
via place adjustable shoulder straps. Lower securement 
is via the easy-connect buckles and V-straps that also 
secures the rib guards in place. The V-straps spreads the 
tightening force over a wider area of the back protector 
resulting in a more secure and comfortable fit. The rib 
guards offer additional coverage in critical areas.

 + The A-5 s V2 Youth Chest Protector features Level 
1 CE/UKCA certified removable viscoelastic shoulder 
protectors mounted on a soft-touch foam padding and 
is attached to the main chassis with hook and loop 
patches. The elastic upper arm adjustment straps 
keep the shoulder protectors securely in place.

 + SHOULDER PROTECTORS: EN 1621-1:2012 Level 1

 + BACK PROTECTOR: EN 1621-2:2014 Level 2

 + CHEST PROTECTOR: EN 1621-3:2018 Level 2

 + Lightest CE Level 2 Chest Protector in its class

 + 17% of the protector structure consist of ventila-
tion apertures and are aligned through both layers of 
the hybrid layers to ensure maximum ventilation

 + Super ventilated with channeling direct-
ing heat build-up away from the chest

 + Viscoelastic back protector is highly 
adaptive, ventilated, and flexible

 + YNS compatible via removable puck 
panel and elasticated YNS pull tabs.

 + V-straps on the back protec-
tor makes for a more adaptive fit

 + Easy connect side straps, adjustable shoulder 
straps and detachable shoulder protectors provide 
for a customizable fit and quick closure.

482-6452S
482-6452L

BLACK WHITE 
RED

S/M
L/XL

SZ

size
S/M-L/XL

price
$ 154.95
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BIONIC ACTION YOUTH CHEST PROTECTOR

 + The Bionic Action Youth Chest Protector is an ultra-
lightweight protective system offering excellent Level 1 
CE/UKCA certified upper body impact protection. The 
chest protector features Cell Technology chest and back 
protectors and Level 1 CE/UKCA certified Nucleon Flex 
Plus shoulder protectors. Designed specifically for youth 
riders to offer optimum ventilation and lightweight. 

 + Mounted on breathable padding, the open grid structure 
of the chest and back protectors is engineered to be 
both ultra-lightweight and ultra-breathable, while still 
guaranteeing unrivalled protective performance. The chest 
and back protectors are securely held in place via adjust-
able shoulder straps while lower securement is actioned 
via the easy-connect buckles and elastic side straps.

 + The removable shoulder protectors are mounted on a soft-

touch foam padding and are attached to the main chassis 
with hook and loop patches. The elastic upper arm adjust-
ment straps keep the shoulder protectors securely in place.

 + YNS compatibility is achieved by removing the EVA back 
puck panel and engaging the elasticated YNS pull tabs.

 + SHOULDER PROTECTORS: EN 1621-1:2012 Level 1

 + BACK PROTECTOR: EN 1621-2:2014 Level 1

 + CHEST PROTECTOR: EN 1621-3:2018 Level 1

 + All-new Cell Technology chest protector features a highly 
perforated shell for high levels of ventilation and protection.

 + The flexible side wings of the chest protec-
tor adapt to the rider’s body shape.

 + Features a new Cell Technology back protector 

with a flexion channel for enhanced mobility.

 + Extended padding offers more protection against 
tire roost without obstructing arm movement.

 + The protectors are perforated for maximum 
breathability and cooling ventilation.

 + Elastic closure system features newly designed, quick and 
easy-to-use buckles that fit a broad range of rider body sizes.

 + Padded chassis for optimized levels of 
comfort and a close-to-body fit.

 + Adjustable shoulder straps for an optimal fit. 

 + YNS compatibility with removable 
back puck and YNS pull tabs.

482-6453S
482-6453L

BLACK RED

S/M
L/XL

SZ

size
S/M-L/XL

price
$ 99.95
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BNS TECH-2 NECK SUPPORT

 + The BNS Tech-2 is constructed from an advanced, 
high-performance fibre polymer compound to offer:

 + Complete design facelift & technical upgrad-
ing including lightweight rear and chest pad-
ding and updated chinplate design. 

 + Structural integrity and frame strength against 
heavy impact energies during a crash.

 + Ultra-lightweight performance and comfort while riding.

 + Less weight than its predecessors.

 + Resilience to low temperatures, below 0°C.

 + The BNS Tech-2 is designed to provide a customizable, 
secure and personalized fit with the SAS (SZ Adapter 

System) for a versatile fitment in SZ ranges XS-M and L-XL.

 + The Lycra®-laminated foam padding kits are 
adaptable and the interchangeable EVA foam pads 
allow compatibility with body protection systems.

 + The lightweight Strap System can be 
worn over or under the jersey.

 + The BNS Tech-2 incorporates a bio-organic 
engineering design for superb ergonomics:

 + Rear stabilizer promotes PFR (Progressive Force Relief) 
and dissipates energy loads by transmitting them across 
the back and shoulders and away from spine (thoracic 
vertebrae), and is connected to the frames via pivot key.

 + Frame construction promotes improved contact with 
helmet during impact – including rear support edge that 
fits closer to the body, extra width to account for different 
helmet SZs and raised chest to reduce hyper-flexion.

 + Innovative quick-release locking system for rapid and 
efficient fitting/removal offers secure and convenient closure.

 + Compressed EVA foam compound padding to distribute 
the impact force over the widest area, yet remain lightweight.

 + According to European statutory law the CE mark 
is a conformity requirement for the marketing of this 
product. The following standards apply to this product: 

 + Category 2 under the PPE Directive EU 2016/425.

size
XS - XL

price
$ 329.95

482-6012
482-6013

BLACK COOL 
GRAY

XS/M
L/XL

SZ

482-6005
482-6006

BLACK YELLOW
FLUO

XS/M
L/XL

SZ
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 + Hybrid children’s neck protection 
with extended tail for position stability.

 + Ergonomic design and en-
gineered shape to fit kids from 
6-10 yrs and from 10-14 yrs.

 + Double density core is made from a 
soft PU foam base embedding a hard 
layer EVA for energy dissipation.

 + Bottom and internal soft section (neck 
side) provides comfort for the shoulders 

and neck, a hard section on the upper 
part to give stability and provides force 
distribution when the helmet impacts.

 + Easy to use soft strap 
closure on the front part.

 + Highly compatible with all other 
Alpinestars protectors and jackets.

 + External cover can be removed 
for washing by hook and loop 
grip opening on the rear.

SEQUENCE YOUTH NECK ROLL

size
S/M – L/XL

price
$ 49.95

 + Designed and developed for a fit that 
is specific to a youth rider’s anatomy.

 + Frame constructed from in-
jected polymer compound that has 
been extensively impact tested at 
performance on a range of off-road 
surface and varying temperatures.

 + Frame has been ergonomically 
engineered to promote contact with the 
helmet during impact – including rear 
support edge that fits closer to the body 
and raised chest to avoid hyper-flexion 
injuries / thus providing a solid surface 
which instantly channels damaging, 
compressive impact energy away from 
the neck and on to the support.

 + Frame’s anatomical profile 
promotes positive helmet contact 
in event of a crash while allowing 
rider freedom of movement. 

 + Rear stabilizer system helps keeps 
support in position and is also designed 
to channel extreme energy loads 
away from the spine by transmitting 

it across the shoulder and helping 
to avoid serious spinal injury. 

 + Ultra-lightweight EVA foam on the 
support’s underside for comfort and 
positioning and to distribute the impact 
force over the widest possible area.

 + Closure system for convenient 
engagement of support and to facilitate 
quick removal in case of emergency. 

 + The support is supplied with the 
easy-to-use strap system which 
allows use over or under the jersey 
to secure the device on the rider. 

 + The Youth Neck Support can be 
easily integrated with the A-5S Youth 
Body Armour to ramp up a young 
rider’s overall protective coverage. 

 + According to European statutory law 
the CE mark is a conformity requirement 
for the marketing of this product. The fol-
lowing standards apply to this product: 

 + Category 2 under the PPE 
Directive EU 2016/425.

YOUTH NECK SUPPORT

size
OS

price
$ 144.95

482-6020

482-6069S
482-6069L

482-6021

482-6068S
482-6068L

482-6150

482-6022
482-6023

BLACK
YELLOW

BLACK AN-
THRACITE

BLUE

BLACK
WHITE

BLACK AN-
THRACITE
ORANGE

BLACK 
ORANGE

BLACK RED

OS

S/M
L/XL

OS

S/M
L/XL

OS

S/M
L/XL

SZ

SZ

SZ

SZ

SZ

SZ
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BIONIC-10 CARBON KNEE BRACE

 + Structural hybrid frames are constructed from a 
composite over-injected with a high performance fiber 
reinforced polymer which provides optimal structural 
integrity and support while being ultra-lightweight.

 + The Bionic-10 Carbon Knee Brace comes in 4 dif-
ferent SZs: S, M, L and XL/2XL for perfect fitment.

 + The asymmetric frame design ensures a wide range 
of unique leg shape compatibility and a perfect fit.

 + Slim ergonomic design offers a high level of 
riding comfort during dynamic movement. 

 + The open structure and perforated ar-
eas promote maximum ventilation.

 + Extremely stable slim-design 4-point hinge system 
perfectly follows the articulation of the knee.

 + Hinge system incorporates easily exchangeable 
extension stops (0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 degrees) 
which reduces the risk of sustaining injuries to: 

 + The medial and lateral collateral ligament

 + The anterior and posterior cruciate ligament

 + The lateral and medial meniscus

 + Lightweight and highly ventilated double-wall knee-cup 
system offers strong impact force dispersion and absorption 
while ensuring maximum coverage area in all riding positions. 

 + The ergonomically sculptured triple segment 
knee cup is designed for flexibility and adaptivity and 
constructed from a double density polymer solution for 
high impact force dispersion on rigid external shell and 
energy absorption on semi-rigid internal shell structure. 

 + The knee cup is accurately secured in place by 
an innovative integrative mechanical guiding system 
that keeps the knee cup in correct position while 
providing controlled freedom of movement. 

 + Calf Frame strap system holds braces per-
fectly in position and avoids slipping down when 
rider is in action and extreme movement. 

 + The two calf straps are linked with a semi-rigid 
C-shaped connector that dynamically shapes towards 
the dimension change of the calf muscle.

 + According to European statutory law the CE mark 
is a conformity requirement for the marketing of this 
product. The following standards apply to this product: 

 + Knee protector / EN 1621-1:2012 Level

size
S - 2XL

price single
$ 429.95

price set
$ 834.95

482-6262L
482-6263L
482-6264L
482-6265L

482-6262R
482-6263R
482-6264R
482-6265R

482-6266
482-6267
482-6268
482-6269

BLACK RED 
LEFT

BLACK RED 
RIGHT

BLACK RED 
SET

S
M
L

XL/2XL

SZ
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BIONIC-7 KNEE BRACE SET

 + Structural hybrid frames are constructed from a 
composite over-injected with a high performance fiber 
reinforced polymer which provides optimal structural 
integrity and support while being ultra-lightweight.

 + The Bionic-7 Knee Brace comes in 4 different 
SZs: S, M, L and XL/2XL for perfect fitment.

 + The asymmetric frame design ensures a wide range 
of unique leg shape compatibility and a perfect fit.

 + Slim ergonomic design offers a high level of 
riding comfort during dynamic movement. 

 + The open structure and perforated ar-
eas promote maximum ventilation.

 + Extremely stable slim-design 4-point hinge system 

perfectly follows the articulation of the knee.

 + Hinge system incorporates easily exchangeable 
extension stops (0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 degrees) 
which reduces the risk of sustaining injuries to: 

 + The medial and lateral collateral ligament

 + The anterior and posterior cruciate ligament

 + The lateral and medial meniscus

 + Lightweight and highly ventilated double-wall knee-cup 
system offers strong impact force dispersion and absorption 
while ensuring maximum coverage area in all riding positions. 

 + The ergonomically sculptured triple segment knee 
cup is designed for flexibility and adaptivity. It is 

constructed from a double density polymer solution for 
high impact force dispersion on rigid external shell and 
energy absorption on semi-rigid internal shell structure. 

 + The knee cup is accurately secured in place by 
an innovative integrative mechanical guiding system 
that keeps the knee cup in correct position while 
providing controlled freedom of movement.

 + According to European statutory law the CE mark 
is a conformity requirement for the marketing of this 
product. The following standards apply to this product: 

 + Knee protector / EN 1621-1:2012 Level

482-62503S
482-62503M
482-62503L
482-62503X

SILVER YEL-
LOW

S
M
L

XL

SZ

size
S - XL

price
$ 539.95
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SX-1 V2 KNEE PROTECTOR

 + Extremely lightweight knee protection with large 
protective area for riders looking for the most breath-
able and lightweight solutions for all riding styles.

 + Upper and lower frames are constructed from 
a high performance polymeric material blend 
for optimized levels of flexibility and strength as 
well as excellent weight saving properties.

 + Polymer protector plates are strategically perforated 
for maximum breathability and air ventilation.

 + The upper and lower frame integrated dual pivot hinge 
gear system follows the natural movement of the knee and 
keeps the protector well positioned during all movements.

 + Upper extended frame for increased thigh 
protection without compromising mobility.

 + Perforated knee protector offers high levels of ventilation.

 + Knee protector is backed by soft padding for an adaptive 
fit with breathable air mesh for ventilation and comfort.

 + Foam backing for excellent comfort against the skin.

 + Frames are asymmetrical and feature a slim, ergo-
nomic design for comfort and a performance fit.

 + Hook and loop dual strap closure system with silicon 
pull tabs for easy in and out and a personalized, secure fit.

 + According to European statutory law the CE mark is a 
conformity requirement for the marketing of the product.

 + The following standard applies: Level 1 EN 1621-1:2012

size
S - 2XL

price
$ 114.95

482-63900
482-63901
482-63902

BLACK RED SZ

S/M
M/L

XL/2XL
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 + Extremely lightweight, durable 
and flexible protector constructed 
from a breathable stretch mesh for 
a comfortable, close fit.

 + Elasticated top strap for 
a customizable fit.

 + Highly convenient and time-saving 
slip-on design with elasticated hems 
and silicon printing to prevent 
slippage and to help keep the pro-
tector securely positioned.

 + New design Nucleon Flex Technology 
protectors are highly perforated and 

secured on the outside of the sleeve for 
excellent breathability and ventilation.

 + Additional side foam pad-
ding for additional coverage.

 + Abrasion resistant fabric front 
panel for increased durability.

 + According to European statutory law 
the CE mark is a conformity requirement 
for the marketing of the product.

 + The following standard ap-
plies: Level 1 EN 1621-1:2012

BIONIC FLEX KNEE PROTECTOR

size
S/M-L/XL

price
$ 89.95

 + Extremely lightweight, durable 
and flexible protector constructed 
from a breathable stretch mesh for 
a comfortable, close fit.

 + Highly convenient and time-saving 
slip-on design with elasticated hems 
and silicon printing to prevent 
slippage and to help keep the pro-
tector securely positioned.

 + New design Nucleon Flex Technology 
protectors are highly perforated and 
secured on the outside of the sleeve for 

excellent breathability and ventilation.

 + Additional side foam pad-
ding for additional coverage.

 + Abrasion resistant fabric front 
panel for increased durability.

 + According to European statutory law 
the CE mark is a conformity requirement 
for the marketing of the product.

 + The following standard ap-
plies: Level 1 EN 1621-1:2012

BIONIC FLEX ELBOW PROTECTOR

size
S/M-L/XL

price
$ 71.95

482-63100
482-63101

BLACK RED

S/M
L/XL

SZ

482-63200
482-63201

BLACK RED

S/M
L/XL

SZ
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 + Protection systems utilizing 
robust protective structures and 
impact absorption padding.

 + Highly ergonomic design improves 
streamlining while providing crucial 
protection for MX and off-road riding.

 + Asymmetrical and lightweight 
ergonomic panel construc-
tion offers extended protection 
surfaces to reduce rotation.

 + Double strap closure system on knee 
protectors specially designed to offer 
more comfort and adjustment, with top 
strap mounted above the knee and lower 

strap positioned for ergonomic fit.

 + Vented outer shell and 3D mesh 
material give comfort to the rider, 
preventing heat build-up while main-
taining tactile contact with skin.

 + Designed with a flexion channel 
through the shell that allows the 
shell to bend with the knee.

 + According to European statutory law 
the CE mark is a conformity requirement 
for the marketing of this product. The fol-
lowing standards apply to this product: 

 + Knee protector / EN 1621-1:2012 Level

BIONIC PLUS KNEE PROTECTOR

size
S/M-L/XL

price
$ 39.95

 + Protection systems utilizing 
robust protective structures and 
impact absorption padding.

 + Highly ergonomic design improves 
streamlining while providing crucial 
protection for MX and off-road riding.

 + Double closure system on elbow 
protectors specially designed to offer 
more comfort and adjustment, with top 
strap mounted above the elbow and 
lower strap positioned for ergonomic fit.

 + Asymmetrical and lightweight 
ergonomic panel construc-
tion offers extended protection 

surfaces to reduce rotation.

 + Vented outer shell and 3D mesh 
material give comfort to the rider, 
preventing heat build-up while main-
taining tactile contact with skin.

 + Designed with a flexion channel 
through the shell that allows the shell 
to bend with the elbow.According to 
European statutory law the CE mark 
is a conformity requirement for the 
marketing of this product. The following 
standards apply to this product: 

 + Elbow protector / EN 
1621-1:2012 Level

BIONIC PLUS ELBOW PROTECTOR

size
S/M-L/XL

price
$ 39.95

482-62412
482-62413

BLACK

S/M
L/XL

SZ

482-62822
482-62823

BLACK

S/M
L/XL

SZ

134
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 + Extremely lightweight knee protec-
tion with large protective area for 
riders looking for most breathable and 
lightweight solutions on all riding styles.

 + Upper and lower frames are 
constructed from a high performance 
polymeric material blend for optimized 
levels of flexibility and strength as well 
as excellent weight saving properties.

 + Polymer upper and lower frames are 
strategically perforated for maximum 
breathability and air ventilation.

 + The protector plastic shell inte-
grated dual pivot hinge gear system 
follows the natural movement of the 
knee and keeps the protector well 
positioned in all riding positions.

 + Upper extended frame for 
increased thigh protection without 
compromising mobility.

 + Innovative knee cup system 
construction features ‘floating’ protec-
tion cup for continuous coverage and 

mobility, regardless of leg position.

 + Knee cup system is constructed 
from energy absorbing viscoelastic PU 
foam that is backed by soft padding 
for an adaptive fit with breathable air 
mesh for ventilation and comfort.

 + High abrasion resistant fabric 
on the outer central knee cup area 
reduces the possibility of scratching.

 + Thermoformed foam backing for 
excellent comfort against the skin.

 + Frames are asymmetrical and 
feature a slim, ergonomic design 
for comfort and performance fit.

 + Hook and loop dual strap closure 
system with silicon Pull Tabs for easy 
in and out and a personalized, safe fit. 

 + According to European statutory law 
the CE mark is a conformity requirement 
for the marketing of this product. The fol-
lowing standards apply to this product: 

 + Knee protector / EN 1621-1:2012 Level

SX-1 YOUTH KNEE PROTECTOR

size
S/M-L/XL

price
$ 104.95

 + Innovative hybrid frames are con-
structed from a flexible composite over-
injected with a high performance fiber 
reinforced polymer which provides opti-
mal structural integrity and support while 
being ultra-lightweight and adaptive.

 + The frame system reduces the 
risk of sustaining injuries to:

 + The medial and lateral 
collateral ligament

 + The anterior and poste-
rior cruciate ligament

 + The lateral and medial meniscus

 + Slim ergonomic design for riding 
comfort during dynamic movement.

 + Extremely stable slim-design 
four-point hinge system perfectly 
follows the articulation of the knee.

 + Lightweight and highly ventilated 
knee protector offers strong impact 
force dispersion and absorption while 
ensuring maximum coverage 
area in all riding positions. 

 + According to European statutory law 
the CE mark is a conformity requirement 
for the marketing of this product. The fol-
lowing standards apply to this product: 

 + Knee protectors / EN 
1621-1:2012 / Level

BIONIC 5S YOUTH KNEE BRACE

size
OS

price
$ 329.95

482-6151

482-62830

BLACK RED

BLACK 
ANTHRACITE 
YELLOW FLUO

OS

OS

SZ

SZ

482-6152S
482-6152L

BLACK RED

S/M
L/XL

SZ

135
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 + Protective structures and 
impact absorption padding.

 + Highly ergonomic design improves 
streamlining while providing crucial 
protection for MX and off-road riding.

 + Asymmetrical and lightweight 
ergonomic panel construc-
tion offers extended protection 
surfaces to reduce rotation.

 + Double strap closure system on knee 
protectors specially designed to offer 
more comfort and adjustment, with top 
strap mounted above the knee and lower 

strap positioned for ergonomic fit.

 + Vented outer shell and 3D mesh 
material give comfort to the rider, 
preventing heat build-up while main-
taining tactile contact with skin.

 + Designed with a flexion channel 
through the shell that allows the 
shell to bend with the knee.

 + According to European statutory law 
the CE mark is a conformity requirement 
for the marketing of this product. The fol-
lowing standards apply to this product: 

 + Knee protector / EN 1621-1:2012 Level

size
S/M-L/XL

price
$ 34.95

 + Protective structures and 
impact absorption padding.

 + Highly ergonomic design improves 
streamlining while providing crucial 
protection for MX and off-road riding.

 + Double closure system on Elbow 
Protectors specially designed to offer 
more comfort and adjustment, with top 
strap mounted above the elbow and 
lower strap positioned for ergonomic fit.

 + Asymmetrical and lightweight 
ergonomic panel construc-
tion offers extended protection 
surfaces to reduce rotation.

 + Vented outer shell and 3D mesh 
material give comfort to the rider, 
preventing heat build-up while main-
taining tactile contact with skin.

 + Designed with a flexion channel 
through the shell that allows the 
shell to bend with the elbow.

 + According to European statutory law 
the CE mark is a conformity requirement 
for the marketing of this product. The fol-
lowing standards apply to this product: 

 + Elbow protector / EN 
1621-1:2012 Level

BIONIC PLUS YOUTH ELBOW
PROTECTOR

BIONIC PLUS YOUTH KNEE 
PROTECTOR

size
S/M-L/XL

price
$ 34.95

482-62410
482-62411

BLACK

S/M
L/XL

SZ

482-62820
482-62821

BLACK

S/M
L/XL

SZ

136
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 + Ergonomically designed 
for maximum stability across 
the torso and lower back. 

 + Lightweight and flex-
ible construction. 

 + Reinforced TPR main panel. 

 + Waist straps with mesh 
insert for ventialation. 

 + Dual hook and loop closure 
on the waist offers precise fit.

SATURN KIDNEY BELT

price
$ 51.95

size
OS

482-6064

482-6065
482-6067

482-6066S
482-6066L

BLACK WHITE

BLACK

BLACK

 + Ergonomically designed 
for maximum stability around 
the waist and lower back. 

 + Lightweight and flexible lower 
back shell construction provides 
the perfect balance of support, 
impact protection and flexibility 
for highest comfort when riding.

 + The TPR Cell structure of the 

main panel is flexible to allow the 
ease of movement. The properties 
of the Cell structure mean the 
belt is also highly breathable and 
allows for maximum airflow. 

 + Perforations in the waist straps, 
back main elastic bands and the 
3D mesh behind the main Cell 
structure provide extra ventilation.

SEQUENCE KIDNEY BELT

price
$ 41.95

size
XS - 4XL

 + Ergonomically designed 
for maximum stability around 
the waist and lower back. 

 + Lightweight and flexible lower 
back shell construction provides 
the perfect balance of support, 
impact protection and flexibility 
for highest comfort when riding.

 + The TPR Cell structure of the 

main panel is flexible to allow the 
ease of movement. The properties 
of the Cell structure mean the 
belt is also highly breathable and 
allows for maximum airflow. 

 + Perforations in the waist straps, 
back main elastic bands and the 
3D mesh behind the main Cell 
structure provide extra ventilation.

YOUTH SEQUENCE KIDNEY BELT

price
$ 39.95

size
S-XL

OS

XS/L
XL/4XL

S/M
L/XL

SZ

SZ

SZ
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 + The CE and UKCA certified Level 1 Bionic 
Pro Protection Shorts boast a lightweight, 
highly flexible design which provides 
impact and high abrasion protection within 
a breathable mesh sleeve for excellent levels 
of airflow and comfort. These shorts are 
equipped with built-in CE and UKCA certified 
hip protection and strategically positioned 
padding on key areas that are prone to 
impact-injuries; this is the result of extensive 
studies into the typical crashes experienced 
by riders when competing on the track.

 + CE certified hip protectors.

 + Comfortable Enduro orien-
tated chamois padding. 

 + Strategically placed padding on 
areas prone to impact injury as a result 

of studying typical crashes on a track. 

 + Belt and side padding on hip 
splits the protection into two while still 
providing complete protection while not 
hindering freedom of movement.

 + Two-part slip joint overlapping 
construction on the hip protectors where 
protector meets stretch mesh chassis 
for enhanced freedom of movement.

 + Soft touch fabric

 + Elasticated straps

 + Polygiene Biostatic™ Stays 
Fresh Technology

 + Stretchable lower thigh hem for 
compatibility with knee braces.

482-6146S
482-6146M
482-6146L
482-6146X

482-61462X

BLACK RED

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

BIONIC PRO PROTECTION SHORTS

size
S - 2XL

price
$ 124.95

 + Multi-panel, body-mapped design 
fits under pants for additional cover-
age and compression fit support. 

 + Constructed from technical 
elastane stretch mesh main shell 
for breathability and flex fit.

 + Strategically positioned thermo-
formed foam padding incorporates 
vents for his levels of cooling airflow.

 + Perforated viscoelastic 
inserts on upper thigh and hip for 

additional coverage and fit.

 + Multi-density chamois padding is 
ergonomically designed for various 
riding positions and unrestricted move-
ment. Padding features air channeling 
on the inner side for breathability. 

 + Elastized waist and silicone lower 
hem helps keep shorts in position.

 + Reinforced stitching for seam 
strength and durability.

482-6050S
482-6050M
482-6050L
482-6050X

482-60502X

BLACK RED

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

BIONIC FREERIDE SHORT

size
S - 2XL

price
$ 119.95
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482-6148S
482-6148M
482-6148L
482-6148X

482-61482X

BLACK

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

 + The CE and UKCA certified Level 1 
Bionic Action Protection Shorts boast a 
lightweight, highly flexible design which 
provides impact and high abrasion protec-
tion within a breathable mesh sleeve for 
excellent levels of airflow and comfort. 
These shorts are equipped with built-in 
CE and UKCA certified hip protection and 
strategically positioned padding on key 
areas that are prone to impact-injuries; 
this is the result of extensive studies 
into the typical crashes experienced by 
riders when competing on the track.

 + CE certified hip protectors.

 + Comfortable MX orientated 
chamois padding. 

 + Strategically placed padding on 
areas prone to impact injury as a result 
of studying typical crashes on a track. 

 + Belt and side padding on hip splits 
the protection into two while still 
providing complete protection while 
not hindering freedom of movement.

 + Two-part slip joint overlapping 
construction on the hip protectors where 
protector meets stretch mesh chassis 
for enhanced freedom of movement.

 + Soft touch fabric

 + Elasticated straps

 + Stretchable lower thigh hem for 
compatibility with knee braces.

BIONIC ACTION PROTECTION  
SHORTS

size
S - 2XL

price
$ 99.95
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TECH 10 SUPERVENTED BOOT
size

7 - 14
price

 $ 699.95

 + According to European statutory law the CE mark is a 
conformity requirement for the marketing of this product. 
The following standards apply: EN 13634:2017.

 +  Construction uses a highly breathable, perforated microfiber.

 + TPU features is combined with ventilation zones and a new 
air flow system sole for breathability and superior ventilation.

 + Evolutionary new shin plate design with ventilation 
windows strategically positioned to allow more ventila-
tion without compromising the impact protection.

 + Air vents on the TPU lateral calf plus breathable mesh insert 
improve comfort and reduce fatigue on short and long rides. 

 + New performance double pivot motion control system features: 

 + - Medial and lateral double pivot system for im-
proved levels of flexibility and precision control.

 + - Engineered bi-density front flexion control is strategically 
positioned over the mesh area, combined with a dual front blade 
system and shock absorber insert to offer mechanical progres-
sive force release to dampen and absorb impact energies.

 + - Re-designed dual density TPU rear blade system 
is engineered to prevent hyper-extension while offer-
ing improved flex control and impact resistance.

 + Built into the Tech 10’s unique and lightweight single-piDOT 
/ ECE co-injected foot chassis is the patented Dynamic Heel 
Compression Protector (DHCP), an innovative safety feature which 
includes a fully integrated collapsible heel area with expanded 
polyfoam to absorb high impact energies during a crash.

 + DCHP features a directional impact protection system which 

significantly reduces the effect of excessive, potentially injury-
causing energy being transferred to the ankle and lower leg.

 + DHCP has been developed and tested in the demanding 
circuits of professional Supercross and Motocross.

 + Co-injected for strength and structure, the exclusive 
TPU and rubber compound panels provide superb levels 
of grip contact, durability and heat resistance.

 + The contoured calf protector ergonomically wraps around the 
rear leg and is constructed from a dual density compound rear blade 
system to offer progressive dampening of excessive torsional forces. 

 + Shin plate features a new anatomic design for 
reduced surface area and weight-saving.

 + Completely re-designed sole with proprietary grip sculpturing 
to improve foot-peg performance, grip and mud and water run-off.

 + Exclusive dual compound sole is seamlessly inte-
grated to the multi-density foot base structure with built-in 
support. The sole offers superior durability, grip and feel 
while riding, and improved performance on the shifter. 

 + The central sole insert features a micro grip and side 
hooking grip design. It is easily replaceable and Alpinestars 
offers a full sole replacement and boot repair service.

 + Anatomically optimized for weight-saving and ergonomics, 
the new mechanical buckle closure system features a nylon and 
fiberglass compound for improved durability and strength.

 + The new slim-line buckle closure system includes high-impact 
bridge closures which are cold forged for precision and strength.

 + The buckle closure system features a memory and a 

quick release/locking system with self-aligning design for 
easy, precise closure and improved riding performance 
and security. All buckles are easily replaceable.

 + Innovative, lightweight upper combines advanced lightweight 
microfiber with an impact and abrasion resistant TPU shell.

 + The foot shell features five different compounds in 
a single lightweight piDOT / ECE to offer strength while 
maintaining flexibility and structural integrity.

 + The foot shell incorporates heel and toe protec-
tion and is highly resistant against abrasion and impact 
while adding to the boot’s overall durability.

 + The foot shell also includes an integrated 
shank for support and structural integrity.

 + Frontal protection features a dual closure system with 
an internal microfiber flap, plus hook and loop fasteners 
for a precise fit closure attached securely with a micro-
adjustable, easy to operate, lightweight buckle. 

 + The shin incorporates a unique TPU blade system engineered 
to prevent frontal hyper-extension and offer greater flex control.

 + Soft microfiber gaiter helps seal out exces-
sive water and dirt entry, while the 3D mesh lining 
ensures improved air circulation and comfort.

 + mesh lining incorporates anti-sliding suede on heel 
area to keep the foot located inside the boot.

 + Highly ventilated perforated padding for 
optimized ventilation and airflow.
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Forced airflow is 
channeled through 
the ventilated 
inner ankle brace, 
underfoot 3D layer 
and perforated 
footbed for maximum 
cooling performance.

HIGHLY VENTILATED
INNER ANKLE BRACE

482-13407
482-13408
482-13409
482-13410
482-13411
482-13412
482-13413
482-13414

NIGHT NAVY 
WHITE 

RAINBOW

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

SZ

482-12007
482-12008
482-12009
482-12010
482-12011
482-12012
482-12013
482-12014

BLACK HUE

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

SZ

482-01607
482-01608
482-01609
482-01610
482-01611
482-01612
482-01613
482-01614

WHITE

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

SZ

482-12707
482-12708
482-12709
482-12710
482-12711
482-12712
482-12713
482-12714

WHITE BRIGHT 
RED

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

SZ

482-12607
482-12608
482-12609
482-12610
482-12611
482-12612
482-12613
482-12614

BLACK 
ENAMEL BLUE 
PURPLE WHITE

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

SZ

M
X

2
4
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TECH 10 BOOTS
size

7 - 14
price

$ 659.95

 + Performance double pivot motion control system features:

 + - Medial and lateral double pivot system for im-
proved levels of flexibility and precision control.

 + - Engineered front flexion control offered by 
a dual front blade system plus shock absorber 
insert to offer mechanical progressive force release 
which dampens and absorbs impact energies.

 + - Redesigned dual density TPU rear blade system 
engineered to prevent hyperextension while offer-
ing improved flex control and impact resistance.

 + Built into the Tech 10’s unique and lightweight single-piece 
co-injected foot chassis is the patented Dynamic Heel 
Compression Protector (DHCP), an innovative safety feature 
which includes a fully integrated collapsible heel area with 
expanded poly-foam to absorb high impact energies during a 
crash. DCHP features a directional impact protection system 
which significantly reduces the effect of excessive, potentially 
injury-causing energy being transferred to the ankle and lower 
leg. DHCP has been developed and tested in the demand-
ing circuits of professional Supercross and Motocross. 

 + Co-injected for strength and structure exclusive 
TPU and rubber compound panels provide superb 
levels of grip contact, durability and heat resistance. 
Innovative material construction ensures panels are 
lighter, anatomically profiled and reduced in thickness.

 + The contoured calf protector ergonomically wraps 
around rear leg and is constructed from a dual den-
sity compound rear blade system to offer progres-
sive dampening of excessive torsional forces.

 + Shin plate features an anatomic design for 
reduced surface area and weight-saving.

 + Completely redesigned sole with proprietary grip 
sculpturing to improve foot-peg performance, grip and mud 
and water run-off. Exclusive dual compound sole is seam-
lessly integrated to the multi-density foot base structure 
with built-in support. The sole offers superior durability, 
grip and feel while riding and improved performance on 
shifter. The central sole insert features micro grip and side 
hooking grip design. It is easily replaceable and Alpinestars 
offers a full sole replacement and boot repair service.

 + Anatomically optimized redesigned for weight-saving 
and ergonomics mechanical buckle closure system feature 
a nylon and fiberglass compound for improved durability 
and strength. Slim-line buckle closure system includes 
high-impact bridge closures which are cold forged for 
precision and strength. The buckle closure system features 
a memory and a quick release/locking system with self-
aligning design for easy, precise closure and improved riding 
performance and security. All buckles are easily replaceable.

 + Innovative, lightweight upper combines 

advanced lightweight microfiber and impact 
and abrasion resistant TPU shell.

 + Footshell features five different compounds in a single 
lightweight piece to offer strength while maintaining flexibility 
and structural integrity. Foot shell incorporates heel and toe 
protection is highly resistant to abrasion and impact, and 
adds to the boot’s overall durability. Foot shell also includes 
integrated shank for support and structural integrity.

 + Frontal protection features a dual closure system with 
an internal microfiber flap, plus hook and loop fasteners 
for a precise fit closure attached securely with a micro-
adjustable, easy to operate, lightweight buckle. Shin 
incorporates a unique TPU blade system engineered to 
prevent frontal hyperextension and offer greater flex control.

 + Soft microfiber gaiter helps seal out 
excessive water and dirt entry.

 + Poly-fabric lining with 3D open cell foam 
incorporates anti-sliding suede on heel area 
to keep foot located inside the boot.

 + According to European statutory law the CE mark 
is a conformity requirement for the marketing of this 
product. The following standards apply: EN 13634:2017.
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Lighter, anatomically redesigned medial and lateral torsion bars for 
ankle and leg rotation and progressive damping of torsional forces dur-
ing an accident, while still allowing natural freedom of movement.

Low-profile, pull-on design for reduced material build, less 
weight and to facilitate easier and quicker wearing.

Innovative flexion inserts work seamlessly with Tech 10’s 
flex support system for ultimate in performance.

TPU protection and shock absorbing padding on the heel and ankles and 
an ultra-thin and flexible forefoot area for increased sensitivity and control.

Dual compound removable anatomic footbed includes EVA for 
comfort and support and aids even weight distribution.

REDESIGNED BIOMECHANICAL INNER ANKLE BRACE SYSTEM

482-13207
482-13208
482-13209
482-13210
482-13211
482-13212
482-13213
482-13214

ULTRAVIOLET 
BLACK

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

SZ

482-12507
482-12508
482-12509
482-12510
482-12511
482-12512
482-12513
482-12514

BLUE BLACK

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

SZ

482-02007
482-02008
482-02009
482-02010
482-02011
482-02012
482-02013
482-02014

BLACK WHITE

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

SZ

482-12107
482-12108
482-12109
482-12110
482-12111
482-12112
482-12113
482-12114

RED

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

SZ

482-12407
482-12408
482-12409
482-12410
482-12411
482-12412
482-12413
482-12414

BLACK FLUO 
RED 

ORANGE WHITE

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

SZ

482-01107
482-01108
482-01109
482-01110
482-01111
482-01112
482-01113
482-01114

WHITE

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

SZ

482-01007
482-01008
482-01009
482-01010
482-01011
482-01012
482-01013
482-01014

BLACK

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

SZ

482-12307
482-12308
482-12309
482-12310
482-12311
482-12312
482-12313
482-12314

BLACK
RED FLUO

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

SZ
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TECH 7 BOOT

 + Lightweight upper combines suede leather with light-
weight microfiber for impact and abrasion resistant TPU shell. 

 + Innovative, evolutionary TPU shin-plate construction 
for greater range of fitment features a reinforced hook and 
loop closure for comfortable, highly customized closure.

 + Soft microfiber gaiter helps seal out 
excessive water and dirt entry.

 + Evolutionary design for lateral flex zone provides front 
and rear flexion support and helps prevents torsion.

 + Medial-facing panel constructed from TPU with 
rubber insert for maximum grip contact with bike 
and improved heat and abrasion resistance.

 + Contoured TPU calf protector plate of-
fers impact resistance.

 + Extensive TPU protection on toes, foot, heel, 
ankle, calf and shin with extra hard compounds 
on the toe-box, heel and achilles tendon.

 + Closure system includes polymer buckles plus 
aluminium frame with innovative self-aligning, quick 
release closures for customized secure fitment.

 + All the buckles are replaceable.

 + TPU lower shell is reinforced with metal shank and in-
cludes toe reinforcement for impact and abrasion resistance.

 + Poly fabric lining with 3D open cell foam incorporates 
anti-sliding suede reinforcement on heel area.

 + Exclusive dual compound sole is seamlessly 
integrated to the multi-density foot base structure with 
built-in support; the sole superior durability and grip.

 + Main flexion of the boot is supported around 
medial and lateral ankle by low profile pivot system 
which dissipates friction when bending the boot.

 + Shock absorbing padding on the heel and 
ankles plus an ultra thin and flexible forefoot 
area for increased sensitivity and control.

 + Removable anatomic footbed in lycra on top.

 + Replaceable footpeg insert on sole is 
constructed from hard compound vulcanized 
rubber for durability and protection.

 + According to European statutory law the CE mark 
is a conformity requirement for the marketing of this 
product. The following standards apply: EN 13634:2017.

482-20105
482-20106
482-20107
482-20108
482-20109
482-20110
482-20111
482-20112
482-20113
482-20114
482-20115
482-20116

BLACK

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

SZ

482-22505
482-22506
482-22507
482-22508
482-22509
482-22510
482-22511
482-22512
482-22513
482-22514
482-22515

-

WHITE BLACK

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

SZ

482-20305
482-20306
482-20307
482-20308
482-20309
482-20310
482-20311
482-20312
482-20313
482-20314
482-20315
482-20316

WHITE

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

SZ

size
7 - 14

$409.95 | BLACK / WHITE WHITE BLACK / RED / BLACK COOL GRAY / BLACK BLUE RED WHITE
$409.95 | BLACK ENAMEL BLUE FLUO 

$439.95 | DOUBLE PURPLE WHITE / ALPINE BLUE NIGHT NAVY BRIGHT RED 

482-23305
482-23306
482-23307
482-23308
482-23309
482-23310
482-23311
482-23312
482-23313
482-23314
482-23315
482-23316

DOUBLE 
PURPLE
WHITE

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

SZ
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482-23005
482-23006
482-23007
482-23008
482-23009
482-23010
482-23011
482-23012
482-23013
482-23014
482-23015
482-23016

RED

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

SZ

482-23105
482-23106
482-23107
482-23108
482-23109
482-23110
482-23111
482-23112
482-23113
482-23114
482-23115
482-23116

BLACK BLUE 
RED WHITE

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

SZ

482-23205
482-23206
482-23207
482-23208
482-23209
482-23210
482-23211
482-23212
482-23213
482-23214
482-23215
482-23216

BLACK 
ENAMEL BLUE 

FLUO

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

SZ

482-22905
482-22906
482-22907
482-22908
482-22909
482-22910
482-22911
482-22912
482-22913
482-22914
482-22915
482-22916

BLACK COOL 
GREY RED

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

SZ

482-23405
482-23406
482-23407
482-23408
482-23409
482-23410
482-23411
482-23412
482-23413
482-23414
482-23415
482-23416

ALPINE BLUE
NIGHT NAVY 
BRIGHT RED

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

SZ

M
X

2
4
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482-30105
482-30106
482-30107
482-30108
482-30109
482-30110
482-30111
482-30112
482-30113
482-30114
482-30115
482-30116

BLACK

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

SZ

TECH 5 BOOT

size
5 - 16

price
$ 309.95

 + Upper constructed from innovative and light 
microfiber material with action leather on toe box.

 + Redesigned instep and Achilles accordion flex zones.

 + Contoured TPU calf protector plate, TPU higher 
medial protector and TPU outer lateral ankle.

 + Injected TPU shin plate connected with the TPU 
medial protector panel; hook and loop upper closure, 
plus TPR flap for broad ranging calf fit adjustment 
and support. The TPU higher medial protector de-
signed with technical texture for improved grip.

 + Bio-mechanical pivot.

 + Ergonomic TPU triple buckle straps.

 + Innovative one-piece TPU injected dual com-
pound foot shell, reinforced by a metal shank 
inside and co-injected toe reinforcement.

 + TPU heel patch connected with shell 
and lateral/medial TPU sections.

 + Extended PU synthetic gaiter helps seal 
out excessive water and dirt entry.

 + Soft poly foam surrounds the ankles and collar.

 + Entire textile lining.

 + Closure system includes 4 polymer buckles with an in-
novative closure system. This closure includes a ratchet with 
memory and a quick release/locking system with self-aligning 
design for precise closure; the all buckles are replaceable. 
Replaceable anatomic EVA footbed with textile lining on top.

 + Exclusive high grip rubbercompound outsole. 

 + According to European statutory law the CE mark 
is a conformity requirement for the marketing of this 
product. The following standards apply: EN 13634:2010.

482-32305
482-32306
482-32307
482-32308
482-32309
482-32310
482-32311
482-32312
482-32313
482-32314
482-32315
482-32316

BLUE WHITE

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

SZ

482-32205
482-32206
482-32207
482-32208
482-32209
482-32210
482-32211
482-32212
482-32213
482-32214
482-32215
482-32216

BLUE ORANGE 
YELLOW FLUO

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

SZ

$ 299.95 | BLACK
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482-32105
482-32106
482-32107
482-32108
482-32109
482-32110
482-32111
482-32112
482-32113
482-32114
482-32115
482-32116

BLK COOL 
GREY YELLOW 

FLUO

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

SZ

482-31206
482-31207
482-31208
482-31209
482-31210
482-31211
482-31212
482-31213
482-31214

BLACK RED

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

SZ

M
X

2
4
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TECH 3 BOOT

 + Upper construction is made from lightweight microfiber 
material for flexibility, durability and abrasion resistance. 

 + Light microfiber front and rear bellow inserts of-
fer improved comfort and flexibility in key area. 

 + Toe box is constructed from synthetic mate-
rial for abrasion performance. 

 + Extended PU synthetic gaiter helps seal 
out excessive water and dirt entry. 

 + Contoured TPU calf protector plate, TPU higher 
medial protector, TPU outer lateral ankle and TPU heel 
counter offer support and resistance to impacts. 

 + Rear TPR gaiter patch applied on top of the TPU calf 
protector gives protection and comfort on rear flex. 

 + Injected TPU shin plate connected with the TPU medial 
protector panel; hook and loop grip upper closure, plus TPR 

flap for broad ranging calf fit adjustment and support. 

 + The TPU higher medial protector is designed 
with technical texture for improved grip. 

 + Bio-mechanical medial blade system allows front 
rear flex giving support and protection to the ankle. 

 + The ergonomic TPU triple buckle straps allow smooth 
frontal flex from the medial protector to the lateral 
side without compromising range of movement. 

 + Closure system includes 3 polymer buck-
les with an innovative closure system. 

 + This closure includes a micro-adjustable ratchet with 
memory and a quick release/ locking system with self-aligning 
design for easy, precise closure. All buckles are replaceable.

 + Innovative one-piece TPU injected dual compound foot shell, 
reinforced by a metal shank inside a co-injected toe reinforcement. 

 + Soft foam surrounds the ankles and collar offer-
ing comfort and shock absorbing performance. 

 + Entire textile interior lining for improved levels 
of comfort and moisture-management. 

 + Replaceable EVA footbed with textile lining on 
top provides arch support and comfort. 

 + Alpinestars’ exclusive high grip rubber compound 
outsole provides grip and traction on various sur-
faces and is profiled to provide control and feel on the 
bike’s footpegs. The sole is replaceable. 

 + According to European statutory law the CE mark is a 
conformity requirement for the marketing of this product. 
The following standards apply: EN 13634:2017.

482-04205
482-04206
482-04207
482-04208
482-04209
482-04210
482-04211
482-04212
482-04213
482-04214
482-04215
482-04216

BLACK WHITE

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

SZ

482-29705
482-29706
482-29707
482-29708
482-29709
482-29710
482-29711
482-29712
482-29713
482-29714
482-29715
482-29716

WHITE RED
BLUE

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

SZ

482-47405
482-47406
482-47407
482-47408
482-47409
482-47410
482-47411
482-47412
482-47413
482-47414
482-47415
482-47416

DARK GRAY 
LIGHT GRAY 

BLACK

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

SZ

size
5  - 16

$209.95 | BLACK
$214.95 | BLACK WHITE / BLACK COOL GREY YLW FLUO / WHITE RED BLUE / BRIGHT RED 

BLUE FLUO YELLOW
$249.95 | DARK GRAY LIGHT GRAY BLACK 
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482-29105
482-29106
482-29107
482-29108
482-29109
482-29110
482-29111
482-29112
482-29113
482-29114
482-29115
482-29116

BLACK COOL 
GREY YELLOW 

FLUO

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

SZ

482-04105
482-04106
482-04107
482-04108
482-04109
482-04110
482-04111
482-04112
482-04113
482-04114
482-04115
482-04116

BLACK

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

SZ

482-29805
482-29806
482-29807
482-29808
482-29809
482-29810
482-29811
482-29812
482-29813
482-29814
482-29815
482-29816

BRIGHT RED
BLUE FLUO 

YELLOW

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

SZ

M
X

2
4
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TECH 7S BOOT

size
2 - 8

price
 $ 249.95

 + Tech 7S is specifically designed and SZd 
for junior and /or smaller framed riders.

 + PU-reinforced microfiber upper for flexibility, abrasion 
resistance, water-resistance and weight-saving. Material 
ensures consistent fit and is easy to maintain and clean.

 + Contoured shin plate is injected with high modulus TPU 
for excellent levels of impact and abrasion resistance.

 + Medial facing side incorporates TPU panel with 
specially designed sculpturing for maximum grip contact 
with bike and improved heat and abrasion resistance.

 + One-piDOT / ECE injected dual compound foot shell with 
co-injected hard toe protector and integrated steel shank. The 
shell is highly resistant to abrasion and impact, and adds to 

the boot’s overall durability and improves boot’s streamlining. 

 + Excellent flexion provided by low profile medial and 
lateral pivot system to offer movement and support. 

 + Instep and Achilles accordion flex zones con-
structed for superior control and support.

 + Extended microfiber gaiter helps seal 
out excessive water and dirt entry. 

 + Soft poly foam reinforcement on ankles and collar 
for long lasting comfort and shock absorption.

 + mesh textile with open cell foam for im-
proved air circulation and comfort.

 + Buckle closure system incorporates polymer and fiberglass 

buckle arms and high-impact aluminum bridge closures 
for durability and weight-saving. Buckle system features 
memory and a quick release/locking system with self-aligning 
design for easy, precise closure and improved riding per-
formance and security. All buckles are easily replaceable.

 + Compound sole is seamlessly integrated into the base 
structure for superior durability, high performing rubber 
grip patterning, and feel. The sole is replaceable.

 + Removable anatomic footbed for comfort and 
support ensures even weight distribution.

 + According to European statutory law the CE mark is a 
conformity requirement for the marketing of this product. 
The following standards apply: EN 13634:2010.

482-26602
482-26603
482-26604
482-26605
482-26606
482-26607
482-26608

BLACK 
ENAMEL BLUE 
YELLOW FLUO

2
3
4
8
5
7
8

SZ

482-26502
482-26503
482-26504
482-26505
482-26506
482-26507
482-26508

RED

2
3
4
8
5
7
8

SZ

482-26132
482-26133
482-26134
482-26135
482-26136
482-26137
482-26138

 BLACK SILVER 
WHITE GOLD

2
3
4
8
5
7
8

SZ
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482-261502
482-261503
482-261504
482-261505
482-261506
482-261507
482-261508

BLK COOL 
GREY YELLOW 

FLUO

2
3
4
8
5
7
8

SZ

482-48502
482-48503
482-48504
482-48505
482-48506
482-48507
482-48508

WHITE BLACK 
RAINBOW

2
3
4
8
5
7
8

SZ

482-25202
482-25203
482-25204
482-25205
482-25206
482-25207
482-25208

BLACK WHITE

2
3
4
8
5
7
8

SZ

482-25902
482-25903
482-25904
482-25905
482-25906
482-25907
482-25908

GRAY RED

2
3
4
8
5
7
8

SZ

M
X

2
4
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SZ ADJUSTER FOOT BED TO REDUCE 
THE INTERNAL VOLUME BY ONE SZ.

TECH 3S YOUTH BOOT

size
2 - 8

price
$ 199.95

 + Designed specifically for junior riders.

 + Upper construction is made from innovative and light 
microfiber material that is flexible and abrasion resistant.

 + Light microfiber on front and rear bellow 
gives more comfort on the flexible area.

 + Toe box is made of synthetic material for high abrasion.

 + Extended PU synthetic gaiter helps seal 
out excessive water and dirt entry.

 + Contoured TPU calf protector plate, TPU higher 
medial protector, TPU outer lateral ankle and TPU heel 
counter offer support and resistance to impacts.

 + Rear TPR gaiter patch applied on top of the TPU calf 
protector gives protection and comfort on rear flex.

 + Injected TPU shin plate connected with the TPU medial 
protector panel; Hook and Loop closure upper closure, plus 

TPR flap for broad ranging calf fit adjustment and support.

 + The TPU higher medial protector is designed 
with technical texture for improved grip.

 + Bio-mechanical medial blade system allows a good 
front rear flex giving support and protection to the ankle.

 + The ergonomic TPU triple buckle straps wrap 
the front flex from the medial protector to the 
lateral side without compromising the flexx.

 + Closure system includes 3 polymer buck-
les with an innovative closure system. 

 + This closure includes a ratchet with memory and 
a quick release/locking system with self-aligning 
design for easy, precise closure.

 + All the buckles are replaceable.

 + Innovative one-piDOT / ECE TPU injected 

dual compound foot shell, reinforced by a metal 
shank inside a co-injected toe reinforcement.

 + Soft foams surrounds the ankles and collar of-
fer comfort and shock absorbing performance.

 + Entire textile lining for more comfort.

 + Replaceable anatomical EVA footbed.

 + Additional specially modified smaller footbed 
to accommodate growth and extended longevity 
of product (only available in boots SZ: 2-3-4).

 + Exclusive high grip rubber compound outsole. 

 + According to European statutory law the CE mark 
is a conformity requirement for the marketing of this 
product. The following standards apply: EN 13634:2010.
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SZ ADJUSTER FOOT BED TO REDUCE 
THE INTERNAL VOLUME BY ONE SZ.TECH 3S KIDS BOOT

size
1 - 13

price
$ 179.95

 + Designed specifically for junior riders.

 + Upper construction is made from innovative and light 
microfiber material that is flexible and abrasion resistant.

 + Light microfiber on front and rear bellow 
gives more comfort on the flexible area.

 + Toe box is made of synthetic material for high abrasion.

 + Extended PU synthetic gaiter helps seal 
out excessive water and dirt entry.

 + Contoured TPU calf protector plate, TPU higher 
medial protector, TPU outer lateral ankle and TPU heel 
counter offer support and resistance to impacts.

 + Rear TPR gaiter patch applied on top of the TPU calf 
protector gives protection and comfort on rear flex.

 + Injected TPU shin plate connected with the TPU medial 
protector panel; Hook and Loop closure upper closure, plus 

TPR flap for broad ranging calf fit adjustment and support.

 + The TPU higher medial protector is designed 
with technical texture for improved grip.

 + Bio-mechanical medial blade system allows a good 
front rear flex giving support and protection to the ankle.

 + The ergonomic TPU triple buckle straps wrap 
the front flex from the medial protector to the 
lateral side without compromising the flexx.

 + Closure system includes 3 polymer buck-
les with an innovative closure system. 

 + This closure includes a ratchet with memory and 
a quick release/locking system with self-aligning 
design for easy, precise closure.

 + All the buckles are replaceable.

 + Innovative one-piDOT / ECE TPU injected 

dual compound foot shell, reinforced by a metal 
shank inside a co-injected toe reinforcement.

 + Soft foams surrounds the ankles and collar of-
fer comfort and shock absorbing performance.

 + Entire textile lining for more comfort.

 + Replaceable anatomical EVA footbed.

 + Additional specially modified smaller footbed 
to accommodate growth and extended longevity 
of product (only available in boots SZ: 2-3-4).

 + Exclusive high grip rubber compound outsole. 

 + According to European statutory law the CE mark 
is a conformity requirement for the marketing of this 
product. The following standards apply: EN 13634:2010.
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STELLA TECH 3 BOOT

 + Specially designed for an optimized women’s fit.

 + PU-reinforced microfiber upper for flexibility, abra-
sion resistance and weight-saving. Main material 
ensures consistent fit and ease of maintenance.

 + Contoured shin plate is injected with high modulus 
TPU for high levels of impact and abrasion resistance.

 + Medial boot side incorporates TPU panel with 
specially designed sculpturing for maximum grip contact 
with bike and improved heat and abrasion resistance. 

 + One-piece injected dual compound foot shell 
with co-injected hard toe protector and integrated 
steel shank. The shell is highly resistant to abrasion 
and impact, adds to the boot’s streamlining.

 + Excellent flexion provided by low profile medial and 
lateral pivot system to offer movement and support.

 + Instep and Achilles accordion flex zones con-
structed for superior control and support.

 + Extended microfiber gaiter helps seal 
out excessive water and dirt entry. 

 + Soft poly-foam padding surrounds ankles and collar for 
long lasting comfort, fit and additional shock absorption.

 + Internal mesh textile lining for im-
proved air circulation and comfort.

 + Ergonomic buckle system offers secure and highly 
personalized closure. All buckles are easily replaceable.

 + Buckle closure system incorporates polymer and 
fiberglass buckle arms and high-impact aluminum 
bridge closures for durability and weight-saving.

 + Removable anatomic footbed for comfort and 
support ensures even weight distribution. 

 + Specific rubber compound sole is seamlessly integrated 
into the base structure for superior durability, high perform-
ing rubber grip patterning and feel. The sole is replaceable. 

 + According to European statutory law the CE mark 
is a conformity requirement for the marketing of this 
product. The following standards apply: EN 13634:2010.
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size
6 - 9

price
$ 249.95
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TECH T BOOT

size
5 - 13

price
$ 379.95

 + Upper construction is made from innovative and light 
microfiber material that is flexible and abrasion resistant.

 + Light microfiber on front and rear bellow 
gives more comfort on the flexible area.

 + Toe box is made of synthetic material for high abrasion.

 + Extended PU synthetic gaiter helps seal 
out excessive water and dirt entry.

 + Contoured TPU calf protector plate, TPU higher 
medial protector, TPU outer lateral ankle and TPU heel 
counter offer support and resistance to impacts.

 + Rear TPR gaiter patch applied on top of the TPU calf 
protector gives protection and comfort on rear flex.

 + Injected TPU shin plate connected with the TPU medial 

protector panel; Hook and Loop upper closure, plus TPR 
flap for broad ranging calf fit adjustment and support.

 + The TPU higher medial protector is designed 
with technical texture for improved grip.

 + Bio-mechanical medial blade system allows a good 
front rear flex giving support and protection to the ankle.

 + The ergonomic TPU triple buckle straps wrap 
the front flex from the medial protector to the 
lateral side without compromising the flex.

 + Closure system includes 3 polymer buckles with an innova-
tive closure system. This closure includes a ratchet with mem-
ory and a quick release/locking system with self-aligning de-
sign for easy, precise closure; the all buckles are replaceable.

 + Innovative one-piece TPU injected dual com-
pound foot shell, reinforced by a metal shank 
inside a co-injected toe reinforcement.

 + Soft foams surrounds the ankles and collar of-
fer comfort and shock absorbing performance.

 + Entire textile lining for more comfort.

 + Replaceable EVA footbed with textile lining on top.

 + Specific Alpinestars all terrain design sole and high 
grip rubber compounds. The sole is replaceable. 

 + According to European statutory law the CE mark is a 
conformity requirement for the marketing of this product. 
The following standards apply: EN 13634:2010.
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TECH 7 ENDURO BOOT

size
7 - 14

price
$ 419.95

 + Upper construction is made from lightweight microfiber 
material for flexibility, durability and abrasion resistance. 

 + Light microfiber front and rear bellow inserts of-
fer improved comfort and flexibility in key area. 

 + Toe box is constructed from synthetic 
material for abrasion performance. 

 + Extended PU synthetic gaiter helps seal 
out excessive water and dirt entry. 

 + Contoured TPU calf protector plate, TPU higher 
medial protector, TPU outer lateral ankle and TPU heel 
counter offer support and resistance to impacts. 

 + Rear TPR gaiter patch applied on top of the TPU calf 
protector gives protection and comfort on rear flex. 

 + Injected TPU shin plate connected with the TPU medial 
protector panel; hook and loop grip upper closure, plus 

TPR flap for broad ranging calf fit adjustment and support. 

 + The TPU higher medial protector is designed 
with technical texture for improved grip. 

 + Bio-mechanical medial blade system allows front 
rear flex giving support and protection to the ankle. 

 + The ergonomic TPU triple buckle straps allow smooth 
frontal flex from the medial protector to the lateral 
side without compromising range of movement. 

 + Closure system includes 3 polymer buck-
les with an innovative closure system. 

 + This closure includes a micro-adjustable 
ratchet with memory and a quick release/ lock-
ing system with self-aligning design for easy, 
precise closure. All buckles are replaceable.

 + Innovative one-piece TPU injected dual com-

pound foot shell, reinforced by a metal shank 
inside a co-injected toe reinforcement. 

 + Soft foam surrounds the ankles and collar offer-
ing comfort and shock absorbing performance. 

 + Entire textile interior lining for improved levels 
of comfort and moisture-management. 

 + Replaceable EVA footbed with textile lining 
on top provides arch support and comfort. 

 + Alpinestars’ exclusive high grip rubber compound 
outsole provides grip and traction on various sur-
faces and is profiled to provide control and feel on 
the bike’s footpegs. The sole is replaceable. 

 + According to European statutory law the CE mark 
is a conformity requirement for the marketing of this 
product. The following standards apply: EN 13634:2017.
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TECH 7 ENDURO DRYSTAR® BOOT

size
5 - 16

price
 $ 459.95

 + Upper constructed from light, innovative micro-
fiber that is flexible and abrasion resistant. 

 + Innovative, evolutionary TPU shin-plate construction 
for greater range of fitment features a reinforced hook and 
loop closure for a comfortable, highly customized closure.

 + Specifically designed sole provides Enduro riders with su-
perior durability, grip, feel and a high level of structural rigidity.

 + Wide entry aperture for convenience with hook 
and loop upper closure TPR flap to allow a broad 
range of calf fit adjustment and support. 

 + Medial-facing area constructed from one-piece TPU 
panel with honeycomb sculpturing for maximum grip contact 
with bike and improved heat and abrasion resistance.

 + Top rear flexion of the boot is supported 

around the calf by an innovative TPU sliding blade 
system which dissipates friction.

 + Ergonomic buckle system offers a se-
cure and highly personalized closure.

 + Innovative TPU lateral ankle protection provides a bio-
mechanical link between the middle lateral and the bottom 
lateral of the boot. The instep and Achilles accordion flex 
zones are constructed for superior control and support.

 + TPU lower shell is reinforced with a metal shank and in-
cludes toe reinforcement for impact and abrasion resistance.

 + Extended microfiber gaiter helps seal 
out excessive water and dirt entry.

 + New closure system includes polymer buckles plus 
an aluminum frame with innovative self-aligning, quick 

release closures for a customized secure fitment. 

 + All buckles are easily replaceable.

 + Drystar® membrane subtly incorporated into chas-
sis for 100% performance against wet penetration.

 + Soft polyfoam surrounds the ankles and collar to 
offer comfort and shock absorbing performance.

 + Removable anatomic footbed.

 + Exclusive high grip rubber double 
density compound outer sole. 

 + Sole and footpeg are replaceable.

 + According to European statutory law the CE mark 
is a conformity requirement for the marketing of this 
product. The following standards apply: EN 13634:2017. 
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TECH 3 ENDURO WATERPROOF BOOT

size
5 - 16

price
$ 299.95

 + Upper construction is made from innovative 
and light microfiber material that is flexible, offer-
ing high levels of abrasion and water-resistance, 
durability, and improved weight-savings.

 + Waterproof membrane provides 
wet weather performance.

 + Light microfiber on front and rear bellow 
gives more comfort on the flexible area.

 + New innovative closure system includes an 
aluminum frame with self-aligning, quick-release 
closures incorporating a ratchet with memory for a 
customized, secure fit; all buckles are replaceable.

 + The ergonomic TPU triple buckle straps wrap 
the front flex from the medial protector to the 
lateral side without compromising the flex.

 + Dual compound sole is seamlessly integrated 

into the base structure for superior durability and 
performance as well as grip and feel.

 + Toe box is made of synthetic material for high abrasion.

 + Extended PU synthetic gaiter helps seal 
out excessive water and dirt entry.

 + Contoured TPU calf protector plate, TPU higher 
medial protector, TPU outer lateral ankle and TPU heel 
counter offer support and resistance to impacts.

 + Rear TPR gaiter patch applied on top of the TPU calf 
protector gives protection and comfort on rear flex.

 + Injected TPU shin plate connected with the TPU medial 
protector panel; hook and loop upper closure, plus TPR 
flap for broad ranging calf fit adjustment and support.

 + The higher TPU medial protector is designed 
with technical texture for improved grip.

 + Bio-mechanical medial blade system offers good front 
rear flex giving support and protection to the ankle.

 + Innovative, one-piece TPU injected dual 
compound foot shell, reinforced by a metal shank 
inside a co-injected toe reinforcement.

 + Soft foam surrounds the ankles and collar offer-
ing comfort and shock absorbing performance.

 + Entire textile lining for more comfort.

 + Replaceable EVA footbed with textile lining on top.

 + Exclusive high grip rubber compound 
outsole. The sole is replaceable.

 + The TECH 3 Enduro Waterproof boot 
is CE certified to EN 13634:2017.
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TECH 3 ENDURO BOOT

size
7 - 13

price
$ 224.95

 + Upper construction is made from innovative and light 
microfiber material that is flexible and abrasion resistant.

 + Light microfiber on front and rear bellow 
gives more comfort on the flexible area.

 + Toe box is made of synthetic material for high abrasion.

 + Extended PU synthetic gaiter helps seal 
out excessive water and dirt entry.

 + Contoured TPU calf protector plate, TPU higher 
medial protector, TPU outer lateral ankle and TPU heel 
counter offer support and resistance to impacts.

 + Rear TPR gaiter patch applied on top of the TPU calf 
protector gives protection and comfort on rear flex.

 + Injected TPU shin plate connected with the TPU medial 

protector panel; Hook and Loop upper closure, plus TPR 
flap for broad ranging calf fit adjustment and support.

 + The TPU higher medial protector is designed 
with technical texture for improved grip.

 + Bio-mechanical medial blade system allows a good 
front rear flex giving support and protection to the ankle.

 + The ergonomic TPU triple buckle straps wrap 
the front flex from the medial protector to the 
lateral side without compromising the flex.

 + Closure system includes 3 polymer buckles 
with an innovative closure system. This closure 
includes a ratchet with memory and a quick release/
locking system with self-aligning design for easy, 

precise closure; the all buckles are replaceable.

 + Innovative one-piece TPU injected dual com-
pound foot shell, reinforced by a metal shank 
inside a co-injected toe reinforcement.

 + Soft foams surrounds the ankles and collar of-
fer comfort and shock absorbing performance.

 + Entire textile lining for more comfort.

 + Replaceable EVA footbed with textile lining on top.

 + Specific Alpinestars all terrain design sole and high 
grip rubber compounds. The sole is replaceable. 

 + According to European statutory law the CE mark 
is a conformity requirement for the marketing of this 
product. The following standards apply: EN 13634:2010.
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TOUCAN GORE-TEX BOOT

size
7 - 13

price
$ 539.95

 + Innovative lateral ankle protection with a supporting 
bio-mechanical link between the upper boot and the 
lower foot structure provides support and control.

 + Medial side structure is contoured for perfect fit 
and flexibility fit, with reinforced polymer and rubber 
sculpturing for grip and protection against impact.

 + Advanced TPU protection layer covers the 
internal heel counter and toe box enhancing sup-
port and rigidity in key impact areas.

 + Coated leather panel forms the outer surface of the toe 
box providing effective abrasion and weather resistance.

 + Heel is encased in a moulded external protector 
for increased impact dissipation and absorption.

 + Ankle protector is carefully shaped around the ankle bone, 
with reduced volume, to optimize protection and comfort.

 + High modulus shin guard incorporates an innovative, verti-
cal, flex blade system offering improved forward and rearward 

control and a high level of impact and abrasion resistance.

 + Advanced instep and Achilles accordion flex 
zone construction, made of soft microfibers, gives 
superior comfort, control and support.

 + Medial surface stamped on top calf suede 
panel improves grip and protection.

 + Wide entry aperture for convenience, with secure 
upper TPR and hook and loop closure flap to allow 
broad ranging calf fit adjustment and support. 

 + Boot can be worn under and over rid-
ing pants and denims for adaptability.

 + Closure system features two polymer buckles plus 
aluminum frames with innovative self-aligning, quick 
release, closures for customized and secure fitment.

 + Screw fixed buckle base is replaceable.

 + Upper collar and inner lining are formed with 

breathable mesh for riding comfort and freshness.

 + Full waterproof and breathable Gore-Tex lining 
ensures 100% moisture protection while maintain-
ing high levels of perspiration exchange.

 + Removable anatomic structured footbed.

 + Internal toe box and heel counter are built-in, 
under the outer skin for robust protection.

 + Alpinestars new and exclusive compound rubber 
sole for optimal combination of control and grip.

 + Unique Alpinestars advanced sole construction, fully pe-
rimeter stitched, is fully replaceable. The sole construction in-
cludes a structured midsole and rigid insole with an integrat-
ed steel shank for excellent feel and rigid comfort and safety.

 + According to European statutory law the CE mark is a 
conformity requirement for the marketing of this product. The 
following standards apply to this product: EN 13634:2010.
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COROZAL ADVENTURE DRYSTAR® BOOT

size
7 - 13

price
$ 319.95

 + The upper is constructed from PU coated leather on lower 
medial panel, both with heat press texture for superior grip.

 + Front and rear bellow made with lightweight micro-
fiber for more durability and abrasion resistance.

 + Extended PU coated leather gaiter helps seal 
out excessive water and dirt entry; rear gaiter 
includes rubber insert for flexibility and comfort.

 + TPU shin plate and calf plate offer sup-
port and resistance for impacts.

 + Bio-mechanical lateral flex-blade system 
provides excellent front and rear movement while 
offering support and protection to the ankle.

 + TPU shift pad made with technical texture for added 
grip plus foam padding on underneath for better comfort.

 + Wide entry aperture for convenience with hook and loop 
upper closure flap to allow broad ranging calf fit adjustment.

 + TPU double density ankles protec-
tor on medial side for protection.

 + New closure system includes two polymer 
buckles with an innovative closure system.

 + This closure includes a ratchet with memory and 
a quick release/locking system with self-aligning 
design for easy, precise closure.

 + Soft foam surrounds the ankles and collar offer 
comfort and shock absorbing performance.

 + Drystar® membrane layer between upper and lining 
for proven performance in difficult weather conditions.

 + Toe box and heel counter reinforce-
ment are layered under the upper.

 + PP insole with steel shank co-injected 
for excellent feel and safety.

 + Alpinestars exclusive vulcanized rub-
ber plus injected PU midsole designed for 
optimal combination of comfort and grip.

 + Replaceable anatomical EVA foot-
bed with Lycra® lining on top.

 + According to European statutory law the CE mark is a 
conformity requirement for the marketing of this product. The 
following standards apply to this product: EN 13634:2010.
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COROZAL ADVENTURE DRYSTAR® OILED LEATHER BOOT

size
6 - 9

price
$ 329.95

 + The upper is constructed from full grain 
oiled leather on lower medial panel, both with 
heat press texture for superior grip.

 + Front and rear bellow made with lightweight micro-
fiber for more durability and abrasion resistance.

 + Extended PU coated leather gaiter helps seal 
out excessive water and dirt entry; rear gaiter in-
cludes rubber insert for flexbility and comfort.

 + TPU shin plate and calf plate offer sup-
port and resistance for impacts.

 + Bio-mechanical lateral flex-blade system 
provides excellent front and rear movement while 
offering support and protection to the ankle.

 + TPU shift pad made with technical texture for added 

grip plus foam padding on underneath for better comfort.

 + Wide entry aperture for convenience with hook and loop 
upper closure flap to allow broad ranging calf fit adjustment.

 + TPU double density ankles protec-
tor on medial side for protection.

 + New closure system includes two polymer 
buckles with an innovative closure system.

 + This closure includes a ratchet with memory 
and a quick release/locking system with self-
aligning design for easy, precise closure.

 + Soft foam surrounds the ankles and collar of-
fer comfort and shock absorbing performance.

 + Drystar® membrane layer between upper and lining 

for proven performance in difficult weather conditions.

 + Toe box and heel counter reinforce-
ment are layered under the upper.

 + PP insole with steel shank co-injected 
for excellent feel and safety.

 + Alpinestars exclusive vulcanized rubber 
plus injected PU midsole designed for opti-
mal combination of comfort and grip.

 + Replaceable anatomical EVA foot-
bed with Lycra® lining on top.

 + According to European statutory law the CE mark is a 
conformity requirement for the marketing of this product. The 
following standards apply to this product: EN 13634:2017.

482-47007
482-47008
482-47009
482-47010
482-47011
482-47012
482-47013

BROWN
BLACK

7
8
9
10
11
12
13

SZ
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size
7 - 13

price
$ 299.95

 + The upper is constructed from full grain oiled leather 
on lower medial panel and suede leather on higher medial 
panel both with heat press texture for superior grip.

 + Front and rear bellows are made with lightweight 
microfiber for more flexibility and comfort.

 + TPU shin plate and calf plate design offers 
support and resistance against impacts.

 + TPU shift pad made with technical texture for added 
grip plus foam padding on underneath for better comfort.

 + Wide entry aperture for convenience with 
two lateral buckles (shin plate and instep) 
for a precise and adjustable closure.

 + Double density inner TPU ankle protec-
tors on medial side for protection.

 + New lateral ankle closure system in-
cludes two polymer buckle.

 + The closure includes a ratchet with memory and a 
quick release/locking system with self-aligning design for 
easy, precise closure; the buckles are all replaceable.

 + Bio-mechanical lateral flex-blade system 
provides excellent front and rear movement while 
offering support and protection to the ankle.

 + Soft polyfoam surrounds the ankles and collar of-
fer comfort and shock absorbing performance.

 + Drystar® membrane layer between upper and lining 
for proven performance in difficult weather conditions.

 + Internal toe box and heel counter reinforce-
ment are layered under the upper.

 + Polypropylene insole with steel shank co-injected 
for excellent feel and rigid comfort and safety.

 + The boot height stop just under the calf offers a sporty 
alternative to the traditional touring high boot design.

 + Alpinestars exclusive vulcanized rub-
ber plus injected PU midsole designed for 
optimal combination of comfort and grip.

 + Replaceable anatomical EVA foot-
bed with Lycra® lining on top.

 + According to European statutory law the CE mark is a 
conformity requirement for the marketing of this product. The 
following standards apply to this product: EN 13634:2010.

482-46007
482-46008
482-46009
482-46010
482-46011
482-46012
482-46013

BROWN
BLACK

7
8
9
10
11
12
13

SZ

BELIZE ADVENTURE DRYSTAR® OILED LEATHER BOOT
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BELIZE ADVENTURE DRYSTAR® LEATHER BOOT

 + The upper is constructed from PU coated leather on 
lower medial panel and suede leather on higher medial 
panel both with heat press texture for superior grip.

 + Front and rear bellows are made with lightweight 
microfiber for more flexibility and comfort.

 + TPU shin plate and calf plate design of-
fer support and resistance for impacts.

 + TPU shift pad made with technical texture for added 
grip plus foam padding on underneath for better comfort.

 + Wide entry aperture for convenience with 
two lateral buckles (shin plate and instep) 
for a precise and adjustable closure.

 + Double density inner TPU ankle protec-

tors on medial side for protection.

 + New lateral ankle closure system includes two polymer 
buckle. The closure includes a ratchet with memory and a 
quick release/locking system with self-aligning design for 
easy, precise closure; the all buckles are replaceable.

 + Bio-mechanical lateral flex-blade system 
provides excellent front and rear movement while 
offering support and protection to the ankle.

 + Soft polyfoam surrounds the ankles and collar to 
offer comfort and shock absorbing performance.

 + Drystar® membrane layer between upper and lining 
for proven performance in difficult weather conditions.

 + Internal toe box and heel counter reinforce-

ment are layered under the upper.

 + Polypropylene insole with steel shank co-injected 
for excellent feel and rigid comfort and safety.

 + The boot height stops just under the calf to offer a sporty 
alternative to the traditional touring high boot design.

 + Alpinestars exclusive vulcanized rub-
ber plus injected PU midsole designed for 
optimal combination of comfort and grip.

 + Replaceable anatomical EVA foot-
bed with Lycra® lining on top.

 + According to European statutory law the CE mark is a 
conformity requirement for the marketing of this product. The 
following standards apply to this product: EN 13634:2010.

482-46107
482-46108
482-46109
482-46110
482-46111
482-46112
482-46113

BLACK

7
8
9
10
11
12
13

SZ

size
6 - 9

price
$ 299.95
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size
8 - 13

price
$ 159.95

 + Designed for mechanics and teams looking for 
good all-day comfort and occasional road running.

 + Easy to slip on design.

 + Large toe box allows the toes to spread when 
kneeling for greater levels of comfort.

 + “High resiliency” EVA insert located in main midsole 
beneath the heel provides long lasting softness.

 + Midsole wall wrapping snugly secures the foot 
and provides good stability and comfort.

 + Oil resistant rubber sole improves grip on dirty surfaces.

 + Removable inner sock with open cell PU compound 
provides high breathability, which reduces overheating, 
offers high durability and superb overall comfort. 

 + Lightweight minimal construction with 360° 

tongue configuration ensures a ‘glove’ like fit.

 + Dual density PU foam is anatomically posi-
tioned to hold the ankle securely in place.

 + Reflective detailing on the back.

 + Elastic laces with a degree of pliability allow the 
shoe to be secure yet provide an amount of move-
ment when worn for optimal levels of comfort.

482-70108
482-70109
482-70110
482-70111
482-70112
482-70113

RED

8
9
10
11
12
13

SZ

META ROAD SHOE

482-70008
482-70009
482-70010
482-70011
482-70012
482-70013

BLACK DARK 
GRAY

8
9
10
11
12
13

SZ

482-70408
482-70409
482-70410
482-70411
482-70412
482-70413

BLUE WHITE

8
9
10
11
12
13

SZ
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size
8 - 13

price
$ 179.95

 + Designed for mechanics and teams looking for good 
all-day comfort and occasional off-road running.

 + Easy to slip on design.

 + Large toe box allows the toes to spread when 
kneeling for greater levels of comfort.

 + “High resiliency” EVA insert located in main midsole 
beneath the heel provides long lasting softness.

 + Midsole wall wrapping snugly secures the foot 
and provides good stability and comfort.

 + Oil resistant rubber sole improves grip on dirty surfaces.

 + Removable inner sock with open cell PU compound 
provides high breathability, which reduces overheating, 
offers high durability and superb overall comfort. 

 + Lightweight minimal construction combined with 
quarter panel for enhanced foot stability and protection.

 + 360° tongue configuration ensures a ‘glove’ like fit.

 + Dual density PU foam is anatomically positioned 
to hold the ankle securely in place.

 + Reflective detailing on the back.

 + Elastic laces with degree of pliability allow the shoe 
to be secure yet provide an amount of movement 
when worn for optimal levels of comfort.

META TRAIL SHOE

482-70308
482-70309
482-70310
482-70311
482-70312
482-70313

RED

8
9
10
11
12
13

SZ

482-70208
482-70209
482-70210
482-70211
482-70212
482-70213

BLACK DARK 
GRAY

8
9
10
11
12
13

SZ
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482-64100
482-64101

ANTHRACITE
BLACK SZ

S/M
L/XL

 + Specifically designed to fit under-
neath knee brace or protector. 

 + Constructed from poly-fabric with 
perforated areas for breathability and 

comfortable compression fit. 

 + Elasticated edging with silicon 
print helps keep sock positioned.

MX LONG SOCKS

size
S - 2XL

price
$ 39.95

482-64040
482-64041
482-64042

BURGUNDY
BLACK

482-64080
482-64081
482-64082

CYAN
BLACK

482-64090
482-64091
482-64092

COOL GRAY 
YELLOW

482-64095
482-64096
482-64097

BLACK YELLOW 
TANGERINE

482-64105
482-64106
482-64107

BURNT YEL-
LOW FLUO 

BLUE SZ

S
M
L

 + Primaloft and bioceramic fibers for 
excellent moisture-wicking and breathability.

 + Elasticated cuff prevents slippage 
and reduces material bunching.

 + Arch and calf support bands for 

improved performance fit and comfort.

 + Density cushioning on heel, toe, insole 
and Achilles area for comfort and durability.

 + Knee length sizeng for maximum coverage.

 + Anti-bacterial, non-odorous.

MX PRO SOCKS

size
S - L

price
$ 29.95
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482-64230
482-64231
482-64232

BLUE
ORANGE

482-64220
482-64221
482-64222

YELLOW 
FLUO COOL 

GRAY

482-64210
482-64211
482-64212

RED COOL 
GRAY

482-64200
482-64201
482-64202

BLACK
CYAN SZ

S
M
L

 + Dryarn fibers for excellent 
moisture-wicking and breathability.

 + Elasticated cuff prevents slippage 
and reduces material bunching.

 + Arch and calf support bands for 

improved performance fit and comfort.

 + Density cushioning on heel, toe, insole 
and Achilles area for comfort and durability.

 + Knee length sizeng for maximum coverage.

MX PLUS-1 SOCKS

size
S - L

price
$ 19.95

482-64112

482-64113

BLACK YELLOW 
FLUO CORAL

482-64330
482-64331
482-64332

482-64333

RED WHITE

482-64320
482-64321
482-64322

482-64323

COOL GRAY 
ORANGE

FLUO

482-64310
482-64311
482-64312

482-64313

BLUE CYAN SZ

S
M
L

YOUTH

 + Dryarn fibers for excellent 
moisture-wicking and breathability.

 + Elasticated cuff prevents slippage 
and reduces material bunching.

 + Arch and calf support bands for 

improved performance fit and comfort.

 + Density cushioning on heel, toe, insole 
and Achilles area for comfort and durability.

 + Knee length sizeng for maximum coverage.

MX PLUS-2 SOCKS

size
S - L

price
$ 19.95

size
OS

price
$ 16.95

482-64112

482-64113

BLACK YELLOW
FLUO

482-64116
482-64117

482-64118

BLACK
GREEN NEON

PINK FLUO
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 + Advanced single-layer 
construction assembly.

 + Poly-cotton twill material engineered 
for durability, minimal material bunching 
and strength resistance properties.

 + Alpinestars asymmetric 
front opening design.

 + Formula 1-derived design and 
technology shoulder design.

 + Durable metal zipper at center front.

 + Ergonomic collar with soft 
lining for extended coverage 

and maximum comfort.

 + Adjustable waist belt allows 
a tight, personalized fit.

 + Thigh pockets offer a convenient 
storage option for those times 
away from the driving seat.

 + Inner chest pocket with hook and 
loop closure for mobile phone storage.

 + Leg bottom with hook-loop 
adjustment and wide gusset.

 + Knitted cuff helps prevent 
unwanted movement of the suit.

UNIVERSAL DRIVING SUIT

size
X - 3XL

price
$ 129.95

482-9898XS
482-9898S
482-9898M
482-9898L
482-9898X

482-98982X
482-98983X

BLACK RED

XS
S
M
L

XL
2XL
3XL

SZ
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482-69806

BLACK

OS

SZ

482-67820

BLACK WHITE

482-67821

BLACK BLUE

 + 17 x 14.5 x 10.25 in / 43 x 37 x 26 cm.

 + Durable 600 Denier Polyester 
main body material.

 + Tough tarpaulin material at base 
and lower sides for easy cleaning. 

 + SZd to fit Alpinestars Motocross 
boots up to SZ 14 (US).

 + Piped seam construction for durabil-
ity and additional wear resistance.

 + Large #10 YKK Coil zipper with double slid-
ers and easy-to-grip Alpinestars molded pulls.

 + Webbing haul handle at top, sewn 
in with heavy-duty bar tacks.

 + Adjustable webbing straps with D-Ring 
connections for either left or right side carry.

 + Large mesh vents for maximum airflow.

 + Lined with 210 Denier Polyester.

 + Internal binding construction.

 + Internal open mesh pocket 
with elastic top edge.

 + Branded with large Alpin-
estars printed logos.

ALPINESTARS BOOT BAG

size
OS

price
$ 69.95

 + Tool bag designed specifi-
cally for Enduro use.

 + Made from durable 600D 
polyfabric for wear resistance.

 + Main compartment with 
elastic loop tool organizer.

 + Two side compartments and a 
waterproof front pocket for storing a 
mobile phone and other valuables. 

 + Flap design for easy access.

 + Compression straps allow riders to re-

duce the volume of the pack when required.

 + Zipped mesh pocket in the flap is ideal 
for storing passport, documents etc.

 + Ergonomic design for 
comfort on the bike.

 + Belt adjuster with air mesh back pad 
for ventilation and anti-slip material on the 
sides to keep the pack securely in position. 

 + Reflective branding.

 + 3.7L capacity.

TECH TOOL PACK

size
OS

price
$ 69.95
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 + 150 Liter capacity.

 + 37 x 17.75 x 15.75 in / 94 x 45 x 40 cm.

 + Lid opening to access to 
the main compartment.

 + Flat top pocket to access 
documents while traveling

 + Removable change mat made 
from waterproof tarpaulin.

 + Strong Plastic YKK Zipper chain SZ 10mm.

 + Lockable zippers accept 
TSA approved locks. 

 + Big screen print.

 + Ventilations on side panels.

 + 2 big webbing handle on top to and side 
to be able to move and carry the bag.

 + 2 strap handles to lift up the bag 
and put it on the shoulder.

 + Boots compartment with waterproof 
removable bag, easier to wash.

 + Reflective details. 

 + Smooth outdoor rolling wheels.

 + Bottom and side panels made with 
waterproof tarpaulin to ensure the bag stays 
dry even when left standing on muddy terrain.

 + Durable hard bumpers on base corners.

 + Hard internal base with external slide rails.

 + Constructed from durable tarpaulin and 
tough polyester reinforcement panels.

 + SZd to carry all protective gear.

 + Compartment walls can be removed with 
a zipper to allow the bag to be reconfigured 
with one extra large internal compartment.

 + Inner flat zippered mesh pocket on flap. 

 + 2 mesh pockets on internal 
sides of the bag.

 + Telescopic double post handle, multiple 
heavy duty haul handles and a top carry strap.

 + Webbing reinforcement to give 
a better structure to the bag.

KOMODO TRAVEL BAG

size
OS

price
$ 279.95

482-67804

BLACK WHITE

482-67805

BLACK YELLOW 
FLUO

 + 125 Litre capacity.

 + 32.25 x 15.35 x 17.75 in / 82 x 39 x 45

 + 1 flat front pocket to store 
documents and keys.

 + 2 strap handles to lift up the bag 
and position it on the shoulder.

 + Lid opening to easily and quickly 
access the main compartment.

 + Inner flat zippered mesh pocket on flap.

 + Boots compartment with waterproof 
removable bag for easy washing.

 + 2 side handles to move the bag easily.

 + Big screen print.

 + Hi-visibility Alpinestars lining.

 + Strong plastic YKK zipper chain; SZ 10mm.

 + Bottom and side panels made with water-
proof tarpaulin ensures the bag always stays 
dry, even when standing on muddy terrain.

 + Webbing reinforcement gives 
the bag a better structure.

 + Compartment walls can be removed 
to allow the bag to be reconfigured with 
one extra large internal compartment.

GOANNA DUFFLE BAG

size
OS

price
$ 119.95

482-67807

BLACK WHITE
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482-69798

MILITARY

482-69799

BLACK

 + 100% Polyester

 + SMALL size DAILY BACKPACK

 + Durable 600D Polyester

 + Internal laptop sleeve and 
inner organizer pockets

 + Front zipper pocket with organizer 

 + Side mesh water bottle pockets

 + Padded back panel and 
airmesh shoulder straps

 + Contrast panels and zippers. 
Printed logo branditngt

 + Capacity: 13.6L

DEFCON V2 BACKPACK

size
OS

price
$ 69.95

482-76028

BLACK

482-76029

BLACK RED

 + 100% Polyester

 + MID size DAILY BACKPACK

 + Durable 600D Polyester

 + Internal laptop sleeve and 
inner organizer pockets

 + Hidden vertical front zip-
per incidentals pocket 

 + Side mesh water bottle slip pockets

 + Padded airmesh back panel 
and airmesh shoulder straps

 + Contrast panels and zippers. 
Printed logo branding

 + Capacity: 15.9L

GFX V2 BACKPACK

size
OS

price
$ 79.95
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80% Cotton / 20% 
Polyester, 280g/m2

HOODED PULL 
OVER FLEECE

Fleece body

Camo Ride 
front print

Jersey hood 
lining, dipper 
drawcord tips, rib 
cuffs and hem

RIDE 2.0 CAMO HOODIE

price
$ 64.95

size
S - 2XL

482-76011S
482-76011M
482-76011L
482-76011X

482-760112X

BLACK

80% Cotton / 20% 
Polyester, 280g/m2

HOODED PULL 
OVER FLEECE

Fleece body

Cali 2.0 front print

Jersey hood 
lining, dipper 
drawcord tips, rib 
cuffs and hem

Internal main 
label and external 
label branding

CALI 2.0 HOODIE

price
$ 64.95

size
S - 2XL

79% Polyester / 
15% Rayon / 6% 
Spandex, 320g/m2

HOODED ZIP 
FRONT TECH 
FLEECE

Double Face Tech 
fleece with seaming

Coil zipper front, 
transfer chest zip 
pocket. Multiple 
logo prints

Mesh lined hood, on 
seam hand pockets, 
self cuffs and hem

Internal main 
label and external 
label branding.

CONVEX TECH FLEECE

price
$ 119.95

size
S - 2XL

482-76014S
482-76014M
482-76014L
482-76014X

482-760142X

BLACK

482-76014S
482-76014M
482-76014L
482-76014X

482-760142X

GREY HEATHER

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

482-76012S
482-76012M
482-76012L
482-76012X

482-760122X

BLACK

482-76012S
482-76012M
482-76012L
482-76012X

482-760122X

GREY HEATHER

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

100% Polyester, 
240T 600mm 
DWR Coating

LIGHT WEIGHT 
WIND BREAKER 
JACKET

Light weight 
mesh lined wind 
breaker jacket

Fixed hood with 
drawcords, reverse 
coil zipper at front

On seam hand pock-
ets, bungie adjusters 
at hem, elastic cuffs

Internal main label 
and external label 
branding. Logos at 
chest and sleeve

TREQ WINDBREAKER

price
$ 74.95

size
S - 2XL

482-73034S
482-73034M
482-73034L
482-73034X

482-730342X

BLACK

482-76035S
482-76035M
482-76035L
482-76035X

482-760352X

482-76241S
482-76241M
482-76241L
482-76241X

482-762412X

482-76240S
482-76240M
482-76240L
482-76240X

482-762402X

CAMO
WARM RED 

BLACKBLACK WHITE

100% Polyester, 
240T

INSULATED JACKET

Warm jacket with 
sherpa lined body 
and poly fill sleeves

Poly filled hood with 
bungie adjusters. 
Front storm flap, 
inner waist drawcord

Hand pockets under 
cargo pockets, 
velcro tab cuffs 

and bungie hem

Internal main 
label and external 
label branding. 
HD logos at chest 
and back yoke

FAHRENHEIT WINTER JACKET

price
$ 99.95

size
S - 2XL

482-76036S
482-76036M
482-76036L
482-76036X

482-760362X

BLACK

92% Polyester 
8%Spandex Woven 
Fabric Waterproof 
5K w/Fleece Clean 
TPU w/DWR Finish

SOFTSHELL 
JACKET

Soft surface 
wind stopper 
softshell jacket 
with moto styling

Removable hood 
with bungie 
adjusters

On seam hand 
pockets, rib cuffs 
and rib hem

Internal main 
label and external 
label branding. 
HD logos at chest 
and left sleeve

PRIMARY JACKET

price
$ 139.95

size
S - 2XL

482-76033S
482-76033M
482-76033L
482-76033X

482-760332X

COLOR

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ
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80% Cotton / 20% 
Polyester, 280g/m2

HOODED PULL 
OVER FLEECE

Fleece body

Camo Ride 
front print

Jersey hood 
lining, dipper 
drawcord tips, rib 
cuffs and hem

RIDE 2.0 CAMO HOODIE

price
$ 64.95

size
S - 2XL

482-76011S
482-76011M
482-76011L
482-76011X

482-760112X

BLACK

80% Cotton / 20% 
Polyester, 280g/m2

HOODED PULL 
OVER FLEECE

Fleece body

Cali 2.0 front print

Jersey hood 
lining, dipper 
drawcord tips, rib 
cuffs and hem

Internal main 
label and external 
label branding

CALI 2.0 HOODIE

price
$ 64.95

size
S - 2XL

79% Polyester / 
15% Rayon / 6% 
Spandex, 320g/m2

HOODED ZIP 
FRONT TECH 
FLEECE

Double Face Tech 
fleece with seaming

Coil zipper front, 
transfer chest zip 
pocket. Multiple 
logo prints

Mesh lined hood, on 
seam hand pockets, 
self cuffs and hem

Internal main 
label and external 
label branding.

CONVEX TECH FLEECE

price
$ 119.95

size
S - 2XL

482-76014S
482-76014M
482-76014L
482-76014X

482-760142X

BLACK

482-76014S
482-76014M
482-76014L
482-76014X

482-760142X

GREY HEATHER

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

482-76012S
482-76012M
482-76012L
482-76012X

482-760122X

BLACK

482-76012S
482-76012M
482-76012L
482-76012X

482-760122X

GREY HEATHER

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

100% Polyester, 
240T 600mm 
DWR Coating

LIGHT WEIGHT 
WIND BREAKER 
JACKET

Light weight 
mesh lined wind 
breaker jacket

Fixed hood with 
drawcords, reverse 
coil zipper at front

On seam hand pock-
ets, bungie adjusters 
at hem, elastic cuffs

Internal main label 
and external label 
branding. Logos at 
chest and sleeve

TREQ WINDBREAKER

price
$ 74.95

size
S - 2XL

482-73034S
482-73034M
482-73034L
482-73034X

482-730342X

BLACK

482-76035S
482-76035M
482-76035L
482-76035X

482-760352X

482-76241S
482-76241M
482-76241L
482-76241X

482-762412X

482-76240S
482-76240M
482-76240L
482-76240X

482-762402X

CAMO
WARM RED 

BLACKBLACK WHITE

100% Polyester, 
240T

INSULATED JACKET

Warm jacket with 
sherpa lined body 
and poly fill sleeves

Poly filled hood with 
bungie adjusters. 
Front storm flap, 
inner waist drawcord

Hand pockets under 
cargo pockets, 
velcro tab cuffs 

and bungie hem

Internal main 
label and external 
label branding. 
HD logos at chest 
and back yoke

FAHRENHEIT WINTER JACKET

price
$ 99.95

size
S - 2XL

482-76036S
482-76036M
482-76036L
482-76036X

482-760362X

BLACK

92% Polyester 
8%Spandex Woven 
Fabric Waterproof 
5K w/Fleece Clean 
TPU w/DWR Finish

SOFTSHELL 
JACKET

Soft surface 
wind stopper 
softshell jacket 
with moto styling

Removable hood 
with bungie 
adjusters

On seam hand 
pockets, rib cuffs 
and rib hem

Internal main 
label and external 
label branding. 
HD logos at chest 
and left sleeve

PRIMARY JACKET

price
$ 139.95

size
S - 2XL

482-76033S
482-76033M
482-76033L
482-76033X

482-760332X

COLOR

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ
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60% Cotton / 40% 
Polyester, 280g/m2

HOODED MIX 
MATERIAL 
FLEECE JACKET

Overlay front yoke 

panel, hood, elbows.

Front Linear 
logo and sleeve 
Alpinestars logo 3D 
silicone transfer

Vizlon zipper at 

front, zip chest 
pocket set in overlay

Fleece hood 
lining, molded 
drawcord tips, rib 
cuffs and hem

ALIGNED HOODIE

price
$ 99.95

size
S - 2XL

482-76130S
482-76130M
482-76130L
482-76130X

482-761302X

MILITARY BLACK

482-76129S
482-76129M
482-76129L
482-76129X

482-761292X

482-76133S
482-76133M
482-76133L
482-76133X

482-761332X

BLACK BLACK

LT AQUA

80% Cotton / 20% 
Polyester, 280g/m2

HOODED PULL 
OVER FLEECE

BOXY FIT - Fleece 
with potassium 

garment wash

Front Flag logo 
graphic

Jersey hood 
lining, dipped 
drawcord tips, rib 

cuffs and hem

Internal main 
label and external 
label branding

ARTIFACT HOODIE

price
$ 84.95

size
S - 2XL

482-76131S
482-76131M
482-76131L
482-76131X

482-761312X

BLACK

80% Cotton / 20% 
Polyester, 280g/m2

HOODED ZIP 
FRONT FLEECE

Fleece body blocked 

with all over camo

Front Alpinestars 
chest logo print

Jersey hood 
lining, dipped 

drawcord tips, rib 
cuffs and hem

Internal main 
label and external 
label branding

CAMO BLOCK HOODIE

price
$ 89.95

size
S - 2XL

482-76138S
482-76138M
482-76138L
482-76138X

482-761382X

482-76139S
482-76139M
482-76139L
482-76139X

482-761392X

CHARCOAL 
HEATHER WARM 

REDMILITARY SAND

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

80% Cotton / 20% 
Polyester, 280g/m2

HOODED PULL 
OVER FLEECE

Fleece body

Front Alpinestars 
embroidered logo

Jersey hood 
lining, dipped 
drawcord tips, rib 

cuffs and hem

Internal main 
label and external 
label branding

AGELESS V2 HOODIE

price
$ 64.95

size
S - 2XL

482-76042S
482-76042M
482-76042L
482-76042X

482-760422X

482-76044S
482-76044M
482-76044L
482-76044X

482-760442X

482-76043S
482-76043M
482-76043L
482-76043X

482-760432X

BLACK GREYSAND BLACK
GREY HEATHER 

BLACK

80% Cotton / 20% 
Polyester, 280g/m2

CREW FLEECE

Fleece body

Alpinestars 3D em-
broidered chest logo

Rib cuffs and hem

Internal main 

label and external 
label branding

AGELESS CHEST CREW FLEECE

price
$ 59.95

size
S - 2XL

100% Polyester, 
Brushed Fleece, 
215gsm

HOODED PULL 
OVER FLEECE

Poly fleece body

Self cuffs and 
hem. Lined hood, 
round drawcord

HD Alpinestars 

logo print

Internal main 
label and external 
label branding

INCEPTION ATHLETIC HOODIE

price
$ 59.95

size
S - 2XL

482-76045S
482-76045M
482-76045L
482-76045X

482-760452X

BLACK

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

482-76246S
482-76246M
482-76246L
482-76246X

482-762462X

LIGHT AQUA

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ
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80% Cotton / 20% 
Polyester, 280g/m2

HOODED PULL 
OVER FLEECE

Fleece body

Front Alpinestars 
embroidered logo

Jersey hood 
lining, dipped 
drawcord tips, rib 

cuffs and hem

Internal main 
label and external 
label branding

AGELESS V2 HOODIE

price
$ 64.95

size
S - 2XL

482-76042S
482-76042M
482-76042L
482-76042X

482-760422X

482-76044S
482-76044M
482-76044L
482-76044X

482-760442X

482-76043S
482-76043M
482-76043L
482-76043X

482-760432X

BLACK GREYSAND BLACK
GREY HEATHER 

BLACK

80% Cotton / 20% 
Polyester, 280g/m2

CREW FLEECE

Fleece body

Alpinestars 3D em-
broidered chest logo

Rib cuffs and hem

Internal main 

label and external 
label branding

AGELESS CHEST CREW FLEECE

price
$ 59.95

size
S - 2XL

100% Polyester, 
Brushed Fleece, 
215gsm

HOODED PULL 
OVER FLEECE

Poly fleece body

Self cuffs and 
hem. Lined hood, 
round drawcord

HD Alpinestars 

logo print

Internal main 
label and external 
label branding

INCEPTION ATHLETIC HOODIE

price
$ 59.95

size
S - 2XL

482-76045S
482-76045M
482-76045L
482-76045X

482-760452X

BLACK

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

482-76246S
482-76246M
482-76246L
482-76246X

482-762462X

LIGHT AQUA

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ
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80% Cotton / 20% 
Polyester, 280g/m2

HOODED ZIP 
FRONT PRINTED 
FLEECE

Solid zip front 

body and sleeves

Hidden coil zip-
per, rib at cuffs 
and hem, metal 
eyelets and dipped 
drawcord tips

Front Alpinestars 
chest logo print

Internal main 
label and external 
label branding

AGELESS II ZIP HOODIE

price
$ 74.95

size
S - 2XL

482-76008S
482-76008M
482-76008L
482-76008X

482-760082X

NAVY WHITE

95% Polyester / 5% 
Spandex, 250g/m2

STRETCH MID 
LAYER JACKET

Layering jacket de-
signed to wear under 

heavier jackets

Mock mesh lined 
collar, semi ergo-
nomic stretch seams 
and thumb holes

Coil zipper at front, 

welt hand pockets

Internal main 
label and external 
label branding. 
Logo at chest

PROGRESSION MIDLAYER

price
$ 84.95

size
S - 2XL

482-76010S
482-76010M
482-76010L
482-76010X

482-760102X

BLACK

80% Cotton / 20% 
Polyester, 280g/m2

CREW FLEECE

Fleece body

Front Alpinestars 
embroidered logo

Rib cuffs and hem

Internal main 

label and external 
label branding

AGELESS CREW FLEECE

price
$ 59.95

size
S - 2XL

482-76117S
482-76117M
482-76117L
482-76117X

482-761172X

NAVY GREY

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

80% Cotton / 20% 
Polyester, 280g/m2

CREW FLEECE

Fleece body

Front sonic weld 
Linear logo. Sleeve 
embroidery

Rib cuffs and hem

Internal main 
label and external 
label branding

LINEAR CREW FLEECE

price
$ 59.95

size
S - 2XL

482-76118S
482-76118M
482-76118L
482-76118X

482-761182X

SAND BLACK

18/1, 100% COTTON 
JERSEY, 184GSM

HENLEY LONG 
SLEEVE KNIT

Long sleeve 3-but-
ton henley, rib 
collar, em cuffs

Ageless logo HD 

print on chest

Internal neck print, 
external labeling

GRAVEL HENLEY

price
$ 56.95

size
S - 2XL

Co-branded bonded 
soft shell jacket

Contrast panels, 
track collar, 
reverse zippers 
at front and cuffs, 

zippers pockets

Polar fleece collar 
facing, velcro tab 
waist adjusters

Honda logos at 
chest and back

Alpinestars logo at 
epaulettes and back

Internal main 
label and external 
label branding.

HONDA SOFTSHELL JACKET

price
$ 164.95

size
S - 5XL

482-76262S
482-76262M
482-76262L
482-76262X

482-762622X
482-762623X
482-762624X
482-762625X

RED BLACK

S
M
L

XL
2XL
3XL
4XL
5XL

SZ

482-76146S
482-76146M
482-76146L
482-76146X

482-761462X

BLACK

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ
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80% Cotton / 20% 
Polyester, 280g/m2

CREW FLEECE

Fleece body

Front sonic weld 
Linear logo. Sleeve 
embroidery

Rib cuffs and hem

Internal main 
label and external 
label branding

LINEAR CREW FLEECE

price
$ 59.95

size
S - 2XL

482-76118S
482-76118M
482-76118L
482-76118X

482-761182X

SAND BLACK

18/1, 100% COTTON 
JERSEY, 184GSM

HENLEY LONG 
SLEEVE KNIT

Long sleeve 3-but-
ton henley, rib 
collar, em cuffs

Ageless logo HD 

print on chest

Internal neck print, 
external labeling

GRAVEL HENLEY

price
$ 56.95

size
S - 2XL

Co-branded bonded 
soft shell jacket

Contrast panels, 
track collar, 
reverse zippers 
at front and cuffs, 

zippers pockets

Polar fleece collar 
facing, velcro tab 
waist adjusters

Honda logos at 
chest and back

Alpinestars logo at 
epaulettes and back

Internal main 
label and external 
label branding.

HONDA SOFTSHELL JACKET

price
$ 164.95

size
S - 5XL

482-76262S
482-76262M
482-76262L
482-76262X

482-762622X
482-762623X
482-762624X
482-762625X

RED BLACK

S
M
L

XL
2XL
3XL
4XL
5XL

SZ

482-76146S
482-76146M
482-76146L
482-76146X

482-761462X

BLACK

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ
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Co-branded 
hooded zip front 
printed fleece

Contrast Panels 
zip front body 
and sleeves

Reverse coil zip-
per, rib at cuffs 
and hem, metal 
eyelets drawcord

Honda logos at 
chest and back

Alpinestars logo at 
epaulettes and back

Internal main 
label and external 
label branding.

HONDA ZIP HOODIE

price
$ 124.95

size
S - 5XL

482-76263S
482-76263M
482-76263L
482-76263X

482-762632X
482-762633X
482-762634X
482-762635X

RED BLACK

Co-branded 
jersey polo

Classic 3 button po-
lo in soft hand fabric

Contrast panels, 

self fabric collar 
and hemmed cuff

Honda logos at 
chest and back

Alpinestars logo at 

epaulettes and back

Internal main 
label and external 
label branding.

HONDA POLO

price
$ 84.95

size
S - 5XL

482-76264S
482-76264M
482-76264L
482-76264X

482-762642X
482-762643X
482-762644X
482-762645X

RED BLACK

Classic co-branded 
printed tee

Contrast panels, 
soft hand print

Honda logos at 
chest and back

Alpinestars logo at 
epaulettes and back

Internal main 
label and external 
label branding.

HONDA T-SHIRT

price
$ 39.95

size
S - 5XL

482-76265S
482-76265M
482-76265L
482-76265X

482-762652X
482-762653X
482-762654X
482-762655X

RED BLACK

S
M
L

XL
2XL
3XL
4XL
5XL

SZ

S
M
L

XL
2XL
3XL
4XL
5XL

SZ

S
M
L

XL
2XL
3XL
4XL
5XL

SZ
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51% Polyester / 
49% Cotton 

ATHLETIC POLO

Jacquard mesh 3 

button polo. Rib 
collar, self cuffs

Chest HD Alpin-
estars logo, cropped 

logo patch at sleeve

Internal main 
label and external 
label branding.

REALM POLO

price
$ 59.95

size
S - 2XL

482-76010S
482-76010M
482-76010L
482-76010X

482-760102X

BLACK

30/1, 100% Combed 
Ring spun Cot-
ton, 150 g/m2

CLASSIC 

PRINTED TEE

Front Super Vic-
tory and Tech 10 
photo graphic with 

small sleeve logo. 
Soft hand print

Internal neck print, 
external labeling

VICTORY ROOTS

price
 $ 26.95

size
S - 2XL

100% Polyester

PREMIUM POLY 
WICKING TEE

Crew neck body 
with stretch seam 
construction

Classic tee shirt 
style in perfor-
mance fabric

Alpinestars print 
logo at chest and 
back, Ride Dry 

print at sleeve

Internal transfer 
main label and ex-
ternal label branding

PURSUE PERFORMANCE SS TEE

price
 $ 39.95

size
S - 2XL

482-76017S
482-76017M
482-76017L
482-76017X

482-760172X

482-76016S
482-76016M
482-76016L
482-76016X

482-760162X

SANDBLACK

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

482-76052S
482-76052M
482-76052L
482-76052X

482-760522X

482-76051S
482-76051M
482-76051L
482-76051X

482-760512X

SILVERBLACK

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ
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482-76053S
482-76053M
482-76053L
482-76053X

482-760532X

482-76054S
482-76054M
482-76054L
482-76054X

482-760542X

482-76055S
482-76055M
482-76055L
482-76055X

482-760552X

482-76254S
482-76254M
482-76254L
482-76254X

482-762542X

BLACK RED
CHARCOAL 

BLACKNAVY GOLDBLACK WHITE

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

100% Polyester

PREMIUM POLY 
WICKING TEE

Crew neck body 
with stretch seam 
construction

Classic tee shirt 
style in perfor-
mance fabric

Alpinestars print 
logo at chest and 
back, Ride Dry 

print at sleeve

Internal transfer 
main label and ex-
ternal label branding

RIDE 3.0 TEE

price
$ 23.95

size
S - 2XL

30/1, 100% Combed 
Ring spun Cot-
ton, 150 g/m2

CLASSIC 

PRINTED TEE

Front Ageless 
logo with grada-
tion graphic. Soft 

hand print

Internal neck print, 
external labeling

AGELESS FADE TEE

price
$ 23.95

size
S - 2XL

482-76056S
482-76056M
482-76056L
482-76056X

482-760562X

RED BLACK

100% Polyester

PREMIUM POLY 
WICKING TEE

Crew neck body 
with stretch seam 
construction

Classic tee shirt 
style in perfor-
mance fabric

Alpinestars print 
logo at chest and 
back, Ride Dry 

print at sleeve

Internal transfer 
main label and ex-
ternal label branding

FASTER TEE

price
$ 26.95

size
S - 2XL

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

482-76057S
482-76057M
482-76057L
482-76057X

482-760572X

482-76058S
482-76058M
482-76058L
482-76058X

482-760582X

482-76059S
482-76059M
482-76059L
482-76059X

482-760592X

BLACKREDNAVY

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

30/1, 100% Combed 
Ring spun Cot-
ton, 150 g/m2

CLASSIC 

PRINTED TEE

Front Mantra fade 
graphic, back 
twisted word and 

logo. Soft hand print

Internal neck print, 
external labeling

MANTRA FADE TEE

price
$ 26.95

size
S - 2XL

482-76060S
482-76060M
482-76060L
482-76060X

482-760602X

482-76060S
482-76060M
482-76060L
482-76060X

482-760602X

482-76062S
482-76062M
482-76062L
482-76062X

482-760622X

BLACKREDNAVY

30/1, 100% Combed 
Ring spun Cot-
ton, 150 g/m2

CLASSIC 

PRINTED TEE

Brush stroke racing 
graphic chest and 
back. Soft hand print

Internal neck print, 
external labeling

RACING THEN TEE

price
 $ 26.95

size
S - 2XL

30/1, 100% Combed 
Ring spun Cot-
ton, 150 g/m2

CLASSIC 
PRINTED TEE

Front Cali 2.0 graph-

ic. Soft hand print

Internal neck print, 
external labeling

CALI 2.0 TEE

price
 $ 22.95

size
S - 2XL

482-76063S
482-76063M
482-76063L
482-76063X

482-760632X

482-76064S
482-76064M
482-76064L
482-76064X

482-760642X

482-76065S
482-76065M
482-76065L
482-76065X

482-760652X

BLACKWHITENAVY

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

482-76019S
482-76019M
482-76019L
482-76019X

482-760192X

482-76018S
482-76018M
482-76018L
482-76018X

482-760182X

WHITEBLACK

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ
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482-76053S
482-76053M
482-76053L
482-76053X

482-760532X

482-76054S
482-76054M
482-76054L
482-76054X

482-760542X

482-76055S
482-76055M
482-76055L
482-76055X

482-760552X

482-76254S
482-76254M
482-76254L
482-76254X

482-762542X

BLACK RED
CHARCOAL 

BLACKNAVY GOLDBLACK WHITE

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

100% Polyester

PREMIUM POLY 
WICKING TEE

Crew neck body 
with stretch seam 
construction

Classic tee shirt 
style in perfor-
mance fabric

Alpinestars print 
logo at chest and 
back, Ride Dry 

print at sleeve

Internal transfer 
main label and ex-
ternal label branding

RIDE 3.0 TEE

price
$ 23.95

size
S - 2XL

30/1, 100% Combed 
Ring spun Cot-
ton, 150 g/m2

CLASSIC 

PRINTED TEE

Front Ageless 
logo with grada-
tion graphic. Soft 

hand print

Internal neck print, 
external labeling

AGELESS FADE TEE

price
$ 23.95

size
S - 2XL

482-76056S
482-76056M
482-76056L
482-76056X

482-760562X

RED BLACK

100% Polyester

PREMIUM POLY 
WICKING TEE

Crew neck body 
with stretch seam 
construction

Classic tee shirt 
style in perfor-
mance fabric

Alpinestars print 
logo at chest and 
back, Ride Dry 

print at sleeve

Internal transfer 
main label and ex-
ternal label branding

FASTER TEE

price
$ 26.95

size
S - 2XL

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

482-76057S
482-76057M
482-76057L
482-76057X

482-760572X

482-76058S
482-76058M
482-76058L
482-76058X

482-760582X

482-76059S
482-76059M
482-76059L
482-76059X

482-760592X

BLACKREDNAVY

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

30/1, 100% Combed 
Ring spun Cot-
ton, 150 g/m2

CLASSIC 

PRINTED TEE

Front Mantra fade 
graphic, back 
twisted word and 

logo. Soft hand print

Internal neck print, 
external labeling

MANTRA FADE TEE

price
$ 26.95

size
S - 2XL

482-76060S
482-76060M
482-76060L
482-76060X

482-760602X

482-76060S
482-76060M
482-76060L
482-76060X

482-760602X

482-76062S
482-76062M
482-76062L
482-76062X

482-760622X

BLACKREDNAVY

30/1, 100% Combed 
Ring spun Cot-
ton, 150 g/m2

CLASSIC 

PRINTED TEE

Brush stroke racing 
graphic chest and 
back. Soft hand print

Internal neck print, 
external labeling

RACING THEN TEE

price
 $ 26.95

size
S - 2XL

30/1, 100% Combed 
Ring spun Cot-
ton, 150 g/m2

CLASSIC 
PRINTED TEE

Front Cali 2.0 graph-

ic. Soft hand print

Internal neck print, 
external labeling

CALI 2.0 TEE

price
 $ 22.95

size
S - 2XL

482-76063S
482-76063M
482-76063L
482-76063X

482-760632X

482-76064S
482-76064M
482-76064L
482-76064X

482-760642X

482-76065S
482-76065M
482-76065L
482-76065X

482-760652X

BLACKWHITENAVY

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

482-76019S
482-76019M
482-76019L
482-76019X

482-760192X

482-76018S
482-76018M
482-76018L
482-76018X

482-760182X

WHITEBLACK

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ
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482-76066S
482-76066M
482-76066L
482-76066X

482-760662X

482-76067S
482-76067M
482-76067L
482-76067X

482-760672X

BLACKNAVY

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

30/1, 100% Combed 
Ring spun Cot-
ton, 150 g/m2

CLASSIC 

PRINTED TEE

MX inspired stripe 
gradiation graphic. 
Soft hand print

Internal neck print, 
external labeling

CORSA TEE

price
$ 29.95

size
S - 2XL

30/1, 100% Combed 
Ring spun Cot-
ton, 150 g/m2

CLASSIC 

PRINTED TEE

MX inspired high 
chest logo graphic. 
Soft hand print

Internal neck print, 
external labeling

LURV TEE

price
$ 23.95

size
S - 2XL

482-76068S
482-76068M
482-76068L
482-76068X

482-760682X

482-76069S
482-76069M
482-76069L
482-76069X

482-760692X

BLACKWHITE

30/1, 100% Combed 
Ring spun Cot-
ton, 150 g/m2

CLASSIC 

PRINTED TEE

MX inspired camo 
box with logo hits. 
Soft hand print

Internal neck print, 
external labeling

TACTICAL TEE

price
$ 26.95

size
S - 2XL

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

482-76070S
482-76070M
482-76070L
482-76070X

482-760702X

BLACK

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

482-76071S
482-76071M
482-76071L
482-76071X

482-760712X

CHARCOAL

482-76071S
482-76071M
482-76071L
482-76071X

482-760712X

SILVER

482-76167S
482-76167M
482-76167L
482-76167X

482-761672X

482-76168S
482-76168M
482-76168L
482-76168X

482-761682X

482-76169S
482-76169M
482-76169L
482-76169X

482-761692X

BLACKCHARCOALNATURAL

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

30/1, 100% Combed 
Ring spun Cot-
ton, 150 g/m2

CLASSIC 

PRINTED TEE

Front Super Vic-
tory and Tech 10 
photo graphic with 

type. Soft hand 
and HD print

Internal neck print, 
external labeling

VICTORY REVOLVE TEE

price
$ 28.95

size
S - 2XL

30/1, 100% Combed 
Ring spun Cot-
ton, 150 g/m2

CLASSIC 

PRINTED TEE

Front and back 90’s 
race inspired graph-
ics.  Soft hand print

Internal neck print, 
external labeling

RACING TRI TEE

price
 $ 31.95

size
S - 2XL

482-76193S
482-76193M
482-76193L
482-76193X

482-761932X

482-76191S
482-76191M
482-76191L
482-76191X

482-761912X

482-76192S
482-76192M
482-76192L
482-76192X

482-761922X

NAVYBLACKWHITE

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ
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482-76066S
482-76066M
482-76066L
482-76066X

482-760662X

482-76067S
482-76067M
482-76067L
482-76067X

482-760672X

BLACKNAVY

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

30/1, 100% Combed 
Ring spun Cot-
ton, 150 g/m2

CLASSIC 

PRINTED TEE

MX inspired stripe 
gradiation graphic. 
Soft hand print

Internal neck print, 
external labeling

CORSA TEE

price
$ 29.95

size
S - 2XL

30/1, 100% Combed 
Ring spun Cot-
ton, 150 g/m2

CLASSIC 

PRINTED TEE

MX inspired high 
chest logo graphic. 
Soft hand print

Internal neck print, 
external labeling

LURV TEE

price
$ 23.95

size
S - 2XL

482-76068S
482-76068M
482-76068L
482-76068X

482-760682X

482-76069S
482-76069M
482-76069L
482-76069X

482-760692X

BLACKWHITE

30/1, 100% Combed 
Ring spun Cot-
ton, 150 g/m2

CLASSIC 

PRINTED TEE

MX inspired camo 
box with logo hits. 
Soft hand print

Internal neck print, 
external labeling

TACTICAL TEE

price
$ 26.95

size
S - 2XL

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

482-76070S
482-76070M
482-76070L
482-76070X

482-760702X

BLACK

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

482-76071S
482-76071M
482-76071L
482-76071X

482-760712X

CHARCOAL

482-76071S
482-76071M
482-76071L
482-76071X

482-760712X

SILVER

482-76167S
482-76167M
482-76167L
482-76167X

482-761672X

482-76168S
482-76168M
482-76168L
482-76168X

482-761682X

482-76169S
482-76169M
482-76169L
482-76169X

482-761692X

BLACKCHARCOALNATURAL

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

30/1, 100% Combed 
Ring spun Cot-
ton, 150 g/m2

CLASSIC 

PRINTED TEE

Front Super Vic-
tory and Tech 10 
photo graphic with 

type. Soft hand 
and HD print

Internal neck print, 
external labeling

VICTORY REVOLVE TEE

price
$ 28.95

size
S - 2XL

30/1, 100% Combed 
Ring spun Cot-
ton, 150 g/m2

CLASSIC 

PRINTED TEE

Front and back 90’s 
race inspired graph-
ics.  Soft hand print

Internal neck print, 
external labeling

RACING TRI TEE

price
 $ 31.95

size
S - 2XL

482-76193S
482-76193M
482-76193L
482-76193X

482-761932X

482-76191S
482-76191M
482-76191L
482-76191X

482-761912X

482-76192S
482-76192M
482-76192L
482-76192X

482-761922X

NAVYBLACKWHITE

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ
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30/1, 100% Combed 
Ring spun Cot-
ton, 150 g/m2

CLASSIC 

PRINTED TEE

Front RIDE logo 
graphic. Soft hand 
print. Soft hand print

Internal neck print, 
external labeling.

AGELESS TEE

price
$ 21.95

size
S - 2XL

482-67210S
482-67210M
482-67210L
482-67210X

482-672102X

BLACK
WHITE

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

482-69725S
482-69725M
482-69725L
482-69725X

482-697252X

BLACK
TURQUOISE

482-69226S
482-69226M
482-69226L
482-69226X

482-692262X

HEATHER
GRAY BLACK

482-69325S
482-69325M
482-69325L
482-69325X

482-693252X

CHARCOAL 
HIGH VISIBILITY 

YELLOW

482-67214S
482-67214M
482-67214L
482-67214X

482-672142X

WHITE BLACK

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

482-76003S
482-76003M
482-76003L
482-76003X

482-760032X

NAVY
WHITE

482-69212S
482-69212M
482-69212L
482-69212X

482-692122X

CHARCOAL
HEATHER

GRAY

30/1, 100% Combed 
Ring spun Cot-
ton, 150 g/m2

CLASSIC 

PRINTED TEE

Front RIDE logo 
graphic. Soft hand 
print. Soft hand print

Internal neck print, 
external labeling.

RIDE 2.0 TEE

price
 $ 21.95

size
S - 2XL

482-69729S
482-69729M
482-69729L
482-69729X

482-697292X

NAVY
ORANGE

482-69229S
482-69229M
482-69229L
482-69229X

482-692292X

WHITE

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

482-69730S
482-69730M
482-69730L
482-69730X

482-697302X

MILITARY GREEN

482-69228S
482-69228M
482-69228L
482-69228X

482-692282X

BLACK

Bacteriostasis of 
Dow + MOISTURE 
WICKING

PREMIUM POLY 
WICKING TEE

Crew neck body 
with stretch seam 
construction

Classic tee shirt 
style in perfor-

mance fabric

TECH AGELESS PERFORMANCE TEE

price
$ 32.95

size
S - 2XL

482-69225M
482-69225L

BLACK

M
L

SZ

30/1, 100% Combed 
Ring spun Cot-
ton, 150 g/m2

CLASSIC 

PRINTED TEE

MX camo 
logo graphic. Soft 
hand print

Internal neck print, 
external labeling

30/1, 100% Combed 
Ring spun Cot-
ton, 150 g/m2

CLASSIC 
PRINTED TEE

Front revival 
historic logo Adv 
Touring graphic.  
Soft hand print

Internal neck print, 

external labeling

CIRCUITS TEE

EXPO TEE

price
$ 22.95

price
$ 28.95

size
S - 2XL

size
S - 2XL

482-71034S
482-71034M
482-71034L
482-71034X

482-710342X

482-71034S
482-71034M
482-71034L
482-71034X

482-710342X

482-76207S
482-76207M
482-76207L
482-76207X

482-762072X

BLACK

BLACKCHARCOAL

S
M
L

XL
2XL

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

SZ
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Bacteriostasis of 
Dow + MOISTURE 
WICKING

PREMIUM POLY 
WICKING TEE

Crew neck body 
with stretch seam 
construction

Classic tee shirt 
style in perfor-

mance fabric

TECH AGELESS PERFORMANCE TEE

price
$ 32.95

size
S - 2XL

482-69225M
482-69225L

BLACK

M
L

SZ

30/1, 100% Combed 
Ring spun Cot-
ton, 150 g/m2

CLASSIC 

PRINTED TEE

MX camo 
logo graphic. Soft 
hand print

Internal neck print, 
external labeling

30/1, 100% Combed 
Ring spun Cot-
ton, 150 g/m2

CLASSIC 
PRINTED TEE

Front revival 
historic logo Adv 
Touring graphic.  
Soft hand print

Internal neck print, 

external labeling

CIRCUITS TEE

EXPO TEE

price
$ 22.95

price
$ 28.95

size
S - 2XL

size
S - 2XL

482-71034S
482-71034M
482-71034L
482-71034X

482-710342X

482-71034S
482-71034M
482-71034L
482-71034X

482-710342X

482-76207S
482-76207M
482-76207L
482-76207X

482-762072X

BLACK

BLACKCHARCOAL

S
M
L

XL
2XL

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

SZ
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98% Cotton / 2% 
Polyurethane

83% Acrylic / 
15% Wool / 2% 
Polyurethane 
(color 1126)

Curve bill with 
structured crown

Flex back

Stretch twill 
main fabric

Front 3D 
embroidered logo

Internal and 
back labeling

AGELESS CURVE HAT

price
$ 25.95

size
S - XL

-
482-68753L

BLACK
BLACK

482-68642S
482-68642L

BLACK
WHITE

S/M
L/XL

SZ

482-76001S
482-76001L

BLACK GREEN

482-60932S
482-60932L

GRAY HEATHER 
BLACK

482-68644S
482-68644L

CHARCOAL
BLACK

83% Acrylic / 
15% Wool / 2% 
Polyurethane

98% Cotton / 2% 
Polyurethane

Curved bill with 
structured crown

Flex back

Stretch twill 
main fabric

Left panel 3D 
embroidered logo

Internal and 
back labeling

Curved bill with 
structured crown

Flex back

3D Blaze logo 
embroidery

Internal and 

back labeling

CORP SHIFT 2 CURVED BRIM

BLAZE FLEXFIT HAT

price
$ 25.95

price
$ 25.95

size
S - XL

size
S - XL

482-67620S
482-67620L

482-67630S
482-67630L

BLACK
BLACK

BLACK
BLACK

482-67626S
482-67626L

482-67636S
482-67636L

482-76009S
482-76009L

BLACK
WHITE

BLACK
WHITE

BLACK
WHITE

S/M
L/XL

S/M
L/XL

SZ

SZ

482-68756S
482-68756L

HEATHER GRAY 
BLACK

482-67623S
482-67623L

DARK GRAY 
BLACK

Flat bill with 
structured crown

Flex back

Stretch twill 

main fabric

Flat logo embroidery

Internal and 
back labeling.

98% Cotton

2% Polyurethane

Delta Performance 
wicking curved bill

with structured crown

Curve bill with 
structured crown

Welded seams, stitch 
less crown, bonded 

inner construction

Moisture wicking 
stretch fabric, 
anti-bacterial

inner taping, quick 
dry sweat band

Front beveled sonic 

weld Ageless logo

Internal labeling and 
back transfer label.

Ride Dry logo print 
on wearer left side

92% Cotton,

8% Polyurethane

83% Acrylic / 
15% Wool / 2% 
Polyurethane

Curved bill with 
structured crown

Flex back

Stretch twill 
main fabric

3D Heritage Blaze 

logo embroidery

Internal and 
back labeling

AGELESS FLATBILL HAT

AGELESS DELTA HAT

HERITAGE BLAZE HAT

price
$ 26.95

price
$ 39.95

price
$ 25.95

price 
(NAVY GOLD)

$ 23.95

size
S - 2XL

size
S - 2XL

size
S - XL

482-71051S
-

482-69600S
482-69600L

482-69620S
482-69620L

CHARCOAL 
BLACK 

BLACK 

BLACK 

482-67646S
-

BLACK
WHITE

S/M
L/XL

S/M
L/XL

S/M
L/XL

SZ

SZ

SZ

482-76004S
482-76004L

NAVY GOLD
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Flat bill with 
structured crown

Flex back

Stretch twill 

main fabric

Flat logo embroidery

Internal and 
back labeling.

98% Cotton

2% Polyurethane

Delta Performance 
wicking curved bill

with structured crown

Curve bill with 
structured crown

Welded seams, stitch 
less crown, bonded 

inner construction

Moisture wicking 
stretch fabric, 
anti-bacterial

inner taping, quick 
dry sweat band

Front beveled sonic 

weld Ageless logo

Internal labeling and 
back transfer label.

Ride Dry logo print 
on wearer left side

92% Cotton,

8% Polyurethane

83% Acrylic / 
15% Wool / 2% 
Polyurethane

Curved bill with 
structured crown

Flex back

Stretch twill 
main fabric

3D Heritage Blaze 

logo embroidery

Internal and 
back labeling

AGELESS FLATBILL HAT

AGELESS DELTA HAT

HERITAGE BLAZE HAT

price
$ 26.95

price
$ 39.95

price
$ 25.95

price 
(NAVY GOLD)

$ 23.95

size
S - 2XL

size
S - 2XL

size
S - XL

482-71051S
-

482-69600S
482-69600L

482-69620S
482-69620L

CHARCOAL 
BLACK 

BLACK 

BLACK 

482-67646S
-

BLACK
WHITE

S/M
L/XL

S/M
L/XL

S/M
L/XL

SZ

SZ

SZ

482-76004S
482-76004L

NAVY GOLD
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60% Cotton / 
40% Polyester

Flatbill trucker with 
structured crown

Snap back

Twill main front, 
mesh back fabric

embroidered logo

Internal and 
back labeling

CORP TRUCKER

price
$ 19.95

size
OS

482-69639

RED BLACK

OS

SZ

482-71054

ORANGE NAVY

482-71053

MILITARY BLACK

60% Cotton / 
40% Polyester

Curved bill with 
structured crown

Flex back

Stretch twill main 
fabric, stretch 
mesh back

Front printed 
patch, side logo 

flat embroidery

Internal and 
back labeling

100% Cotton

Curved bill with 
structured crown

Snap back

Twill front, poly 
mesh back fabric

Woven merrow patch

Internal and 
back labeling

FLAG SNAPBACK HAT

CALI 2.0 HAT

price
$ 25.95

price
$ 27.95

size
OS

size
OS

482-71056

482-76020

BLACK BLACK

BLACK

482-71059

482-76021

WHITE A
NAVY RED

WHITE

482-71057

MILITARY BLACK

482-71058482-76114

NAVY GREYSAND BLACK

OS

OS

SZ

SZ

98% Cotton / 2% 
Polyurethane

Curved bill with 
structured crown

Flex back

Stretch twill 
main fabric

embroidery 

Reblaze logo

Internal and 
back labeling

REBLAZE HAT

price
$ 29.95

size
S - XL

482-76024S
482-76024L

BLACK

482-76026S
482-76026L

NAVY

-
482-76025L

BLACK GRAY

S/M
L/XL

SZ

98% Cotton / 2% 
Polyurethane

Curved bill with 
structured crown

Flex back

Stretch twill 
main fabric

Alpinestars logo 

woven label

Internal and 
back labeling

MEDDLE HAT

price
$ 27.95

size
S - XL

482-76073S
482-76073L

BLACK

482-76074S
482-76074L

MILITARY

S/M
L/XL

SZ

56% Polyester / 
43% Cotton / 1% 
Polyurethane

Curved bill with 
structured crown

Snap back

All-over camo 
twill fabric front, 
poly mesh back

Front Reblaze logo 

embroidery, side 
logo flat embroidery

Internal and 
back labeling

REBLAZE MULTICAMO HAT

price
$ 28.95

size
OS

482-76075

BLACK

482-76076

MILITARY

OS

SZ
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60% Cotton / 
40% Polyester

Flatbill trucker with 
structured crown

Snap back

Twill main front, 
mesh back fabric

embroidered logo

Internal and 
back labeling

CORP TRUCKER

price
$ 19.95

size
OS

482-69639

RED BLACK

OS

SZ

482-71054

ORANGE NAVY

482-71053

MILITARY BLACK

60% Cotton / 
40% Polyester

Curved bill with 
structured crown

Flex back

Stretch twill main 
fabric, stretch 
mesh back

Front printed 
patch, side logo 

flat embroidery

Internal and 
back labeling

100% Cotton

Curved bill with 
structured crown

Snap back

Twill front, poly 
mesh back fabric

Woven merrow patch

Internal and 
back labeling

FLAG SNAPBACK HAT

CALI 2.0 HAT

price
$ 25.95

price
$ 27.95

size
OS

size
OS

482-71056

482-76020

BLACK BLACK

BLACK

482-71059

482-76021

WHITE A
NAVY RED

WHITE

482-71057

MILITARY BLACK

482-71058482-76114

NAVY GREYSAND BLACK

OS

OS

SZ

SZ

98% Cotton / 2% 
Polyurethane

Curved bill with 
structured crown

Flex back

Stretch twill 
main fabric

embroidery 

Reblaze logo

Internal and 
back labeling

REBLAZE HAT

price
$ 29.95

size
S - XL

482-76024S
482-76024L

BLACK

482-76026S
482-76026L

NAVY

-
482-76025L

BLACK GRAY

S/M
L/XL

SZ

98% Cotton / 2% 
Polyurethane

Curved bill with 
structured crown

Flex back

Stretch twill 
main fabric

Alpinestars logo 

woven label

Internal and 
back labeling

MEDDLE HAT

price
$ 27.95

size
S - XL

482-76073S
482-76073L

BLACK

482-76074S
482-76074L

MILITARY

S/M
L/XL

SZ

56% Polyester / 
43% Cotton / 1% 
Polyurethane

Curved bill with 
structured crown

Snap back

All-over camo 
twill fabric front, 
poly mesh back

Front Reblaze logo 

embroidery, side 
logo flat embroidery

Internal and 
back labeling

REBLAZE MULTICAMO HAT

price
$ 28.95

size
OS

482-76075

BLACK

482-76076

MILITARY

OS

SZ
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100% Cotton

Curved bill with 
structured crown

Snap back

Twill main fabric

Ride 3.0 logo 
urethane sonic weld.

Internal and 

back labeling

RIDE 3.0 HAT

price
$ 27.95

size
OS

482-76078

BLACK RED

482-76077

BLACK WHITE

482-76079

NAVY GOLD

OS

SZ

60% cotton / 
40% polyester

Curved bill with 
structured crown

Snap back

Twill front, poly 
mesh back fabric

Heritage Blaze 3D 

embroidery front, 
logo embroidery side

Internal and 
back labeling

PEDIGREE HAT

price
$ 27.95

size
S - XL

482-76080

BLACK WHITE

482-76081

WHITE BLACK

OS

SZ

100% Cotton

Flat bill with 
structured crown

Snap back

Twill main fabric

Astars graphic 
embroidered 
patch front, logo 

embroidery side

Internal and 
back labeling

BELVEDERE HAT

price
$ 26.95

size
OS

482-76082

BLACK

482-76083

NAVY

OS

SZ

98% Cotton / 2% 
Polyurethane

Curved bill with 
structured crown

Flex back

Stretch twill 
main fabric

Debossed leather 
Astars patch with 
zigzag stitch

Internal and 
back labeling

100% Cotton

Flat bill with 
structured crown

Snap back

Twill fabric

Circle Astars word 
check texture em-
broidery front, logo 

embroidery side

Internal and 
back labeling

98% Cotton / 2% 
Polyurethane

83% Acrylic / 
15% Wool / 2% 
Polyurethane

Curved bill with 
structured crown

Flex back

Stretch twill 
main fabric

3D Linear logo 
embroidery

Internal and 
back labeling

HARDY HAT

CIRCLE HAT

LINEAR HAT

price
$ 32.95

price
$ 29.95

price
$ 27.95

size
S/M,L/XL 

size
OS

size
S/M, L/XL

482-76217S
482-76217L

482-76222

482-76238S
482-76238L

NAVY

BLACK WHITE

NAVY RED

482-76216S
482-76216L

MILITARY

482-76215S
482-76215L

BLACK

S/M
L/XL

OS

 SM/MD
LG/XL

SZ

SZ

SZ
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100% Cotton

Curved bill with 
structured crown

Snap back

Twill main fabric

Ride 3.0 logo 
urethane sonic weld.

Internal and 

back labeling

RIDE 3.0 HAT

price
$ 27.95

size
OS

482-76078

BLACK RED

482-76077

BLACK WHITE

482-76079

NAVY GOLD

OS

SZ

60% cotton / 
40% polyester

Curved bill with 
structured crown

Snap back

Twill front, poly 
mesh back fabric

Heritage Blaze 3D 

embroidery front, 
logo embroidery side

Internal and 
back labeling

PEDIGREE HAT

price
$ 27.95

size
S - XL

482-76080

BLACK WHITE

482-76081

WHITE BLACK

OS

SZ

100% Cotton

Flat bill with 
structured crown

Snap back

Twill main fabric

Astars graphic 
embroidered 
patch front, logo 

embroidery side

Internal and 
back labeling

BELVEDERE HAT

price
$ 26.95

size
OS

482-76082

BLACK

482-76083

NAVY

OS

SZ

98% Cotton / 2% 
Polyurethane

Curved bill with 
structured crown

Flex back

Stretch twill 
main fabric

Debossed leather 
Astars patch with 
zigzag stitch

Internal and 
back labeling

100% Cotton

Flat bill with 
structured crown

Snap back

Twill fabric

Circle Astars word 
check texture em-
broidery front, logo 

embroidery side

Internal and 
back labeling

98% Cotton / 2% 
Polyurethane

83% Acrylic / 
15% Wool / 2% 
Polyurethane

Curved bill with 
structured crown

Flex back

Stretch twill 
main fabric

3D Linear logo 
embroidery

Internal and 
back labeling

HARDY HAT

CIRCLE HAT

LINEAR HAT

price
$ 32.95

price
$ 29.95

price
$ 27.95

size
S/M,L/XL 

size
OS

size
S/M, L/XL

482-76217S
482-76217L

482-76222

482-76238S
482-76238L

NAVY

BLACK WHITE

NAVY RED

482-76216S
482-76216L

MILITARY

482-76215S
482-76215L

BLACK

S/M
L/XL

OS

 SM/MD
LG/XL

SZ

SZ

SZ
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60% Cotton / 
40% Polyester

Flatbill trucker with 
structured crown

Snap back

Twill main front, 
mesh back fabric

Flat embroi-

dered logo

Internal and 
back labeling

60% cotton / 
40% polyester

Curved bill trucker 
with structured 
crown

Snap back

Twill front, poly 
mesh back fabric

Ageless logo 3D with 

flat embroidery front

Internal and 
back labeling

56% POLYESTER / 
43% COTTON / 1% 
POLYURETHANE

Flatbill trucker with 
structured crown

Snap back

Camo print twill 
front, mesh 
back fabric

Merrow edge thick 

print patch front, 
logo embroidery side

Internal and 
back labeling

CORP TRUCKER

FIND TRUCKER

COVERT TRUCKER

price
$ 24.95

price
$ 28.95

price
$ 32.95

size
OS

size
OS

size
OS

482-76104

482-76227

482-76230

NAVY RED

NAVY/BLACK

BLACK BLACK

482-76103

482-76225

482-76231

SAND BLACK

BLACK/BLACK

GREEN BLACK

OS

OS

OS

SZ

SZ

SZ

60% cotton / 
40% polyester

Flatbill trucker with 
structured crown

Snap back

Twill main front, 
mesh back fabric

Embroidered twill 

patch front, logo 
embroidery side

Internal and 
back labeling

BOLT TRUCKER

price
$ 27.95

size
OS

482-76232

BLACK BLACK

482-76233482-76235

BLACK WHITEMILITARY BLACK

OS

SZ

97% Polyester / 
3% Polyurethane

Performance wick-
ing curved bill with 
structured crown

Snap back

Wicking stretch 
front, square mono 
mesh back

Front outlined HD 

transfer logo

Internal and back 
labeling. Ride 
Dry logo print on 
wearer left side

ADVANTAGE TECH TRUCKER

price
$ 29.95

size
OS

482-76022

BLACK BLACK

482-76023

WHITE BLACK

OS

SZ

60% Cotton / 
40% Polyester

Flatbill trucker with 
structured crown

Snap back

Twill main front, 
mesh back fabric

Front angled sonic 
weld logo, side flat 
embroidery logo

Internal and 
back labeling

RACER TRUCKER

price
$ 26.95

size
OS

482-76027

BLACK YELLOW

OS

SZ
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60% Cotton / 
40% Polyester

Flatbill trucker with 
structured crown

Snap back

Twill main front, 
mesh back fabric

Flat embroi-

dered logo

Internal and 
back labeling

60% cotton / 
40% polyester

Curved bill trucker 
with structured 
crown

Snap back

Twill front, poly 
mesh back fabric

Ageless logo 3D with 

flat embroidery front

Internal and 
back labeling

56% POLYESTER / 
43% COTTON / 1% 
POLYURETHANE

Flatbill trucker with 
structured crown

Snap back

Camo print twill 
front, mesh 
back fabric

Merrow edge thick 

print patch front, 
logo embroidery side

Internal and 
back labeling

CORP TRUCKER

FIND TRUCKER

COVERT TRUCKER

price
$ 24.95

price
$ 28.95

price
$ 32.95

size
OS

size
OS

size
OS

482-76104

482-76227

482-76230

NAVY RED

NAVY/BLACK

BLACK BLACK

482-76103

482-76225

482-76231

SAND BLACK

BLACK/BLACK

GREEN BLACK

OS

OS

OS

SZ

SZ

SZ

60% cotton / 
40% polyester

Flatbill trucker with 
structured crown

Snap back

Twill main front, 
mesh back fabric

Embroidered twill 

patch front, logo 
embroidery side

Internal and 
back labeling

BOLT TRUCKER

price
$ 27.95

size
OS

482-76232

BLACK BLACK

482-76233482-76235

BLACK WHITEMILITARY BLACK

OS

SZ

97% Polyester / 
3% Polyurethane

Performance wick-
ing curved bill with 
structured crown

Snap back

Wicking stretch 
front, square mono 
mesh back

Front outlined HD 

transfer logo

Internal and back 
labeling. Ride 
Dry logo print on 
wearer left side

ADVANTAGE TECH TRUCKER

price
$ 29.95

size
OS

482-76022

BLACK BLACK

482-76023

WHITE BLACK

OS

SZ

60% Cotton / 
40% Polyester

Flatbill trucker with 
structured crown

Snap back

Twill main front, 
mesh back fabric

Front angled sonic 
weld logo, side flat 
embroidery logo

Internal and 
back labeling

RACER TRUCKER

price
$ 26.95

size
OS

482-76027

BLACK YELLOW

OS

SZ
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Standard Shape 
Cuff Beanie

Sweater knit jersey 
stitch construction

Yarn dye stripe.

Woven label 
patch on cuff.

100% Acrylic 
for Black/Red

and Black

50% Acrylic, 
50% Polyester

for Charcoal 
Heather/Black

Standard shape 
pull on beanie

Knit jersey stitch 
construction

Jacquard stripe with 
Alpinestars word.

Woven label at cuff.

100% Acrylic for 

Black and Navy

50% Acrylic, 50% 
Polyester for

Charcoal Heather

100% Acrylic

STANDARD SHAPE 
CUFF BEANIE

Sweater knit jersey 
stitch construction 
with stripes

Solid color.  Woven 
label at cuff

CORP SHIFT BEANIE

RECEIVING BEANIE

ROLLER BEANIE

price
$ 19.95

price
$ 19.95

price
$ 19.95

size
OS

size
OS

size
OS

482-67691482-69685482-76006

482-68671

482-69690

482-76007

482-69691

REDBLACK GREENSILVER BLACK

BLACK

BLACK WHITE

CHARCOAL 
HEATHER

GREY HEATHER

OS

OS

OS

SZ

SZ

SZ

OS

SZ

100% Acrylic

STANDARD SHAPE 
CUFF BEANIE

Sweater knit jersey 
stitch construction

Yarn dye stripe. 

Woven label 
patch on cuff

WARD BEANIE

price
 $ 23.95

size
OS

482-76084

BLACK
CHARCOAL

OS

SZ

482-76085

BLUE GRAY

100% Acrylic

Standard shape 
pull on beanie

Knit jersey stitch 
construction

All-over yarn dye 

jacquard camo. 
Woven label at cuff.

SENTINEL BEANIE

price
 $ 24.95

size
OS

482-76086

CAMO

OS

SZ
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OS

SZ

100% Acrylic

STANDARD SHAPE 
CUFF BEANIE

Sweater knit jersey 
stitch construction

Yarn dye stripe. 

Woven label 
patch on cuff

WARD BEANIE

price
 $ 23.95

size
OS

482-76084

BLACK
CHARCOAL

OS

SZ

482-76085

BLUE GRAY

100% Acrylic

Standard shape 
pull on beanie

Knit jersey stitch 
construction

All-over yarn dye 

jacquard camo. 
Woven label at cuff.

SENTINEL BEANIE

price
 $ 24.95

size
OS

482-76086

CAMO

OS

SZ
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92% Polyester 8% 
Spandex Woven 
Fabric Waterproof 
5K w/Fleece Clean 
TPU w/DWR Finish

SOFTSHELL 
JACKET

Soft surface 

wind stopper 
softshell jacket 
with moto styling

Removable hood 
with bungie 
adjusters

On seam hand 
pockets, velcro tab 

cuffs and bungie 
adjust hem

Internal main 
label and external 
label branding. 
HD logos at chest 
and left sleeve

WOMEN’S PRIMARY JACKET

price
$ 134.95

size
XS - 2XL

482-76038XS
482-76038S
482-76038M
482-76038L
482-76038X

482-760382X

ICE

XS
S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

100% Polyester, 
240T 600mm 
DWR Coating

LIGHT WEIGHT 
WIND BREAKER 
JACKET

Light weight 

mesh lined wind 
breaker jacket

Fixed hood with 
drawcords, reverse 
coil zipper at front

On seam hand pock-
ets, bungie adjusters 

at hem, elastic cuffs

Internal main label 
and external label 
branding. Logos at 
chest and sleeve

80% Cotton / 20% 
Polyester, 280g/m2

HOODED ZIP 
FRONT  FLEECE

Fleece body

Coil zipper. 3D em-
broidery chest logo

Jersey hood 
lining, dipped 
drawcord tips, rib 

cuffs and hem

Internal main 
label and external 
label branding

WOMEN’S TREQ WINDBREAKER

WOMENS AGELESS CHEST 
HOODIE

price
$ 67.95

price
$ 69.95

size
S - 2XL

size
S - 2XL

482-76039XS
482-76039S
482-76039M
482-76039L
482-76039X

482-760392X

482-76247XS
482-76247S
482-76247M
482-76247L
482-76247X

482-762472X

BLACK

LIGHT AQUA
BLACK 

XS
S
M
L

XL
2XL

XS
S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

SZ

482-76040XS
482-76040S
482-76040M
482-76040L
482-76040X

482-760402X

BLUE

80% Cotton / 20% 
Polyester, 280g/m2

HOODED PULL 
OVER FLEECE

Fleece body

Front Alpinestars 
embroidered logo

Jersey hood 
lining, dipped 
drawcord tips, rib 

cuffs and hem

Internal main 
label and external 
label branding

80% Cotton / 20% 
Polyester, 280g/m2

CREW FLEECE

Fleece body

Alpinestars 3D 
embroidered 
chest logo

Rib cuffs and hem

Internal main 
label and external 
label branding

WOMENS AGELESS V2 HOODIE

WOMENS AGELESS CHEST 
CREW FLEECE

price
$ 69.95

price
$ 59.95

size
XS - 2XL

size
XS - 2XL

482-76048XS
482-76048S
482-76048M
482-76048L
482-76048X

482-760482X

482-76050XS
482-76050S
482-76050M
482-76050L
482-76050X

482-760502X

482-76047XS
482-76047S
482-76047M
482-76047L
482-76047X

482-760472X

482-76049XS
482-76049S
482-76049M
482-76049L
482-76049X

482-760492X

GREY HEATHER

PINK

BLACK

BLACK

XS
S
M
L

XL
2XL

XS
S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

SZ
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92% Polyester 8% 
Spandex Woven 
Fabric Waterproof 
5K w/Fleece Clean 
TPU w/DWR Finish

SOFTSHELL 
JACKET

Soft surface 

wind stopper 
softshell jacket 
with moto styling

Removable hood 
with bungie 
adjusters

On seam hand 
pockets, velcro tab 

cuffs and bungie 
adjust hem

Internal main 
label and external 
label branding. 
HD logos at chest 
and left sleeve

WOMEN’S PRIMARY JACKET

price
$ 134.95

size
XS - 2XL

482-76038XS
482-76038S
482-76038M
482-76038L
482-76038X

482-760382X

ICE

XS
S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

100% Polyester, 
240T 600mm 
DWR Coating

LIGHT WEIGHT 
WIND BREAKER 
JACKET

Light weight 

mesh lined wind 
breaker jacket

Fixed hood with 
drawcords, reverse 
coil zipper at front

On seam hand pock-
ets, bungie adjusters 

at hem, elastic cuffs

Internal main label 
and external label 
branding. Logos at 
chest and sleeve

80% Cotton / 20% 
Polyester, 280g/m2

HOODED ZIP 
FRONT  FLEECE

Fleece body

Coil zipper. 3D em-
broidery chest logo

Jersey hood 
lining, dipped 
drawcord tips, rib 

cuffs and hem

Internal main 
label and external 
label branding

WOMEN’S TREQ WINDBREAKER

WOMENS AGELESS CHEST 
HOODIE

price
$ 67.95

price
$ 69.95

size
S - 2XL

size
S - 2XL

482-76039XS
482-76039S
482-76039M
482-76039L
482-76039X

482-760392X

482-76247XS
482-76247S
482-76247M
482-76247L
482-76247X

482-762472X

BLACK

LIGHT AQUA
BLACK 

XS
S
M
L

XL
2XL

XS
S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

SZ

482-76040XS
482-76040S
482-76040M
482-76040L
482-76040X

482-760402X

BLUE

80% Cotton / 20% 
Polyester, 280g/m2

HOODED PULL 
OVER FLEECE

Fleece body

Front Alpinestars 
embroidered logo

Jersey hood 
lining, dipped 
drawcord tips, rib 

cuffs and hem

Internal main 
label and external 
label branding

80% Cotton / 20% 
Polyester, 280g/m2

CREW FLEECE

Fleece body

Alpinestars 3D 
embroidered 
chest logo

Rib cuffs and hem

Internal main 
label and external 
label branding

WOMENS AGELESS V2 HOODIE

WOMENS AGELESS CHEST 
CREW FLEECE

price
$ 69.95

price
$ 59.95

size
XS - 2XL

size
XS - 2XL

482-76048XS
482-76048S
482-76048M
482-76048L
482-76048X

482-760482X

482-76050XS
482-76050S
482-76050M
482-76050L
482-76050X

482-760502X

482-76047XS
482-76047S
482-76047M
482-76047L
482-76047X

482-760472X

482-76049XS
482-76049S
482-76049M
482-76049L
482-76049X

482-760492X

GREY HEATHER

PINK

BLACK

BLACK

XS
S
M
L

XL
2XL

XS
S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

SZ
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60% cotton / 
40% polyester

Curved bill with 
structured crown

Snap back

Twill front, poly 
mesh back fabric

Woven merrow patch

Internal and 
back labeling

WOMEN’S CALI 2.0 HAT

price
$ 28.95

size
OS

482-76087

WHITE
PINK

OS

SZ

482-76088

PINK 
WHITE

100% Cotton

Curved bill with 
structured crown

Snap back

Twill main fabric

Alpinestars logo 

3D embroidery

Internal and 
back labeling

WOMEN’S SPIRITED HAT

price
$ 28.95

size
OS

482-76090

PINK

OS

SZ

482-76089

BLACK

100% Acrylic

STANDARD SHAPE 
CUFF BEANIE 

with Pompom

Sweater knit 
rib jersey stitch 

construction

Yarn dye stripe. Logo 
woven label on cuff

WOMEN’S BOBBLE BEANIE

price
$  29.95

size
OS

482-76091

BLACK

482-76092

PINK

OS

SZ

50% Viscose 
/22% Nylon / 
28% Polyester

STANDARD SHAPE 
CUFF BEANIE

Knit jersey stitch 

construction

Solid color. Logo 
woven label on cuff.

WOMEN’S DELIGHT BEANIE

price
 $ 23.95

size
OS

482-76093

BLACK

482-76094

PINK

OS

SZ
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60% cotton / 
40% polyester

Curved bill with 
structured crown

Snap back

Twill front, poly 
mesh back fabric

Woven merrow patch

Internal and 
back labeling

WOMEN’S CALI 2.0 HAT

price
$ 28.95

size
OS

482-76087

WHITE
PINK

OS

SZ

482-76088

PINK 
WHITE

100% Cotton

Curved bill with 
structured crown

Snap back

Twill main fabric

Alpinestars logo 

3D embroidery

Internal and 
back labeling

WOMEN’S SPIRITED HAT

price
$ 28.95

size
OS

482-76090

PINK

OS

SZ

482-76089

BLACK

100% Acrylic

STANDARD SHAPE 
CUFF BEANIE 

with Pompom

Sweater knit 
rib jersey stitch 

construction

Yarn dye stripe. Logo 
woven label on cuff

WOMEN’S BOBBLE BEANIE

price
$  29.95

size
OS

482-76091

BLACK

482-76092

PINK

OS

SZ

50% Viscose 
/22% Nylon / 
28% Polyester

STANDARD SHAPE 
CUFF BEANIE

Knit jersey stitch 

construction

Solid color. Logo 
woven label on cuff.

WOMEN’S DELIGHT BEANIE

price
 $ 23.95

size
OS

482-76093

BLACK

482-76094

PINK

OS

SZ
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80% Cotton / 20% 
Polyester, 280g/m2

HOODED PULL 
OVER FLEECE

Fleece body

Front Mantra 
graphic print

Jersey hood 
lining, dipped 
drawcord tips, rib 

cuffs and hem

Internal main 
label and external 
label branding

KIDS MANTRA HOODIE

price
$ 59.95

size
S - 2XL

482-76095S
482-76095M
482-76095L
482-76095X

482-760952X

BLACK

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

482-76096S
482-76096M
482-76096L
482-76096X

482-760962X

BRIGHT BLUE

Premium cotton 
spandex boxer brief 
with 7” inseam.

Made from a premi-
um knit, smooth and 
lightweight fabric for 
maximum comfort.

Highest quality 
waistband for com-
fort and flexibility.

Strategically placed 
ergonomic seams 
to prevent rubbing 
and chafing.

Constructed with 
flat lock seams 
with high quality 
smooth thread for 
a seamless feel.

Anatomic design for 
maximum comfort 
and control.

ALPINESTARS COTTON BRIEFS

price
$ 21.95

size
S - XL

482-69701S
482-69701M
482-69701L
482-69701X

RED

-
482-69700M
482-69700L
482-69700X

BLACK

S
M
L

XL

SZ

Premium polyester 
spandex long 
boxer brief with 
9.5” inseam.

Made from a premi-
um knit, smooth and 
lightweight fabric for 
maximum comfort.

Highest quality 
waistband for com-
fort and flexibility.

Strategically placed 
ergonomic seams 
to prevent rubbing 
and chafing.

Constructed with 
flat lock seams 
with high quality 
smooth thread for 
a seamless feel.

Anatomic design for 
maximum comfort 
and control.

ALPINESTARS POLY BRIEFS

price
 $ 23.95

size
S - XL

482-69702S
482-69702M
482-69702L
482-69702X

BLACK

482-69703S
482-69703M
482-69703L
482-69703X

CAMO

S
M
L

XL

SZ

482-68811

482-67813482-67814

BLACK WHITE 
RED

BLACK ORANGEBLACK PINK

OS

OS

SZ

SZ

ASTARS UMBRELLA

TOW HITCH

size
OS

price
 $ 68.95

price
$ 24.95

size
OS

100% POLYESTER

Textile Bifold Wallet

Interior card slots 

and ID window

Color blocked 
exterior and interior

HD logo

MX WALLET

price
 $ 32.95

size
OS

OS

SZ

482-69825

GRAY BLACK
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80% Cotton / 20% 
Polyester, 280g/m2

HOODED PULL 
OVER FLEECE

Fleece body

Front Mantra 
graphic print

Jersey hood 
lining, dipped 
drawcord tips, rib 

cuffs and hem

Internal main 
label and external 
label branding

KIDS MANTRA HOODIE

price
$ 59.95

size
S - 2XL

482-76095S
482-76095M
482-76095L
482-76095X

482-760952X

BLACK

S
M
L

XL
2XL

SZ

482-76096S
482-76096M
482-76096L
482-76096X

482-760962X

BRIGHT BLUE

Premium cotton 
spandex boxer brief 
with 7” inseam.

Made from a premi-
um knit, smooth and 
lightweight fabric for 
maximum comfort.

Highest quality 
waistband for com-
fort and flexibility.

Strategically placed 
ergonomic seams 
to prevent rubbing 
and chafing.

Constructed with 
flat lock seams 
with high quality 
smooth thread for 
a seamless feel.

Anatomic design for 
maximum comfort 
and control.

ALPINESTARS COTTON BRIEFS

price
$ 21.95

size
S - XL

482-69701S
482-69701M
482-69701L
482-69701X

RED

-
482-69700M
482-69700L
482-69700X

BLACK

S
M
L

XL

SZ

Premium polyester 
spandex long 
boxer brief with 
9.5” inseam.

Made from a premi-
um knit, smooth and 
lightweight fabric for 
maximum comfort.

Highest quality 
waistband for com-
fort and flexibility.

Strategically placed 
ergonomic seams 
to prevent rubbing 
and chafing.

Constructed with 
flat lock seams 
with high quality 
smooth thread for 
a seamless feel.

Anatomic design for 
maximum comfort 
and control.

ALPINESTARS POLY BRIEFS

price
 $ 23.95

size
S - XL

482-69702S
482-69702M
482-69702L
482-69702X

BLACK

482-69703S
482-69703M
482-69703L
482-69703X

CAMO

S
M
L

XL

SZ

482-68811

482-67813482-67814

BLACK WHITE 
RED

BLACK ORANGEBLACK PINK

OS

OS

SZ

SZ

ASTARS UMBRELLA

TOW HITCH

size
OS

price
 $ 68.95

price
$ 24.95

size
OS

100% POLYESTER

Textile Bifold Wallet

Interior card slots 

and ID window

Color blocked 
exterior and interior

HD logo

MX WALLET

price
 $ 32.95

size
OS

OS

SZ

482-69825

GRAY BLACK
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50% Leather / 50% 
Polyurethane

Classic Split Leather 
Bifold Wallet

Interior card slots 

and ID window

Large enough to 
hold international 
currency, exterior 
coin pocket with 

velcro closure

Exterior 
debossed logo

AGELESS LEATHER WALLET

price
 $ 39.95

size
S - 2XL

482-69820

BLACK

OS

SZ

100% Polypropylene

Web Belt

Removeable 

metal clamp buckle 
with debossed 
enamel logo

Web strap has metal 
tip with deboss 
logo at the end

AGELESS WEB BELT

price
 $ 19.95

size
OS

482-76002

BLACK

OS

SZ

482-69823

MILITARY BLACK

482-69821

BLACK CHROME

100% Polypropylene

Web Belt

Removeable 
metal clamp buckle 

with debossed 
enamel logo

Linear logo 
printed web strap 

with deboss 
logo metal tip 

LINEAR WEB BELT

price
 $ 22.95

size
OS

482-76002

BLACK WHITE

OS

SZ

100% Polypropylene 
/ 100% Iron

rubber keychain, 
Blaze logo front, 
printed back

Metal snap ring

100% Polyurethane

BLAZE KEY FOB

price
 $ 7.95

size
OS

482-69814

BLUE

OS

SZ

100% Polypropylene 
/ 100% Iron

rubber keychain, 
Corp Shift logo 
on both sides

Metal snap ring

100% Polyurethane

CORP SHIFT KEY FOB

price
 $ 7.95

size
OS

482-69810482-69811

BLACKRED

OS

SZ

482-69815482-69812

RED
BLACK 

RED

100% Polypropylene 
/ 100% Iron

rubber keychain, 
Blaze logo front, 
printed back

Metal snap ring

100% Polyurethane

80% Cotton / 20% 
Polyester, 280g/m2

HOODED PULL 
OVER FLEECE

Fleece body

Front Mantra 
graphic print

Jersey hood 
lining, dipped 
drawcord tips, rib 

cuffs and hem

Internal main 
label and external 
label branding

AGELESS KEY FOBLINEAR KEY FOB

size
OS

size
OS

482-69816

BLACK

OS

SZ

482-69815

RED

482-68811

BLACK

OS

SZ

price
 $ 7.95

price
$ 11.95
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50% Leather / 50% 
Polyurethane

Classic Split Leather 
Bifold Wallet

Interior card slots 

and ID window

Large enough to 
hold international 
currency, exterior 
coin pocket with 

velcro closure

Exterior 
debossed logo

AGELESS LEATHER WALLET

price
 $ 39.95

size
S - 2XL

482-69820

BLACK

OS

SZ

100% Polypropylene

Web Belt

Removeable 

metal clamp buckle 
with debossed 
enamel logo

Web strap has metal 
tip with deboss 
logo at the end

AGELESS WEB BELT

price
 $ 19.95

size
OS

482-76002

BLACK

OS

SZ

482-69823

MILITARY BLACK

482-69821

BLACK CHROME

100% Polypropylene

Web Belt

Removeable 
metal clamp buckle 

with debossed 
enamel logo

Linear logo 
printed web strap 

with deboss 
logo metal tip 

LINEAR WEB BELT

price
 $ 22.95

size
OS

482-76002

BLACK WHITE

OS

SZ

100% Polypropylene 
/ 100% Iron

rubber keychain, 
Blaze logo front, 
printed back

Metal snap ring

100% Polyurethane

BLAZE KEY FOB

price
 $ 7.95

size
OS

482-69814

BLUE

OS

SZ

100% Polypropylene 
/ 100% Iron

rubber keychain, 
Corp Shift logo 
on both sides

Metal snap ring

100% Polyurethane

CORP SHIFT KEY FOB

price
 $ 7.95

size
OS

482-69810482-69811

BLACKRED

OS

SZ

482-69815482-69812

RED
BLACK 

RED

100% Polypropylene 
/ 100% Iron

rubber keychain, 
Blaze logo front, 
printed back

Metal snap ring

100% Polyurethane

80% Cotton / 20% 
Polyester, 280g/m2

HOODED PULL 
OVER FLEECE

Fleece body

Front Mantra 
graphic print

Jersey hood 
lining, dipped 
drawcord tips, rib 

cuffs and hem

Internal main 
label and external 
label branding

AGELESS KEY FOBLINEAR KEY FOB

size
OS

size
OS

482-69816

BLACK

OS

SZ

482-69815

RED

482-68811

BLACK

OS

SZ

price
 $ 7.95

price
$ 11.95
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CHEST - MEASURE AROUND THE FULLEST PART, UNDER THE ARMPITS, KEEPING THE TAPE HORIZONTAL.
WAIST - MEASURE AROUND THE NATURAL WAIST LINE, INLINE WITH THE NAVEL, KEEPING THE TAPE HORIZON-
TAL.

HEIGHT - STAND AGAINST A WALL, ASK SOMEONE ELSE TO MEASURE FROM THE FLOOR TO THE TOP OF YOUR 
HEAD, KEEPING THE TAPE VERTICAL.

CHEST - MEASURE AROUND THE FULLEST PART, UNDER THE ARMPITS, KEEPING THE TAPE HORIZONTAL.
WAIST - MEASURE AROUND THE NATURAL WAIST LINE, INLINE WITH THE NAVEL, KEEPING THE TAPE 
HORIZONTAL.

HEIGHT - STAND AGAINST A WALL, ASK SOMEONE ELSE TO MEASURE FROM THE FLOOR TO THE TOP OF 
YOUR HEAD, KEEPING THE TAPE VERTICAL.

CHEST - MEASURE AROUND THE FULLEST PART, UNDER THE ARMPITS, KEEPING THE TAPE HORIZONTAL.
WAIST - MEASURE AROUND THE NATURAL WAIST LINE, INLINE WITH THE NAVEL, KEEPING THE TAPE 
HORIZONTAL.
HEIGHT - STAND AGAINST A WALL, ASK SOMEONE ELSE TO MEASURE FROM THE FLOOR TO THE TOP OF 
YOUR HEAD, KEEPING THE TAPE VERTICAL.

CHEST - MEASURE AROUND THE FULLEST PART, UNDER THE ARMPITS, KEEPING THE TAPE HORIZONTAL.
WAIST - MEASURE AROUND THE NATURAL WAIST LINE, INLINE WITH THE NAVEL, KEEPING THE TAPE 
HORIZONTAL.
HEIGHT - STAND AGAINST A WALL, ASK SOMEONE ELSE TO MEASURE FROM THE FLOOR TO THE TOP OF 
YOUR HEAD, KEEPING THE TAPE VERTICAL.

CHEST (CM)

CHEST (CM)

WAIST TO SHOULDER (CM)

WAIST TO SHOULDER (CM)

HEIGHT (CM)

HEIGHT (CM)

 

 

82 - 96

82 - 90 90 - 96

96 - 108

96 - 101 101 - 108

108 - 118

108 - 112 112 - 118

38 - 43

38 - 43 38 - 43

43 - 48

43 - 48 43 - 48

48 - 51

48 - 51 48 - 51

 

 

157 - 173

157 - 166

173 - 185

166 - 173

185 - 198

173 - 178 178 - 185 185 - 190 190 - 195

SIZE

SIZE

XS / S

XS S

M / L

M L

XL / 2XL

XL 2XL

MEN’S PROTECTION JACKETS SIZE RANGE

CHEST (INCHES)

CHEST (INCHES)

HEIGHT (FEET)

HEIGHT (FEET)

WAIST TO SHOULDER (INCHES)

WAIST TO SHOULDER 
(INCHES)

 

 

32 1/2 - 38”

321/2 - 351/2 351/2 - 38”

38” - 421/2

38” - 393/4 393/4 - 421/2

421/2 -  461/2

421/2 - 44” 44” - 461/2

 

 

5’2” - 5’8”

5’2” - 5’5” 5’5” - 5’8”

5’8” - 6’1”

5’8” - 5’10” 5’10” - 6’0”

6’1” - 6’5”

6’0” - 6’3” 6’3” - 6’5”

 

 

15” - 17”

15” - 17” 15” - 17”

17” - 19”

17” - 19” 17” - 19” 19” - 20”

19” - 20”

19” - 20”

SIZE SIZE

YEARS 6 - 8 9 - 12

S/M SL/XL  M L

CHEST (CM)

CHEST (CM)

WAIST TO SHOULDER (CM)

WAIST TO SHOULDER (CM)

HEIGHT (CM)

HEIGHT (CM)

60 - 70

86 - 90

70 - 80

90 - 94 94 - 98

120 - 140

169 - 172

140 - 160

172 - 176 176 - 180
30 - 35

38 - 43

35 - 40

43 - 48 43 - 48

CHEST (INCHES)

CHEST (INCHES)

WAIST TO SHOULDER (INCHES)

WAIST TO SHOULDER (INCHES)

HEIGHT (FEET)

HEIGHT (FEET)

231/2 - 271/2

333/4 - 351/2

271/2 - 311/2

351/2 - 37” 37” - 381/2

3’11” - 4’7”

5’6” - 5’8”

4’7” - 5’3”

5’8” - 5’9” 5’9” - 5’10”
113/4 - 133/4

15” - 17”

133/4 -  153/4

17” - 19” 17” - 19”

MEN’S CHEST PROTECTORS SIZE RANGE

YOUTH JACKETS - BODY ARMOUR SIZE RANGE WOMEN’S PROTECTION JACKETS SIZE RANGE
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UPPER LEG CIRCUMFERENCE: MEASURE 10CM/4” ABOVE THE CENTER OF THE KNEE CUP 
LOWER LEG CIRCUMFERENCE: MEASURE AT THE WIDEST PART OF THE CALF.

WAIST - MEASURE AROUND THE NATURAL WAIST LINE, INLINE WITH THE NAVEL, KEEPING 
THE TAPE HORIZONTAL.

WAIST - MEASURE AROUND THE NATURAL WAIST LINE, INLINE WITH THE NAVEL, KEEPING THE TAPE HORIZONTAL.

MEASURE KNEE CUP WIDTH AT THE CENTER.

MEASURE AT THE WIDEST MUSCLE CIRCUMFERENCE.

HEAD CIRCUMFERENCE 
(CM)

HEAD CIRCUMFERENCE 
(INCHES)

 53-54 55-56 57-58 59-60 61-62 63-64

20.8” - 21.2“ 21.6” - 22“ 22.4” - 22.8” 23.2” - 23.6“ 24” - 24.4“ 24.8” - 25.2”

SIZE XS S M L XL 2XL

YOUTH KINDEY BELTS SIZE RANGE

MEN’S KNEE PROTECTORS SIZE RANGE

BIONIC KNEE BRACE SIZE RANGE

MEN’S ELBOW PROTECTORS SIZE RANGE

SUPERTECH HELMETS SIZE RANGE

SIZE

SIZE

SIZE

SIZE

YEARS

UPPER LEG (CM)

WIDTH (CM)

UPPER ARM (CM)

6 - 8

39 - 45

10.6 - 11.4 11.4 - 12.2 12.2 - 13.0 13.0 - 13.8

23 - 29

9 - 12

45 - 5029 - 35

S/M

S/M

S M L XL

S/M

L/XL

L/XLL/XL

WAIST (CM)

UPPER LEG (INCHES)UPPER ARM (INCHES)

WAIST (INCHES)

LOWER LEG (CM)

WIDTH (INCH)

LOWER ARM (CM)

LOWER LEG (INCHES)LOWER ARM (INCHES)

60.5 - 70.5

151/4 - 173/49” - 111/2

70.5 - 80.5

173/4 - 193/4111/2 - 133/4

211/2 - 241/2

32 - 38

41/4 - 41/2 41/2 - 43/4 43/4 - 51/4 51/4 - 51/2

20 - 28

121/2  - 15”8” - 11”

241/2 - 271/2

38 - 4328 - 34

15” - 17”11” - 131/2

MEN’S KIDNEY BELTS SIZE RANGE

SIZE XS/L XL/4XL

WAIST (CM)

WAIST (INCHES)

70 - 94 94 - 116

271/2 - 37” 37” - 451/2

7½ - 8

17.8 - 20.3

8 - 8½

20.3 - 21.6

8½ - 9

21.6 - 22.9

9 - 9½

22.9 - 24.1

9½ - 10

24.1 - 25.4

10 - 11

25.4 - 27.9

XS

6½ - 7

16.5 - 17.8

S

7 - 7½

17.8 - 19

M

7½ - 8

19 - 20.3

L

8 - 8½

20.3 - 21.6

XL

8½ - 9

21.6 - 22.9

XXL 3XL

MEN’S HAND MEASUREMENT IN

MEN’S HAND MEASUREMENT CM

INTERNATIONAL SIZE

WOMEN’S HAND MEASUREMENT IN

WOMEN’S HAND MEASUREMENT CM

HOW TO MEASURE 
HAND CIRCUMFERENCE 
WITHOUT THUMB

GLOVES’ SIZE RANGE

15.6 - 16.7 16.8 - 17.5 17.6 - 18.3 18.4 - 19.1

6 ¼ - 6 ½ 6 ½ - 7 7 - 7 ¼ 7 ¼  - 7 ½

YOUTH’S HAND MEASUREMENT CM

YOUTH’S HAND MEASUREMENT IN
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EURO SIZE

INTERNATIONAL 
SIZE

U.S. SIZE

U.S. PANTS SIZE

42 40 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62 64

 3230 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54

 26 24 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48

XXS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL

MEN’S 
APPAREL 
SIZE 
CONVERSION 
TABLE

EURO SIZE

INTERNATIONAL 
SIZE

U.S. SIZE

U.S. PANTS SIZE

 36

0

22

38

2

24

40

4

26

42

6

28

44

8

30

46

10

32

48

12

34

50

14

36

52

16

38

54

18

40

XSXXS S M L XL 2XL 3XL

WOMEN’S 
APPAREL 
SIZE 
CONVERSION 
TABLE

SIZE

INTERNATIONAL 
SIZE

U.S. SIZE

YEARS

 120

22

6

S

130

24

7-8

M

140

26

9-10

L

150

28

11-12

XL

YOUTH’S 
APPAREL 
SIZE 
CONVERSION 
TABLE

U.S. SIZE

EURO SIZE

JPN SIZE

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

38 

24 

39

25

40.5

25.5

42

26.5

43

27.5

44.5

29

45.5

29.5

47

30.5

48

31.5

49.5

32.5

51

33.5

52

34.5

MEN’S 
FOOTWEAR
SIZE 
CONVERSION 
TABLE

U.S. SIZE

EURO SIZE

JPN SIZE

6 7 8 9 10

37

23

38

24

39

25

41

26

42

26.5

WOMEN’S 
FOOTWEAR 
SIZE 
CONVERSION 
TABLE

U.S. SIZE

EURO SIZE

JPN SIZE

10 11 12 13 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

28

17.5

29

18.5

30.5

19.5

32

20

33

21

34

21.5

35.5

22.5

37

23

38

24

39

25

40.5

25.5

42

26.5

YOUTH’S 
FOOTWEAR
SIZE 
CONVERSION 
TABLE
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Product specifications are subject to change without notice. ©2023 Alpinestars inc. - JUL23

Alpinestars USA

2780 W. 237th street
Torrance, California
90505
Phone +1 310 891 0222
Fax +1 310 891 0299
alpinestars.usa@alpinestars.com

1-800-999-3388
601 EAST GOWEN RD,   BOISE,  ID   83716
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